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You've done your checks, got your orange iuice and
sarnies, stowed the camera and maps and you're ready
for the first flight of the season!
The lastthing on your mind is insurance, which is a pity because you never
know how soon you may need it!

re

If you planning to start the year with a bang, make sure you're hooked on
to the right insurance company - Mowbray Vale.
We try to think

of everything!

Contact Carol Taylor or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23078 - 24 hr. Ansaphone Service.
Or write to:

MOWBRAY VALE INSURA CE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1HL.
Telex: 587470
Represented af Lloyds

Fax: 0845 25483
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Kimberley House, Vaughan Way
Leicester, lE1 4SG
Tel Leicester 0533 531051
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Member of the
Royal Aero Club and the
Federation Mronautique
Internationale

Cover: Dan Air's 727 coming into land, photographed
from the Lasham launch point 'by Martin Judk.ins.

Lei<;ester Printers Ltd.. leicester.
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A superb newly designed electronic Barograph using all the I'atest Computer
technology featur'ng:
Keypad logging points of interest
Automatic date and time logg,ing
Calculator sized 150x80X30mm
0-1 Okm variable height scales
Computer analyses available
Variable 10-30hrs recording
Highly detailed printout
Light weight 225 gms
Competitively Priced
Altitude 'Display
Time Display

G~

For further details
Tel 0199815'10

E.W,. Avionics
45 Wyresdale <;res.
Perivale
Middx UB6 8TH

CAMBRIDGE

S-NAV

M-NAV

CAV-II

SOARING NAVIGATION
COMPUfER

NAV/VARIOMETER
SYSTEM

AUDIO VARlOMETER

• Graphic final glide display
• Programmable tasks & post flight
statistics
• Configurable audio
• Comrlete Nav system in two
pane cutouts
• Easy installation with telephone
type modular connectors
• Optional automatic cruise/climb
switch (G-Meter)
• Also available: S-NAV repeater
& vario for two place high-performance sailplanes.

• Complete final glide & distance
computer
• Integral v~o with choice of
reacfout SIZeS
• Graphic audio & speed-to-fly
• Easy to read, integrated display
• Straightforward operation

• Dual range vario
• Switch selection of vario or
averilget teadout
• Optional second readout for
avera,ger
• "';ill range audio ~th interru)?ted
climb tone and adjustable qwet
band
• Easy installation with telephone
type modular connectors
• MacCready Speed Ring available

Our Record Speaks for itself.

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS
WARREN-SUGARBUSH AIRPORT
RR BOX l09A WARREN, VERMONT 05674 USA
PHONE: (802) 496-7755 FAX: (802) 4%-6235
ALL CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 2-YEAR WARRANTY.
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. We'v~ always
~
.,.--- "
aImed to give flyers 'If.;
the best possible service.
So when- we were appointed
Licenced Repair Agents by
.
Grob and awarded an exclusive
'-.~
spare parts franchise tor their gliders, motor gliders and light aircraft,
it was a time fOfcdebration, reflection and considerable investment.
Similarly, being stockists for Tost launch equipment and exclusive agents
for their winches, gave us a bit of a lift.
Having the bits and the responsibility is now a pleasure and if you ever have
a forced landing, it's comforting to reflect that Chiltern can take care ofthe problems
ofgetting your aircraft back to base or into our fully-equipped workshops.
Our large stock of parts, repair material and accessories
then comes into play. Whether you repair it yourself
or use our expertise, you can be sure that you're
getting the best.
Every repair by Chiltern is backed by a
customer protection policy with full product
liability cover - a mark of confidence in their
products and our workmanship.
A telephone call will bring our recovery
trailer to your aid and all the backing you need.

L icellced to repair all Grob prodncrs.
Sole ConcessiOllaires for spare parrs for
gliders, motor gliders and Iigh r aircrafr.

'GRO,S

Booker Airfield, Nr. Marlow, Bucks, SL 7 3DR.
0494 445854 (works) Of 0865 890517 (ou~,side office hours).
Access and Barc1aycard accepted with pleasure.
Grob demonstration and sales - Tel: 0491 37184
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For top flight
gliding insurance...
~

... at down to earth prices.
We are insurance advisers to the BGA
with over 30 years professional service
to gliding.
We also provide insurance, reinsurance
and related risk services to clients
throughout the world.
For details of our competitively priced insurance,
call Peter Matthews on 01-377 3125.

~
Sedgwick
Sectgwick Aviation Limited, Sedgwick House, The Sedgwick Centre, London El 8DX.
'Ielephone: 01-377 3125· lelex: 882f31· Facsimile: 01-377 3077
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YOUR ILETTERS
MEDIA POWER AND YOUR CLUB
Dear Editor,
For several years 11 criticised the publicity
efforts of the Dorset GC which never got into
prinl, even in S&G's Club News. I considered
the efforts of previous PROs to be pathetic
and ~took up the gauntlet when it was thrown
at my teet
Journalist I ,un not, but salesman I am, so I
thought carefully about my plan of attack. I
considered lIle objectives and concluded there
was a need to get into print or on air on every
conceivable occasion something reportable
happened, without cosl to the club..
.
Whom to aim for was the next question. ThiS
rE*juired a careful study of our membership list
.and location 01 membership. Next came the
task of listing all the daily, weekly and mont~ly
publications within those locations, local radio
stations and television stations.
What to ,report? Anything and everything
except accidents. First solo flights, new .
instructors,handicapped visitors, a new Winch,
a new glider etc and always with a photograph
and names.
I started my campaign along those lines and
within a couple of weeks we were in print and
on air every week, sometimes almost every
day.
The interest this has generated from the
general public has been staggering an.~ the .
club has never been in a stronger pOSition With
a good membership base and the ~t~ntial for
future Illembership enormous. Herein lies
catch 22. Can we handle the growth?
I believe with careful regulation we can but it
needs a strong committee and a hard core of
willing instructors and members.
.
It is happening for us, so why not make It
happen for your club? The cost of a few
photographs, postage stamps and some time
and effort could help swing the club finances
well into the black and you may then be able
to afford to buy your own field when the
occasion arises.
Do invite editors to visit the club. This will
inevitably lead to a good spread of free
editorial and photographs for the cost of a
couple of flights, but be careful about what
you, say as your words could be taken out of
context and may put others off.
Joe Public still believes gliding is an
exclusiv.e rich man's sport. We have to get the
message across from grass roots level to the
man in the street that they too can share our
pleasures. Stand on the hangar roof and shout
at your loudest and only the converted will
llear! Do your shouting using the power of the
media and you could reach millions.
DENNIS NEAL, Wimborne, Dorset

THE THREAT FROM OUTSIDE
Dear Editor,
Vie Carr made some telling points in his
piece in the October issue, p235. For me the
most significant one was that the UK
movemenl flew five times as many visitors as
paid up members. Along with that, Vic reported that a BGA sub-committee noted that a
significant number of instructors did not have
February/March 1989

sufficient soaring experience. However, we can
coocll,lde that a large proportion 0# ii:le Income
In clubs comes from the general public Inaving
ago.
There is a depressing practice these days
for analysis paralysis - that is avoidil'lQ the difficult bit 01 coming up with a CQUr~e of action
tQ put matters right. In ibis bit of ana/ysis, the
BGA Committee does not say what the soaring, experience was insufficient for. The~ must
have fulfilled a role or they would not have
continued to instruct.
I have noted this behaviour pattern in clubs.
Instructing for circuit bashing is not very difficult or demandil'lg. The instructor has well
defined limits for height and distance in the
circuit and provided he keeps the sailplane
within those limits, the progress through the air
is successful. However, there are thOSe wtlo
make trial instructional flights a theatrical
event: they convey the impression to the poor
pupil that the control of a glider is an achievement well beyond his OIl her ability. Mem-·
bership flags.
High, performance soaring is a recent event.
It was only some ten or 15 years ago that the
ASW-17 Nimbus and Kestrel came 011 the
scene a~d created a quantum leap inl soaring
aChievement. Not so much in distance - Nick
Goodheart's lJK distance record still stands bul in speed and enjoyment. Competitive rac'
ing is an American invention that came in with
the SISU and the Hp·14.
In the British movement, we have been served very well by those, who learned to fly in
the "40s, '50s and '60s, and it is they who
have bome the majority of instructional load in
recenl years·. Acting unpaid, they have done. it
because they enjoyed it. They had no expenence of racing sailplanes - remember the outcry against glass ships when they came in
because they were too fast? They saw solo flying, in, Skylark 3s as· an enjoyable diversion
from cirCtlit bashing: many still do. So do not
reject them ~beca\)se they are not flying
triangl'es every minute of the day. When they
depart there will I:>e even less instructors to
bring ~n the new memoers and to drive the
tugs. for those who do fly triangles rarely
Instruct; they are too busy flying.
Vic does point to some very common mental
confusions in club management The emphasis
on two-seater flying comes from the {lesire to
balance the books. Unhappily lIlere are very
few cost accountants about these days, so few
clubs know where the money comes from or
where it is likely to go to. Attitudes to management have changed. At one time clubs could
expect a few experienced businessmen to
come forward and run the club efficiently, now
clubs find their committees from those who
have a background in "bureaucratic administration", and that is something else.
In one club I came across recently, the total
absence of new members in the most active
time of the year was finally explained when it
transpired that for three months the committee
had not considered the election of new members. We do not want our clubs to be run like
the Cleveland Health Authority as reported in
the Butler Schloss enquiry, but some get
close.

The threat to gliding is not from without, it is
from within.
J. C. RIDDELL, Harrogate, N. Yorks

Vie Carr replies: I stand by the central theme
of my proposition. Air experience and course
flying is only useful if it provides extra income
as a non priority activity. If the flying of
outsiders becomes the objective in its own
right, perhaps lor financial considerations, it
will be totally coonte~ productive. The effect
will offend mOre and more paid up members
as it does now and reduce our core
memberstlip still furlher.

LET'S SHOW GRASS ROOTS
GLIDING
Dear Editor,
I'm sure almost evercyone invohled with
gliding. will applaud the efforts of the makers
of Channel 4's Equinox seri'es for the recent
programme on our sport.
...
Albeit a very enjoyable and salutary Item, It
said very little about how gliding really is. The
perceived drawbacks people have on gliding,
eg expense and exclusiveness, were all borne
out by this film.
I! we are ever to grow as a movement we
must put oot a better image, ie that of,
friendliness and inexpensive fun and at lIle
same time minimise the drawbacks of cold
days spent waiting for a launch and pushing
gliders on muddy fields etc.
Remember that few of us speak with
plummy Queen's English tones and even
fewer spend our time attempting records in
£80000 super ships.
Is it beyond the bounds of possibility that
the BGA should try to show the makers of this
most powerful medium that they could get a
great deal of mileage out of gliding as it really
is - at grass. roots level.
Surely If they can do it for Sumo wrestling
they can do it for anything.
SIMON PARKER, Wolds GC, Yorks

A FEW WURZELS A LAUNCH
Dear Editor,
Mike Cuming's report on the 15 Metre
Nationals at Booker takes a rather sharp dig at
Nympsfield's cOlllpetition launch facilities
lexpensive and borrowed he implies in the
October issue, 10238)0. Pernaps he lacks the
sense. of humour to see that we only charge
London prices to visiting tondon competition
pilots to make them feel at home. Our rustic
friends, of course, only pay in groats and
wurzels when they come to experience our
unfettered airspace.
SIMON ROBEBTS, Kempley, G/os

THE GEL COAT PROBLEM
Dear Editor,
Gel coats are usually based on polyester
resin and gliders of composite structure
..
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GLIDER INSURA CE

Hinton Hill (UK) Limited
82-86 FENCHURCH STREET
LONDON EC3M 4BY

The Insurance is underwritten by certain underwriters at
L1oyd's and includes:• 15 % Introductory Bonus.
• A Progressive No Claims Bonus.

• No Premium Loading for Competition Flying..
For full details and immediate cover please contact:

TOM COLEMAN
01-480 5152
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usually use epoxy resins as a matrix for the
fibres which carry most of the load, whether
they be glass, carbon or Kevlar. Epoxy
contracts in volume and then sets solid so little
distortion occurs, but polyester resins set and
then contract so when they have a thick
section distortion may be considerable.
Further contraction may occur over a
lengthy period because unpolymerised styrene
can slowly evaporate out of the polyester
matrix.
I would have thought the best solution
would be to use an epoxy based resin for the
gel coat and any other finish. The hardener for
epoxy is usually hygroscoplc so I suppose if
not working in low humidity conditions a sheet
of polythene should be placed on the surface
immediately after spraying to prevent water
absorption from the air.
BRENNIG JAMES, Marlow

ESSENTIAL QUALITIES OF GLIDING
Dear Editor,
I believe Justin Wills' suggestion that his
"three essential qualities of gliding" (October
issue, p229) be adopted as the philosophical
basis of competitive soaring is wrong for two
reasons:
First, the essential qualities, although admirable in themselves, are more aptly suited to be
considered as the philosophical basis of indi·
vidual recreation cross-country flying and in
many ways they are intrinsically anti-

competitive. To use them as the basis of all
competitive soaring is, in my opinion, a
mismatch.
Secondly, there is no logical basis to Mr
Wills' implied assumption that competitive gliding can only fulfil its responsibility to the
general gliding movement if the type of flying
done in contests emulates, reflects or is
judged by the same criteria as individual recreational flying.
The reason that present contests are
unsatisfactory is not because the concept of
direct cross-country racing is wrong but
because the contests atlempt, but fail, to
simultaneously assess two different aspects of
competitive soaring, ie true racing and creallve
individual flying. The 1000 points system performs neither function well.
I suggest that the primary objective of competitive soaring, and the best way for it to fulfil
its responsibilities to the gliding movement, is
simply to hold good contests that are satisfying and challenging to the contestants. The
benefits (in terms of technology, techniques
and morale) of a successful competitive leading edge will trickle down informally as it
always has. The danger of having a single
accepted philosophical basis to all aspects of
any activity is that, no matter how admirable it
is, it can easily develop into an unquestioned
dogma.
I believe that to develop truly successful
soaring contests it is essential to divide the
two aspects of competitive soaring into
separate contests and to devise scoring sys-

tems specifically tailored for each.
True cross-country racing on fixed tasks
should not be abandoned or diluted by pilot
task choices, but should be strengthened by
an incisive scoring system relying solely on
placing on each flight rather than by trying to
measure the worth of a contestant's flight relative to the winner's. It is this latter aspect of
the 1000 points system which is responsible
for much of the conservative flying and mindless gaggling of present contests. The answer
is to adopt some form of "Grand Prix" points
system as has been suggested by such
people as GOran Ax and Ingo Renner who
know a bit about contests. Some detail
refinements are required but that is beyond the
scope of this letter.
Creative individual flying requires contests of
its own which would be even more distim;t
from racing contests than Competition Enterprise is at present. The essential requirement
is a single scoring system designed
specifically to measure the absolute worth of
different types of flight. The National Ladder is
one such scoring syslem which could be
adopted or adapted. In lhis type of conlesl the
competitors would simply gather at the contest
site and fly completely self selected tasks with
the aim of harvesting as many points as possible during the contest period. It is the 'use of
one scoring system throoghout the contest (as
opposed to several in Competition Enterprise)
which would allow complete freedom from for
mal task setting and enable the contest to fully
reflect Mr Wills' three essential qualities of
..

ia~F THE FAMOUS 'DROOP SNOOT' TRAILER

'==im:i:i'i'~i)c)

BEST CHOICE FOR YOUR GLIDER

Designed and Built by AMF ENTERPRISES - Britain's Biggest, Most Experienced Manufacturer
CHECK LIST - Tick* each feature you would expect to find in your 'Best Buy' Glider Trailer:
D HIGH SPECIFICATION, UNSURPASSED QUALITY
D ALL ARGON, SHIELD-WELDED TUBULAR
STEEL FRAME
D HIGH-GRADE ALUMINIUM SHEET SKIN
D 12mm EXTERIOR GRADE PLY FLOOR
(lJNDERSEALED BEFORE ASSEMBLY)

0
0
0
0
0
0

FULL STATUTORY LIGHTING
DROP POLE FOR PARKING SECURITY
FULL RANGE OF 'OPTIONS'
SPECIALLY-DESIGNED AMF FiniNGS
AIDS FOR SOLO TOWING
'USER HANDBOOK AND MAINTENANCE GUIDE'

D GRP SELF-COLOUR MUDGUARDS
(SUPPLIED WITH EACH TRAILER)
(FOR ZERO MAINTENANCE)
0 CHOICE OF ACCESSORIES
o CURVED SIDES, 'STANO-UP BACK', 'DROOP SNOOT'
(WING ROOT DOLLYS, COLLAPSIBLE TRESTLES, ETC.)
(,FOR MIN. DRAG, MAX. STAB.ILlTY)

D 'AVONRIDE' AXLE, AUTO-REVERSE,
HYDRAULICALLY-DAMPED HITCH

o

(FOH SUPEflB BRAKING EFFICIENCY)
RADIAL TYRES AND SPARE WHEEL AS STANDARD

"All these are In your AMF Trailer

STOPPRESSl

~,---______.__._.;1
---------.......u....------~

AMF Enterprises have won yet another high-spec. Ministry of Defence contract to supply Glider Trailers
for Royal Ait Force (Air Cadets).
For Full Specification and List of 'Options', Fittings and Accessories:
Call in, write or telex: Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks. RG16 7TJ. Tel: (0488) 72224 Telex: 848507 (MIFLI)
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YOUR LETTERS

gliding in a way of which I think he might
approve.
Everything 11 have suggested maybe wrong
but one thing I am sure of is lhat 10 keep the
1000 pOints scoring system and, to simply
introduce alternative tasks is nolthe solution
to the problem of competitive soaring'. I think
that such an approach would be particularly
detrimental to cross-country racing, a pursuit
which should be unashamedly enjoyed for its
own sake.
JOHN GALLOWAY, Glenrothes, Fife
Justln Wills replies: I do not share John
Galloway's view of the fundamentally different
nature between true racing and creative
individual flying. I think competitions should
test a wide spectrum of pilot skills, and
encourage individualism and creativity
throughout, including the performance of
speed tasks around fixed courses.
John himself suggests an alternative points
system to prevent "conservative flying and
mindless gaggling", implying that he too
believes pilots should be encouraged to win
through individual creative effort.
Above all, I think any organisation, be it
political, commercial or sporting, needs an
underlying philosophy to guide it. To lack one
for fear of dogma is, in my opinion, to be
consigned to the wilderness of directionless
nonentity.

BOOK
REVIEWS
Understanding Flying Weather by Derek
P"lQgott, published by A. & C. Black at £6.95
and available from the BGA at £7.45 including

p&p.
The author of this book needs no introduction,
and almost every glider pilot must have read
one of his books or articles at some time or
another. To find one on the subject ,of weather
was something new and 1 began reading this
with considerable anticipation.
The first three chapters, covering the airmass, the pressure pattern and depressioos
and-anticyclones is almost faultless. I
particularly liked the section which described
the connection between the jet stream and
changes in surface pressure. 11 is a very
simple introduction 10 a highly complex
subject.
Chapter 4 00 the atmosphere is also well
presented, primarily covering. the subjects of
stability and instability. This is easy to t,ollow,
but I feel that a simplified version of the T0
gram would not have been amiss. At some
time or another a glider pilot will be taced with
one and a rudimentary understanding of how it
is used would help unravel the mysteries of
adiabatic behaviour.
Chapter 5 is on clouds and this is where the
author begins to go off at a tangent. There is a
February/March 1989
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section on fog in which there is a whole paragraph on thermal activity. This belongs elsewhere. Cloud types are largely Illustrated by
line drawings, although Ihere are some excellent photos of convective imd wave clouds
scattered throughoullhe book. However, as
this is meant to be an instructional publication
I 'feel the selection of cloud photos leaves
much to be desired.
There Is one glaring omission - castellanus.
This has greal significance te currenl and
futme flying weather, and deserves a mention.
Chapter 6 on local topography is largely
devoted 10 sea ,tJreezes, the remainder on high
groond effects. This is the infamous "northsouth divide" revealing itsell, and I am sure
glider pilots north of the Watford Gap will consider their particular types of weather
phenomena deserve much more space than
they have been given.
Chapter 7 on soaring conditions starts off in
fine style, but once again, under a sub heading
of visibility, is half a page 00 upper winds and
shower clouds!
Lee waves are well' illustrated, both with line
drawings and photos, but unlike Chapter 4
there is 110 positive attempt to give a theoreti·
cal, explanation. The second paragraph
launches straight into soaring, techniques in
wave, and one begins 10 wonder where the
priorities are In thisbxlk. There is mucn information in Ihis chapter, but I found its, presentation somewhat confused. Fig 35 was an
unfortunate choice - it is quite contrary to the
written text, and illustrates a specific upper
wind pattern associated with waves which is
extremely rare.
The final, paragraph, "Advice on using soaring conditions", switches 10 flying techniques
in gliders and 'powered aircraft. It is all
excellent advice, but again the author has
really forgotten about the heading on the front
page of the book. I am glad to say that the
final' section on Bronze badge questions and
answers brings the book back on the rails.
My overall impression is that the author has

been fighting a 'battle within himself while putting pen to paper. Soaring, oot weather, tends
to get the upper hand. The layout of photos
and text makes it all something of a
hotchpotch. However, there are a multitude of
useful facts to befoulld throughout the book,
and if you don't mind the rather poor collation
of subject matter the £6.95 will not be wasted.
I feel a bit more research and care would have
produced a really wor:thwhile publication.
MICHAEl P. GAAROO
Hanna Reitsch - Aying for ,the Fatherland
by Judy Lomax. Published by JOhn Murray
(P,ublishers) Ltd. 50 Albemar1e Street, London
W1X 460. Price '£14.95 plus p&p.
This book, thefirsl major biography of Hanna
Reitsch, gives an insight on a fascinating life in
flying, and is full of interesting information
which Judy Lomax has presented in a very
readable form.
Hanna Aeitsch has always been (and will
remain) an enigma 10 me, and perhaps to
many others as well. There is no doubt,
however, about her gliding and flying
achievements and many Qf these have been
described in the book. During her whole life as
a pilol she was the centre of controversy
which towards the end of her life perhaps
contributed towards her demise (1979) as she
was feeling increasingly depressed and
exhausted.
Judy lLomax has taken no end of trouble to
interview many people who knew Hanna at
different stages of her life, to finish up with a
fascinating account which I can thoroughly
recommend if ,you wish to know more about
the circumstances in which Hanna grew to be
perhaps ,one of the lbest known pilots in the
world.
RIKA HARWOOO
(Some details of her flying life, which are
examined in this book fully, appeared in Doe
Slater's obituary on Hanna in the DecemberJanuary 1979 issue of S&G, p302.)

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs and overhauls
carried out

ENSTONE
REGIONALS
August 12th-20th

Approved for PZL and Winter
Instruments

A 9-day BGA rated Competition
directed by Ken Sparkes

Write or phone:

Entry Fee £90

M. G. Hutchinson

For details apply to:
Ken Sparkes
Enstone Eagles Gliding Club

'Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX

The Control Tower
En.lone Airfield
Church En.lone
Oxford'hlre OX7 4NP
Tel: 060872 535 {day}

Barograph Calibration centre

Tel. 056-881-368

(answering machine)
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GEORGE LEE

I

have felt for some time that there must be a
strong potential market fora self-launching, high
performance, side by side two-seater. I was
intrigued, therefore, to read the initial reports of a
quite remarkable new self-launching glider that
seemed to fit the billadrnirably - the Stemme
5-10.
As a longhaul airline pilot I regularly fly to
Frankfurt and during one of my trips there in
October I went to Mannheim to be met by Ingo
Andressen (the 5-10 sales manager) who kindly
agreed to my crawling over and flying the number
four aircraft.
From the outset I was favourably impressed by
the high standards of engineering and surface
finish. It appears 'to be Irnmensely strong and
obviously a lot of thoug,ht has gone into many
aspects of the design.
It is not a particularly pretty aircraft on the
ground, due mainly to the nose-high attitude and
wide track of the somewhat spindly in
appearance undercarriage. It was a very windy
day and althougn the aircraft was quite well
sheltered in frorit of the hangar the odd gust
whipped around the corner. The canopy is very
large and I think considerably more care would
need to be taken with it in windy conditions than
say a typical forward opening canopy on a15m
ship. The wide track of the undercarriage,
coupled with tt'le significanl weight of the aircraft,
seem to afford greal $tabilityon the ground.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
OFTHEmMME
George Lee, three times World Open Class Champion,
assesses this new motor glider (featured on our cover last
April) whi.ch will be displayed at 'the iBGA Weekend in
February by Mike Jefferyes, the UK .agent

The weight of the inner
wing panels is less than
those of the ASW·17
The impressive stiffness of lhe wings was also
very evident on the ground although I understand
the weight of the inner wing panels is less than
those of the ASW-17. Access to the engine compartment seemed good and it didn't take Ingo
long to remove both the left side and top panels.
Entry to the cockpit was straightforward 'if a Iitlle
athletic. The cockpit is big with a lot of room (fiO
problem at all with clearance under the instwment panel for knees) - instrument switches,
engine and flying controls were all easily
reached. There seemed to be adequate space for
instruments/avionic equipment.
The rudder pedals were adjusted conventionally and the seat back by an inflated air bag.
There didn't seem to be a lot of luggage space
but it should be adequate for most needs.
Engine starting and tax,ying were straighlforward in spite of restricted visibility over the
nose (the forward quarter visibility on both sides
was excellent). The hydraulic disc brakes
seemed smooth and powerful. We taxyed over
quite a lot of rough ground initially and 0nce
again I was impressed with the stability afforded
by the wide undercarriage track and the rigid
wings.
The strong wind was some 60° off the runway
and caused Ingo some problems as we came
around the corner to align with the runway. The
aircraft didn't want to know and we carried on
going left off the runway and on the grass!
Apparently the demonstrator had the wrong
10

spring fitted between the rudder and the tail
wheef - loo weak! Anyway we came around the
corner a bit slower the nexl time and alignment
was no problem.
Ingo handled it for the take-off and there was
no dififculty with directional control. Take-off distance was quite impressive but we were light and
enjoyed a lot of assistance from the wind.
We climbed to about 6OOOft, transitioning from
the rough thermic conditions at the lower levels to
the smooth air above. The rate of climb averaged
4V2 to 4%kt afld the engine showed no sign of
distress. I removed my headset atone stage and 11
would describe the noise/vibration level as
acceptable. I understand that lhe Sauer engined
version is considerably smoother and quieter.
Both the shutdown and restaning procedures
were uncomplicated with lhe engine reslarting
quickly on each occasion - lhe fact lhal lhe
engine cools slowly wilh the nose cone retracled
and lhe cooling flaps shut can only be a plus in
lerms of starting and prolonging engine life. As a
windmilling start is not an option, Ingo told me
that they are working on a type of cartridge start
system for the engine in case of an electrics
failure. Applying the propeller brake and aligning

the retracted propeller in readiness for the retraction of the nose cone proved straightforward.
The general handling qualities were ve!'Y good
with an excellent rate of roll for a big Ship. lA-flight
visibility is good but I was aware of reflection in
the canopy from the top of the grey instrument
coaming affecting the visibility over the nose painting it matt black would probably be the
answer.
Stability felt good in all axes with little change in
nose position across the speed range. I felt it had
a good glide ang'le and can ,believe'a best LID of
.51:' . 11 was poorly taped and 'a significant gain in
perlorrnance should be realised when the best
position for the lurbulator tape is determined (not
fitted al present),.
The stiffness 01 the wings was very evident in
flight and contributed to a reassuringly solid feelIngo said he has had the aircrafl. up to 320km/h
(1731<t) without problems. Flap, actuation forces
were light although I wasn't happy about the
shape of the flap lever and its proximity 10 the airbrake lever - a re-design/modified flap lever
would probably do the trick.
The stall was a docile affair and with our combined weight the aircraft would only spin from a
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"power on" entry, tl1e recovery being conventional'. We then descended below cloud to tryout
the rough, broken thermals. In spite of only'hav"
ing a hopelessly under-compensated' Winter
variometer we managed' to gain some height!
Once I got used to the perspective associated
with thermalling a ship with a large side by side
cockpit I' found it \00 be a most enjoyable experience. I was pleasantly surprised by how well I
could feel the lift and the controll1armonisation
seemed good, though I found it difficult to
establish the small amount of slip that I normally
like to use when thermal ling, a big ship - maybe
the S-10 doesn't need it.
.

Nose cone could be opened
for engine start with little
loss of performance
After playing~ around with a few broken thermals we flew downwind ,to try the ,ridges but the
wind was-at too oblique an angle for them to be
working. As we descended we had a landing' field
selected and a major advantage of the S-10
became apparent ,in that the nose cone could 'be
opened in readiness for engine start with very
little loss of performance.
We finished off by findiflg some rain to fly in to
prove what I knew already - the Nimbus 3 profile,
albeit somewhat modified, loses very little' performance in the wet We thel1l joined the circuit
but overshot from the first approach as the wind
was gusting to 45kt!'
In view of the turbulent conditions Ingo sensibly elected to land on the grass during the first
lull. He didn't get the flare Quite 'right on the landing and we became airborne again, but he had no
problem ill controlling the second touchdown
without applying, power - directional control after
landing did not seem to be a problem. Retraction
and extension 01 lhe undercarriage was easy and
logo said that he has beer:l pleasantly surprised
by how reliably the most complicated feature of
the aircraft has performed. The electric
retraction/extension system ,is backed up by a
manual extension, powerful springs punching
each gear down when required.
It was unfortunate that I didn't get the chance to

evaluate the aircraft in the circuit bvtlngo :invited
me to return, hopefully to fly the Sauer engined
versioo next time. The one I flew was fitted with a
Limbach engine rated at 90hp at 3400rpm but
measured at no more than 70hp aI2900rpm. The
Sauer engine is fated at 97hp bul has been
measured at 104hp.lngo also said that they were
modifying the shape of Ihe two bladed propeller
which should give a 10% improvement in
performance.
Tne main criticism of the S-l 0 il1lhe past was
the lack of power, but the first three aircraft were
fitted with a smaller Umbach engine that' was
rated al 80hp and measured' at only 67hp. The
take-off rurl of the 5auer engined versioo using
the €>Id propeller fias been measured at 220m on
concrete and320m on grass (weight 850kg and
oorrected 10 standard atmospheric pressure and
temperature). I alsO understand lhat the Sauer
engined version has been demonstrated 1111 Swit·
zer1and and Ihere was no noise level problem, so
it must be 'Quiet!
I was ,a 'little concerned about the safety
aspects of Ihaving a transmission shaft running
up the middle of the cockpit but lngo said that
they deliberately cut through a shaft and ran the
engine for three minutes without a problem. I also
wondered whal would happen if the nose cone
handle was accidentally putted with the engine
running. Apparently they have done Ihis and
there was no damage due to the lapel' on the
metal collar al the front of the propeller housing just a horrible noise and a slight smell ,of 'burning.
In summary t think lit is a fine aircraft and
deserves to succeed. 1I have very little experience
of self-launching gliders but I can appreciate,the
advantages a self-launching, high performance.
side by side two-seater has to offer, Sales figu res
will show us in due course whether the S-l 0 team
have got it righl - I believe they have.
see also the 1,986, June issue, p131 and the
1'988 April Issue, p6S.
Footnote: Since George's flight Limbach have
,upratedtheir 90hp engine with new cylinder
heads. ,Early trials in S- 10 No. 6 together with the
new pro,peller blades have given a climb rate of
7kt at max weight. German certification has progressed well during the autumn and we hope will
ibe complete :by the end of February. The first
three British machines are due to be delivered
during 1989.

a

Gearbo:::x------..::::~===~
Propeller blades extended
Nose cone in pOlI/ered-fIight configuration

Oriveshah

Genrrifugal clutch

Umbach
powerplanl

The engine doesn't fold out but is mounted centrally behind the seats Bnd drives forward
through a carbon shaft in a Kevlar tunnel between the two pilots to B folding propener in the
nose. When the engine stops the propeller blades fold inwards by spring loading and are then
enClosed by the retracting nose cone.
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TRAVELLER'S TALE

HUNGARY
Louis Rotter recommends a
site 60 miles from Budapest

G

yongyos airfield is three miles north of the
town 01 the same, name and 60 miles NE of
Budapest, linked by rail and motorway. It is a hill
site with a west wind ridge but from 'an aerotow
you can soar in almost any wind direction or contact wave.
The clubhouse and hangar are on the east side
but' be careful arriving because the road crosses
the main grass runways which have winching
and aerotOwing. The ,clubhouse is much like
British GC facilities with a bun'khouse, there is
ample room for camping and caravanning and a
three star hotel five minutes drive away.
You can take your own glider or hire a Pirat. Flying is in the airfield's designated airspace but
isn't as restricting as it sounds. Clearance is
needed for cross-countries, specifying your
route.

Wave is common
in winter

_
_

During the summer Gyongyos is ideal for
500km .QlRs since it can offer a Oiamond flat, triangle well away from military flying. Wave is common in winter and 73 Oiamood heights were
"own in five, days dlJJring the 1987 Christmas/
New Year period, laking advantage of the north
Karpatien mountains. The records show interesting gliding throughout the year.
The Hungarians, though new to hosting foreign
pilots with restrictions only recently lifted, are
very willing and hospitable but take flying
seriously with some regimentation.
In 1983 they hosted the Vinlage Glider Rally
when western pilots enjoyed themselves. This
year the VG meeting will again be in Hungary and
before and after the event it is possible to glide at
this site.
The language can be a slight problem as most
people speak German as a second language but
there will be an English speaking briefing every
day and an English instructor availabl'e, The
courses are for a group of four or five but individuals can go. It is best to arrange your own ,travel
via Danube Travel, 6 Conduit Street, London
W1 R ST6, TeI 01 439 0263. They offer cheap
return flights by Hungarian Air1ines or British Airways, presenlly costin~ about £180 return.
The briefing, when an airfield and navigational
chart: is presented, is very thorough and followed
by an hour in a powered aircraft for designated
airspace familiarisation and a two-seater check
flight. Those new to the Pirat have two aerotows
ofl Omin. All gliders have radios and oxygen with
a basic panel plus one gyro instrument.
For further Information telepl;lone me on
0244 326555.

a
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PLATYPUS

TAIL
FEATHERS
A material difference
Long before designer stubble had been
invented, there was a potterer-to-end-allpotterers to be seen around Dunstable ,every
weekend with what looked like a perpetual twoday-old beard, his moustache and lingers
stained, not yellow but dark brown, (rom the
chain-smoking which eventually killed him, Hon
Watson was untiringly helpful with any job you
wanted done, from a variometer calibration to a
Cornish retrieve. He was also untiringly
dogmatic, as when during one of the great downwind dash Nationals he refused to stop his vintage Bentley to let his fellow crew members
telephone contralto see if their man had landed.
"Look at those cloudstreets, nobody could gel
sunk in those conditions!" he snorted, and swept

Swept past.
past the hapless pilot and onwards another hundred miles down the peninsular before the blunder (the pilot's blunder, not his, of course) was
discovered.
To look at him in his dirty beret, messing
around with bits of wire in the Ottley Building, you
would hardly have guessed that he was a distinguished scientific civil servant in ooe of the
aviation ministries. When I asked him why
government-financed aircraft always cost about
ten limes what they were originally budgeted to
cost. he said! cheerfully "Well, il we went and told
Members of Parliament what we thought the
wretched things would really cost, none of the
projects would ever get ,oH the ground, would
they?" He would have been a marvellous character in "Yes, Prime Minister" loxillg both the
bureaucrats and the politicians with his technical
knowledge, his pawky wit and his total lack of
respect ,for rank.
I asked him (this was more than 25 years ago)
whether tailless gliders had a future, and he said
"There is nothing wrong with a tailless glider that
can't be put right by adding a tail." Which firmly
ended that topic 01 debate.
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Adding a tail.
Then I asked what he thought the biggest
strides lorward in glider design would come
from, and out of the portion 01 his mouth that was
not engaged in gripping a cigarette he said simply "Materials" and went on bashing out the most
recenl dinge in the 19GOs fourwheeled ashtray
that served as his car.
He was right. Exotic designs like the Horten flying wings have got nowhere. Neither did the
metal variable geometry Sigma - too complicated by lar. And though a plastic variablegeometry 5B-11 won the 1978 15 Metre World
Championship in the hands 01 Helmut
Reichmann, that monstrously expensive protoIype never entered series production. But
materials - glass,then carbon, then Kevlar - have
successfully made possible higher aspect ratios,
stiHer and more perfect wingsections, more
eHective controls, wider ranges of wing loadings
from dry to lully ballasted - all of which have
helped, along with better aeroloils, to double performances of the wooden gliders of which we
were so proud a generation ago.
Perl1aps it should have been a maller for
lamentation rather than celebration when a
British Skylark Gwon the World Championships
in 1960, since it helped to reinforce our insular
attitude ·to new materials. One of the gliders on
display on that occasion was the still very new
glass .reinforced plastic Ptioenix, which was described by a distinguished British aerodynamic
pundit (flot Ran, but another 'scientist, still very

gliders had, hit the buffers, they plunged in 1968
lor an American design in metal that 'had not been
meant for series production. No American glider
01 World Championship Olass has ever been
mass produced, the main reason being the
horrendous bureaucracy which put certification
of commercially produced gliders on a par with
~hat of Boeing 7478. Their best gliders were·
always brilliant one-offs with EXPERIMENTAL
stencilled on the side. So the British Hp-14C
flopped. 11 seemed that Slingsbys wanted to do
anything rather than touch the dreaded glassfibre technology. Eventually the first British GRP
glider, the Kestrel 19, based on the GlasflOgel
Kestrel 17, flew in the UK Nationals ili\ 1971 and
became ,generally available in the 1972 season. (I

I,.~

;;'
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. . . . Z;·:;;;j
MmlllilllllUllIlIllllllllllllllllnUllnnll
'Design In metal'.

'loved the Kestrel, and had three of them between
1973 and 1979; don't let's go into why 50 many
. ,.) But Britain had lost its lead in designing
gliders and, atter the Vega, dropped out 01 the
world market altogether.

III
Short and pithy.

A matter for lamentation.
much with us) as "A schoolboy's idea of what a
glider should look like", which was true but
perhaps missing the point. The Phoenix was the
direct forerunner 01 the Phoebus and the inspiration to all modern GRP gliders. Apparently all of
the eight 1950s Phoenixes were still Ilying well
into the 1980s and lor all I know are still flying
today; I only hope the latest plastics last as
long.
When Slingsby's linally decided that wooden

This whole story 01 decline and fall was a
microcosm of British industry in general over the
same years.
I often wonder what dry comment Ron, had
some miracle 01 medical science saved him,
would have uttered about this sad tale. It COuld
have been one 01 his hour long dissertations,
brooking no interruption or disagreement; on the
other hand it might have been extremely shorl
and pithy.
Postscript: Apropos the above, gliders have
changed incredibly little in planform since the late
1920s. What kind of performance, I wonder,
could you get Irom a modern carbon-fibre replica
of the 1930 Fafnir', il you cheated with a 1980s
aerofoil, flaps, bYakes etc? Now there really was a
schoolboy's idea 01 what a glider should look like.
Mike Russell would doubtless throttle me lor the
fA beautiful cantilever gull wing sailplane, in which
Gunlher Groenhoff established brilliant records.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

TAIL FEATHERS

FAFNIR 1
1930

51GMA 1
1971

58-11
1978

Dale indicalas lirsl lIigh!

blasphemous suggestioo that we should do fake
replicas cl old gliders. But my point is simply that
the best designers had basically got it right 60
years ago, and if there has not been any fundamental change in glider shapes over the past
60 years, there is unlikely to be much in the next
20. But I would love to be wrong.

Turning the other wingtip
Most gliding textbooks tell you that as you bumble along in straightish flight looking for a thermal,
if the glider starts to bank to the left, you should
resist and turn right, because there is a thermal
under your right wingtip attempting to kick you
out. Warren Kay, the stout pilot with the slim
glider, who takes some pleasure in being a
nuisance, points out that the same textbooks also
tell you that the lift is surrounded with loads of
nasty sink. Well, since you Come to the sink first
as you cut across the outer edge of the thermal,
won't the sink make the glider bank towards the
centre of the thermal? In which case tuming the
other way is the wrOng thing to 00; you should
carry on turning with the down-going wing. Here
is a rough diagram:

LIFT
~SINK
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Oh Dear, Oh Dear, Brain-hurting time again.
There are a number of hypotheses to
conjure with.
One is that Warren Kay is absolutely right and
the textbooks are preaching rubbish that nobody
has noticed for 30 years, apart from Warren. This
is unthinkable, so another hypothesis must be
attempted.
It is possible that Warren Kay is sort of right.
That is more tolerable. My thinking goes vaguely
like this:
1. Many thermals do not have serious amounts
of sink around them, at least not sufficiently
sharp-edged to tip the glider over noticeably.
My little drawing illustrates:

Clearly the tipping-over effect will be more
dramatic at point B than at A.
2. It is also possible that the Kay paradox does
indeed happen from time to time, which might
explain why sometimes there isn't a thermal
where you think it ought to be.

A nice

_

steady speed - - - - - A way of testing the idea this coming season
would be, for instance when joining another
glider in a thermal, to see what happens to your
angle 01 bank and vario when you approach the
thermal obliquely (not heading straight for the
core, and especially not the other glider), flying at
a nice steady speed with two fingers on the stick.
On second thoughts, you'd better do it in a twoseater and leave the observations to the P2. Let
me know what happens. Note: S&G takes no responsibility for the consequences (ED).

a

SAILPLANE NEWS

On a recent holiday to the savoy Alps, France,
Jim Young of Farnham, Surrey, saw the 15m
Standard Class ST-15 being built at the
Stralpes Aero factory and has sent us the
following details of a glider he described as
"well designed and beautifully finished."
TMy are being manufactured at a rate of one
a month and use a completely new, thinner
aerofoil section which it is claimed gives an
improved performance. The wing pl'anform is

triple trapezoidal to give a lower induced drag
than comparable gliders. All controls auto
couple on assembly.
lhe large airbrakes allow sate and steep
approaches and with an LID of 41.7 it has a
maximum take-off weight of SOOkg, requiring
160kg of wing ballast for a high speed performance in strong CO/ilditions. Even so, it has
been designed to be good at scratching in
thermals.
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Bill SCULL

W i t h the stall and recovery the basic aims,
are to teach:
• Recognition, Of the symptoms,of the approaching
stall to avert it.
• Recognition of the stall itself, in all its
variatiOns.
• Recovery wit!'! minimum Ineight loss,
Nowadays, it is widely recognised that
demonstration and practiCe stalls during training
should, for the most part, represent variOl:ls inadvertent stalls rather than stalls as aerobatic
manoeuvres.
The basic point. so far as recovel)' with minimum los$ of height is concerned is making the
right amount of elevator movement. 'This may
vary betweer'lrelaxing the backward pressure to,
quite a ,positive forward movement of the stiCk in
the st'eeper stall. In general the majority of pilots
will over-control the recovery, but this is sometimes not picked up in training or on check
flights.
It Is fundamental that a student or pilot
being checked Is given a range of stalls
incfuding "muSh", marked nOse drop and
wing drop to make sure each is recognised
and recovery is well-controlled in terms of
the appropriate forward stick movement.

Stall with wing drop
Historically, this is where the teaching problems
start because stall with wing drop may often be
termed an "incipient spin", This'latter term and its
implications are misleading and have led to a
practice 01 using rudder in the recovery which is
potentially dangerous, but more on this later. The
fundamental POint here is, that the nOl'mal stall
recovery is jUslto move the stick sufficiently and
aller the glider is unstalled the wings can be
levelled in the usual way.
Consider the alternatives. If the rudder is 10 be
used as a part of the recovery drill then what are
the options? Given that we've considered one
already (normall stall' recovery) then two remain:
1. Using sufficient opposite rudder to prevent
further yaw implies a degree of awareness
and control which is most unlikely for a pilot
who stalls Inadvertently. I,f recovery can, be
made without using the rudder at all then what
is the point?
2. Full opposite rudder is appropriate if the
glider has entered a spin but applied prematurely, that is before the glider is spinning,
incurs the risk of spinning in the opposite
direction - particularly If the stick Is still
being held back. Such a situation amounts
to making a spin recovery before the glider is
actually spinning which is clearly an inappropriate action. Again, if recovery can be
made without using the rudder at all then what
is the point?
It follows from (1) and (2) that use of the rudder
is wholly inappropriate. If you are not convinced
then consider the following hypothetical
situation.
The glider stalls and the wing starts to drop.
The pilot moves the stick forward but the wing
continues to drop and the glider ;s spinning,
This situation, if not unique, is probably very
rare. The glider in question is one of the few that
will enter a spin from a straight stall without any
apparent provocation. The question is if the glider
is spinning without the stick being held back will
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STALLING AND
SPINNING
There is a lot of misunderstanding about recovery techniques,.
particularly the phase known as the "Incipient spin". Here Bill
Scull, BOA director of operations, looks at the practical and
teaching ,problems and the recovery techniques.
the elevator position stop the rudder from achieving its desiredeffect1
I have put this question and indeed circulated
this article. to a'li1urnber of people with considerable experience - most of t/<lem with more than
100 types in, their Iegbooks and including test
pilots - and, wilflout exception, the answer given
is "I know of no such ·glider'" Therefore, the forward: movement oflhe stick is,the key and use of
the rudder is likely to cause more problems thalli it
cures.

The stalling reinforcement exercises

revert lmder stress? You don't now do you? But
again the implications should be obvious, a
flawed recovery technique may be your final
undoing.

The "Incipient" spin
Notice that until now I've avoided using the term
"incipient". What does the word mean, or what is
it taken to- mean? The Concise Oxford Dictionary
states - "Beginning; in an initial stage". It Is..not a
matter of semantics to say that the word is
entirely appropriate if a sequence of stall, wing
drop, yaw, autorotation, spinning' occurs. In this
context "incipient" is accurate enough to describe in an initial stage of what will become a
spin. 'However, if the sequence stops at wing
drop then the word is quite inappropriate. In
reality the word is virtually redundant except to
deseribe an aerodynamic situation rather than
one with any practical aspect.

These exercises have been taught to BGA
instructors for more than 15 years. More recently
anyone attending an AEI course will' have had the
various exercises demonstrated. There Is one of
particular ,relevance to the debate "whether to
use the rudder if tile wing crops at the stall". If YO\.l
are lnot already-convinced that use of the rudder
is both, unnecessary and hazardous then get an
The answer is really quite simple:
instructor to- show you a spin to the lell olfa tum • There is a standard recovery from the stall,
to the right (or vice versa).llf you're still not convinwhether the wing drops or not
ced then your days may be numberedl
•
There
is a standard recovery from a spin.
lihe other exercise is the effect of rudder at difAnd, lindeed, there is no need for any interferent air speeds. T'he comparison is made by
mediate, recovery technique between the stall
applying rudder at normal flying speed and, lIying stick-fixed, observing how much the glider
and the spin.
For all practical purposes the term "incipient"
yaws and rolls - the primary and secondary
is redundant and certainly any implication that
effects of ruddet. The second demonstration is at
there i's a separate recovery technique is fraught.
a speed near tQ the stall; the application of full
HJdder will cause the wing to drop and, maybe,
The exercise Of slow flying and' using the rudder
to keep the wings level will encourage a habit that
the glider will enler a spin. Remember being
may make a glider bite when otherwise it would
nagged by your instructor not to over-rudder the
not. Do you use the rudder if the wing drops. If
turn entry? Such a tendency may well be suppressed by your stage of experience but will you
so, beware!
aI

Cotswold Gliders
(Prop. T. Coal

WINTER C of A DUE?
Book yours now and be ready for next
season. No extra work done without your
authorisation

HIGH QUALITY SPECIALIST WORK IN
Glassfibre, wood and metal
All types of repair undertaken
Kestrel/Libelle aileron drive rebuilds, also rudder drive NDT testing
Full machining facilities for oversize wing pins, axles, control rods etc.
Phone or write
Tony Cox (Senior Inspector)
18 Stanton Harcourt Road
Witney, Oxon OX8 6LD 0993 774892 anytime

LLOYDS APPROVED
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WILLlAM MALPAS

Wlbur Wrighl, asked if he had' read the
book written by Mouillard, was ,reported as replying that he'and nis brother had read the extensive
extracts thal had been translated and published
by the Smithsonian Institution at a time when their
confidence was at a low ebb; Mouillard's
enthusiasm and belief in heavieHhan·air flight
had inspired them to continue,
Mouillard was the artist of nineteenth-century
aeronautics, He had a lifelong interest in
birdwatching and was able, after moving to North
Africa, continually to observe large soaring birds.
He became Convinced Ihal man could imitate
them by building a light-weighl fixed-wing: glider.
His favourite bird was the griffon vulture- and he
decided that this shOlild be his model for a mancarrying machine.
Between 1856 and 1897 he buill five gliders,
none of them successful, beeal:lse they were
neither in'herently stable nor capable of threeaxis control. His own, experience was limited to
one precarious flight made in 1865 on his farm in
Algeria. Here is his own account of the event.
"Through a combination of tricks and
stratagems I1 was at last alone on the farm. I had
already tried out my glider by jumping from low
heights and I could sense that it lifted, but I did not
dare experiment in front of my people.
"I was walking in the meadow with the glider
on rny shoulders, r\.lnning against the wind and
testing the lift. Tile wind was light and I was waiting for the breeze to get up.
"Alongside the meadow was a road one and a
half metres higher than the meadow; it hadl
ditches either side three metres wide. I had the
idea of jumping one of the ditches.
"Normally I COlild jump across it easily, so I
decided to try to jump with the glider 011 rny back.
I ran across the road and jumped as usual. But,
help!, on arriving at the other side my leet did nol
touch ground. I was \,reading air, making useless
efforts to land. I was only one fool above ground,
but I couldn't reach it. At last myfeet touched and
I fellforward on tomy hands, breaking a spar, and
it was all over! Bul how Irightened I had been!
"Happily, lhe episode ended well. I measured
the distance between my landing point and the
road and I found forty-two metres. I1 cannot say.
that I had ,tasted the joys of speed - far Irom it, I
was too frightened. However, I will never be, abl'e
to forget that strange feeling of floating."

Mouillard's hang glider of 1865.
Mouillard also built a large number 01 model
gliders, the most interesting of which possessed
a weathercock or windvane which was free to
rotate on ,a vertical axis and In so doing
automatically actuated ailerons intended to act
as spoilers and keep the glider flying in a straight
line. After his death it was said that Mouillard had
invented co-ordination ,01 rl!dder with ailerons (or
rudder with Wing-warping) in order to make an
aeroplane bank and ll!Jrn correctly. Therefore, the
Wrights' patents were invalid. The courts decided
otherwise - correctly, because Mouillard, with his
horror of mathematics, had never analysed the
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LOOKING BACK
LOUIS-PIERRE MOUILLARD (1834-1897)

forces acting on a bird or a glider in flight.
In 1'881 Mouillard published l.'Emplre d~
I' Ai'r, an ornithological study applied to aviation, a
mastl;lrly work. Ten years later he wrote Le Vol
sans Battement (Flight withoot Flapping).
Enthusiast and dreamer, completely disinterested financially, Mouillard diedlin poverty, alone
and forgotten. His papers were preserved by the
French Consul in Cairo and they were found to
include the manuscript of his second book, le
Vol sans Battement, which was published
posthumously. Here are some more extracts
from his books:
- "Flight is certainly the most beautiful method of
movement that nature has created.
- "Nothing is as beautiful as the sight of this enormous bird (the griffon vulture). It is impossible to
see one without stopping to watch its majestic
progress. It is the model par excellence for our
present study. Whoever has seen one for five
minutes in full flight cannot doobt the possibility
of aerial navigation.
- "One day, in Africa, a pair of eagles gave me a
magnificent spectacle. One of them was lifted by
a gust of wind and continued to lift itself directly
and slowly - without a single flap of its wings.
- "We must observe movements, routines and
changes in birds: know all their manoeuvres and,
above all, understand them; without that we will
never succeed."
As a result of his minute observations of soaring birds, he understood hill soaring; he
understood that the whole surface of a bird,
including the body, is a lifting body; he
recognised the importance of aspect ratio; he

had some vague notions on the movement of
centre of pressure on flat surfaces and he
understoodl perfectly the need to learn to fly (or
balance) an aeroplane before launching into
space. This seems obvious to us today, but it was
far from obvious 10 people in those days. It was a
characteristic which identifies him clearly with
the mainstream of progress, as opposed to those
who thought that, given enough power, flying
would be straightforward.

Mouillard's patent drawing dated 1887.
Curiousl,y, he had a blind spot as far as thermal
soaring is concerned. He spent many hours
watching birds SOar above the plains. He accepted that vertical currents could occur, but they
must be "desperately rare". He was well acquainted with dust-devils but finding them turbulent at
ground level', he thOUght they must be very
dangerous for gliders. He ascribed most thermal
soaring to some kind of ill-defined dynamic
soaring, a view shared by many observers and
researchers until the 1920s.
Mouillard collaborated with Massia and Biot in . .
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RON PARSONS

ThiS article will hopefully interest mere mortals
(like me), not that select minority of real pundits
whose knowledge and ability separate them from
the rest of us.
Simple logbook statistics read - September
18, ASH-25, 315km a/R Monmouth: 7hrs 25
min.
The experience is almost indescribable to
glider pilots and impossible for the less
fortu nates.
A wire launch towards % low cover promised a
typical J. J. flight lin oonditions believed unsoarable by others. The only radio contact during the
initial couple of hours was with pilots many miles
west 01 the front enveloping1 Dunstable. The
launch allowed an exciting dash to the Halton
ridge; headwind at this height was probably 2530kl. To optimise the ridge lift in the westerly and
Counter the rain now present, we shifted 10 the
Chequers' ridge, but the associated short beat
and direction of approaching grot encouraged
John to return to Halton.
The next decision epened Pandora's oox. A
dash north-west to a line squatt as vicious in its
black appearance as in its subsequent
behaviour, In which traits of cu-nim turbulence
added excitement to a cloud climb in heavy rain.
Nevertheless th is climb was the key to the day as
it enabled connection with cloud streets behind
the front, in, alongsid'e (the dry side) and "Under
which we battled against an approximate 45kt
headwind. Bicester, Upper Heyford and Enstone
passed by very slowly to leave an unpromising
30km stretch ahead where streets did not exist
and thermals appeared 10 be scruffy and
unworkable.
A "normal" cloud climb (if connection half a
mile upwind of an elongated cu marker is normal)

SUNSAIL (Andrew & LVn Davis)
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IT WAS JUST
AN H.300KM
Ron Parsons, who ;Inslsts he was "just the passenger" and
can't claim any glory, wrote this for the London GC
newsletter. We felt the rest of you would enjoy it as well
provided' the launch platform for a very mar.ginal
glide 10 just clear the crest 01 the Cheltenham
ridge and reach its associated security on its
west facing slopes. From here another relatively
easy cloud climb over Cheltenham put us within
reach of our goal.
Eventually after innumerable cloud climbs in
attempts to connect with wave, when the very
elusiveness of our goal appeared to be our master on this day, wave suddenlY became our ally.
Over the Forest of Dean just west of the Severn
estuary we climbed to '4 700ft. After a radio
check of Dunstable' conditions, reassurance to
our retrieve crew and a sunset time check, the
latest permissible departure time for home was
established. Monmouth and Eastbach airfield
were hidden below ,cloud but the telecommunications (defence?) dishes at Marstow,
Ross-on-Wye and parts of the Severn, assisted a
fix. Then we got greedy.
Whilst seeking wave, followed eventually by a
climb il'l silky-smooth conditions, we had both
been admirinQi a !\Iennie-like" lump In cloud still
further upwind. Inevitably, with 14000ft on. the
clock and our reasons for returning' early to
Dunstable long since dismissed, we agreed to
press on. After rapidly losing 6000ft and still short
of our target, we were happy to start a new climb

in wave not as strong as the one sacrificed'. Wave
or road retrieve were now our onlY options, thermal activity having died.
The 77nm/142km final glide home was started
from 12000ft. Minimal' topping up was possible
in wave along the way (stitl' evident at Aylesbury
incidentally) but in principle the Peschges VP3
continued to reflect the 8krn cushion John added
to my distance measurements and a 5000ft
insurance for the risk of wave sink We returned'in
57min at 149km/hr, the wind having now veered.
As we neared home the IIights of ,identifiable
towns below compensated for the lack of a map
reading light in the rear seat (a complain!!).
Friends had organised a precautionary car
headlamp flare path and according to my sunset
table we landed just in time. In the bar we were
greeted with a £17 bill for the flare Ipath car fuel,
my lower limbs demanded a whisky mac and
John sipped his customary white wine.
AsJ. J. remarked during Iheflight - "gliding is a
privilege" ,and we agreed that the man In the
street could not possibly comprehend. This flight
had everylhing; it surpassed a 300km of anabatic
wind ridge soaring with Ingo Renner and Spanish
eagles in the Sierra Guadarrama earlier in the
season. "Thank you, John, for your kind of
magic".
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Continued from page 15
the design of the myslery glider described in this
series (April/May 1987). He probably contributed
the leading-edge spoilers, w,hich were supposed
to work in much the same way as those on the
model glider already mentioned. In 1892, with the
help of Chanute he patented in the USA the main
features of his last glider. This was fitted with
trailing-edge spoilers rather like ailerons and the
patent was one of the documents cited in COl,lrt in
1910 to upset the Wright ,patents. I' am sure that,
had he lived, Mouittard would have been the first
to applaud the Wrights foe their successful
emulation of soaring 1birds and the, last persooto
try to steal their glory.

a
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MARY MEAGHER

At

Booker, we co-exist with helicopters.
Sometimes they get in our way, sometimes we
get in their way. I find them disconcerting, Normal
Elirplanes, no problem. Confronted with a glider in
a thermal, a fixed wing, plane jusl keeps boring
straight ahead, keeping careful watch on the
instrument panel and listening 10 air Iraffic. Easy
10 dodge. But helicopters are capable :of any
manoeuvre. Up, down, sideways, backwards, it
all adds to the stimulating mixture at Booker.
However, this story only has a bit to do with
helicopters, at the end.
pegasus 987 was down at Nympsfield. Somebody had 10 bring it home, so I volunteered.
Mar\( Holmes, Phil Ennis and I set off in the
Booker Robin, G-SELL and managed to find
Nympsfield after a little uncertainty. The natives
regarded us with astonishment. Arrive in your
private lug to tow away your private glider, beat
that, Onassis! They were so Impressed they
waved us to the front of the l'aunch queoe. Which
would have been fine bur I wasn't ready yet. I
thought I was ready but I kept discovering things
that needed adjus1melilt.
Battery net switched on. Oh dear, the seat was
too lar forward and when the canopy was closed
my head wouldn't fit. ,he kindly patience of the
natives began to wear a bit thin. It wasn't really
soarable but they thought it was, and they began
to get downright rude the third lime I popped the
canopy and pulled the chain.
"If you're not ready to launch, please pull out of
line and let somebody else have a chance"
remarked John Patchett with asperity. "I'm ready,
I'm ready!" I grated, and as we slowly lumbered
along we began to wonder if we would make it
CNer the power lines at the end of the runway.
But Mark Holmes has plenty of style, and he
lhreaded through the gaps in the skyline with
panache. I just hung in there. In this game one so
often has to just hang ,in there. Once after a particularly marginal launch in a heavy two-seater
behind a reluctant Robin, I asked Brian Spreckley
what was best 10 do if one didn't think the tug was
going to make it over the hedge. "Wait until it hits
the hedge and then release," he advised.
Ma~ cootinuedto impress the locals by cranking Ihe combinatioll round in a spectacular 90 0
bank. Actually I was· pretty rusty - hadn't flown for
four weeks. I was going to look pretty stupid if we
came apart and had to come down for a relight.
But I rourdoommunicatewith the tug, and did so.
"Rate one turns, for goodness sake". Clever lad.
He knows what it means. After a bit more confusionabout which way was east, we began tracking back toward Booker.
Over Aston Down, the sea breeze front, which
had been precipitating pilots at Nympsfield to the
enhancement of their launch rate, was replaced
bysomesplendidcu, marked by a couple of local
lads, so I came off tow and joined them. The
original plan, had been an attempt at two legs of a
300km., Cheltenham racecourse, Leicester East
and home to Booker. But it didn't look very promising in that direction. And being rusty, I wasn't
entirely sure I could stay up, but the second cloud
did wor\( and I managed to find the best bit.
At which lOOil1t a really impressive military
transporter came lumbering by from Brize Norton. I thought perhaps I would give Brize a tinkle,
just to let tnem know I was there, on the edge of
their zone. If they decided to send another one up
February/March 1989

MARY GOES
FOR A PADDLE
Or at least a trip to the seaside
on the same path, by that time we might be coincidental. So rang them up, and they were very
kind and polite and grateful but I had to go off Irequency because I can either chat over the radio
or stay up. Not both.
The weather to the north still looked fairly
grotly. I meandered over Blenheim Palace, over
Oxford airport,over Bicester and still the weatifier
to the north did not improve. Over Milton Keynes,
I got in a spot of bother and began to look for suitable fields. Into wind. Downwind was a built up
area. What had been a jolly downwind romp immediately lost its charm. That wind was quite persuasive, and only by luck did I bumble into two
knots of lift and being down to 1200ft, which for
me is chicken out time, I clung to the two knotter
and by the time I had climbed once more to
cloudbase and safety, Milton Keynes was a thing
of the past.

"What the hell. If I was
going to land out I
would go as far as I could"

The weather to the east still looked superb.
Karina Hodgson and Iher Dad had agreed to
come and get me if I landed out. What the hell. If I
was going to land out, I would certainly not want
to land at some boring place like Milton Keynes. I
decided I would go as far as I could. With a good
crew lined up, and a beautiful street beckoning,
the rest of the tour was sheer delight. Everybody
came out to play. At Cranfield they put on an airshow. Bedford was launching gliders. Along the
Bedford River Drain several pundits went whizzing past. At Mamam I lingered, watching them lob
up the locals, and wondering whether to turn left
or right at King's Lynn.
Eastern promise won, so I toured the Norfolk
broads. Crammed with boats. So many boats.
But despite the co-operation of the elements, a
decision would shortly have to be taken to land
somewhere, Because :before long there wouldn't
by any more land. I was running out of land
altogether!
Offered a choice these days I usually set down
in a proper airfield. Last time I landed in a pasture
there was an electric fence which was a complete
surprise and could have been expensive. Landing fees seem a modest bit of insurance to avoid
breaking the glider. So I decided not to go for
Bacton, because it had an H for helicopters, and

chose instead North Denes, at Great Yarmouth.
seaside resort, lots to do whilst waiting for the
crew. I flew over ~he sea front, checked out the
beach, the racecourse, the harbour. I sal over that
little airfield for a full twenty minutes, observing
the traffic. There wasn't any. So eventually I sauntered down 10 land. Carefully. And rolled to a hall
in Ihe middle of the rather brief grass strip. Should
have rolled off, of course, but brain was a bit
slowed down by then.
No sooner had I extracted myself from the
cockpit than a red truck roared up. Two men
jumped out and without a word of welcome
shoved the Pegasus to the side of the runway.
They then jumped back into the truck and left me
gaping ... I was standing there bemused, for
several minutes, when a large red helicopter
appeared on the scene. Instead of hovering down,
it landed in the style of a fixed wing plane. using
most of the runway. Curiouser and curiouser. I
walked to the airport buildings, found somebody
with a uniform, and he explained that they had
just experienced their first emergency landing
that year of a North Sea helicopter with 12 men
on board and one engine out. Expecting the crippled helicopter, what should arrive in the midst of
the crisis 'but one inopportune little glider.
Once it w~s over, everybody thought it was
quite amusing. The chief pilot had been soaring
in his younger days and was most understanding. Chris and Karina and the faithful Mar1<
Holmes turned up at 10.30 and we all went down
to Yarmouth for a seaside late night dinner.
Total distance was 296km. But no plan and no
barograph. Just a delight, no badge, who
cares!
A note from Dave Richardson
You don't need to worry about landing in a field
Mary - do you remember last year when you
crewed for me during the Dunstable "Raingionals"?
On Day 1 I landed in a nice 600 yard cut
sileage field next to the river at Cold Brayfield
near Olney. The gate was next to the main road
and the farmhouse 100 yards away.
The only odd part was a chap walking across
the field who didn't even look up as I landed
alongside him - he jusl carried on walking! I wondered if I had become invisible.
Walking 10 the farm I immediately bumped into
the manager who didn't mind me trespassing at
all. Then on my way to the pay phone, and as the
rain started, a chap in a car offered me shelter
and his caflJhone.lt tu med out he has a PPL, flies
at Staverton and glides at Aston Down.
When the rain stopped I checked 941 and then . .
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MARK ROBERTS

SIX
FOR
GOLD
Mark Roberts was one of
three North Wales GC
members to gain Gold
height from an unmarked
wave system over their site
on July 10

I

am constantly amazed (and gratified) that my
enthusiasm for gliding is mirrored by my family.
However, it does slow me down somewhat when
they wish to accompany me.
Arrival at the gliding site early in the afternoon
(five-past twelve) brings greetings of ''Thank the
Lord the evening shift has arrived." Presumably
they 'want a winch driver. Yes, right again! Funny
how your worst premonitions come true each
time. I am deprived of my family's exquisite
company.
.
At least my syndicate partner has organised
the rigging of our dream machine, an Oly 419,
possibly the finest aircraft ever built by Elliots..
It is fairly late in the afternoon when Robble
takes off in a freshening south-westerly, which
makes our ridge work well. He disappears for an
hour,as usual, while I am Dvrning with
impatience. I1 have acrew ready with pickaxe and
crowbar 10 g~t tlim out the moment l1e retums. I
doo't need them, he i's oul of the cockpit ilil a trice
ar:ld' doing handstar:lds. "Feel how cold the air(Continued from p17)

spent the next 45 minutes chatting to a fisherman
school teacher on the river bank about life and
the universe.
Time came to return to 941 and the road in
readiness for Mary the Crew. The farmer turned
up as the rain started again with a flask of tea and
biscuits. Five minutes later, a pretty red Granada,
white lI<omet trailer and "chicken hearted halfbaked American granny" appeared over the
cresl of the bridge, just like the cavalry in the
movies. One pleasant car journey later and we
were home.
That's the way to do it chaps!
~
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craft is? I got into wave just west of the 'gap'. 'I got
up to, nearly 9000ft. WOW ma:n wl1at a flight,
WOW MAN WOW!!"
I gather that he is excited but I refuse to be'
wound up, Waiter Mitly could have learned much
from us. It was, probably El fltlke bit of lift andleven
if it wasn't my chances of getting into.a wave system are infinitesimally remote.
The word goes round the site· quickly and the
rush of gliders to the latlnch point rnakes the traffic on the M25 seem insignificant.
One of our grossly overworked instructors,
Ray Ball, grabs his barograph and we, agree that
we will take the lilext pair of cables, prollided the
two-seater is out of the way.
"You know this momingo I! saw six magpies,"
says flay, I look blank, "You,know, one/or sorrow,
two for joy, up to six for gold, This tlas got to be
Ill" 1agree politely and say that I hope this is so.
Oh my God, another Waiter Mitty!
But just in case I will borrow the club's
barograph. Suddenly I have butterflies, maybe I'll
get a Bronze leg ... maybe.
I am launched to just under l000ft agl and fly
all the way to the ridge in lift. I beat up and down,
so does the vario. The' Bocian arrives and finds a
thermal. I follow. The Bocian rises. I don't. I take
this to mean that ab-initios may not fly the same
hallowed air as instructors. Maybe I should go
back to church on Sundays. I leave the instructor's thermal and go and look for one of my own. I
find one which lifts me towards the cloud at an
indicated 6kt and my spirits soar at 10kl.
Prudence (cowardice and ignorance) dictates
that I shall break off at cloud base, which is 2700fl
on my super inaccurate altimeter. I head gently
south-west into the wind and towards a big blue
hole over the Ruthin valley with the cloud scudding over the top of my tail. Half a mile ahead of
me I see Ray in the Jantar flying due west very
fast and then rise. Must be speed-to-heat conversion. Two minutes later I am in 8kt of lift in clear
blue, WOW!!

All of North Wales laid
before me like an
Ordnance Survey map
I lose sight of Ray, and my target is to see the
altimeter al over 10000ft, but the smooth lift 'of
8kl has. gently reduced to 3kt. At this height my
usual reference points are totally ,insignificant,
even the mighty AS5 holid'ay route 10 the North
Wales resorts is a mere ribbon on the landscape.
I am awed and frightened. According to my
altimeter I am nearly 5000ft above the cloud tops.
Twelve miles to thesou1h I can see the reservoir of
L1yn Brenig sel in the Denbigh moor~ whiCh are
wreathed in thick clovds. The warnings of the
instrtlctors ring in my ears, "Don't lelthe clouds
close up beneath yoo!" All of North Wales is laid
before me like an Ordnalilce Survey map (thank
goodness they dont! have clouds 001 them).
~I amaze myself by discovering I thave been flying for 1: th hrsand at 10 150ft w~tch with i~lerest
as 9. motor glider climbs the WIndward Side of
the clouds.
During all the time I have been over 95000 I see
two other gliders I know well (I should do, I have

Mark, an administrator
far 8 petro-chemlcal,
company, joined his
club three years and
f~ur~ site, ago, has
become an expert at
digging out hedges, Is
their treasurer and
SllYs h,! has "much to
learn about gliding!'

helped lig them @ften enoughl) way below, but
never above me. I wonder if they made it? lnave
also seen two mot0/' gliders thaf are tolal
strangers and they too have been a long way
below me.
I am left with the awful feeling that I, shall be
joining those "P\:lndits" Who, if they could fly as
well as they falked, would be in the British
squad.
It is late and I am cold and tired. Home James.
From the club's home ridge I can see with dismay
that the landing area is littered with gliders. I will
stay on the ridge until they clear the field. I' discover that the turbulence had become much
worse and I make a run for home and safety. I do
finals in wild rotor and finish with a less than convincing landing.
My family, bless their little cotton socks, have
taken the car, but left a message "Get a lift with
Geoff. If you are not back by nine we will eat all
the Sunday roas!!"
One for Sorrow, Two for Joy,
Three for a Letter, Four for a Boy
Five for Silver, Six for Gold,
Seven for a secret never to be told.

It was a good day for three of us. Barograph
traces show Gold heighls for all, with maximum
heights of 11 OOOft agl for me, 11 950ft for Ray
and 12 250ft for John, ou r "pundit" chai rman (see
the October issue, p242).
My sincere thanks 10 those left behind who
winched, retrieved, de-rigged and did all the dirty
work while I danced on sunlit wings.
tI
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DEREK PIGGOn

Slt

CLASSIe
CHOSEN BY THE ARM-CHAIR PILOT

Derek Piggott has Just retired as CFI
of Lasham GC after thirty-four years.
In this article, originally published
In WEATHER, September 1955 and in
the tlntt issue of Sailplane & Gliding
(October 1955 p115), Derek describes
a flight of the kind that peopl& do no!t
Indulge in quite so often now. Read it
and see why!
Whilst on his feet ~ or, rather, in his
chair - the Arm-Chair Pilot joins all our
readers in wishing Derek a happy
retirement.
In this arlicle Derek Piggott. Chief Flying Instf'lJCtorat Lasham. describes a flight on July 14, 1955
in which he soared to the greatest height yet
reached in a sailplane in Great Britain.

Cumulus was well developed and tops had
reached 14-15000ft by 2 o'·clock. A Hunler pilot
reported isolated lops tQ 38000ft, and a beginner
at the club had already made Q climb to OOOOft
Winch launohes l1aa to be stopped because of
the risk of lightning strikes dowl1l the cable and so
at 4 o'clock I was towed off by a Tiger Moth ·in the
Skylark 2 belonging to Imperial College. Torrential rain was falling In' a clear outline to one .side of
Lasham aerodrome, so heavy that it was impossible to see to drive a car through it, and there were
lightning flashes which were timed to be between
one and two miles to the north-east.
I released a11800ft under some spreading-out
cumulus with the base at about 3000fL To one
side it was raining and there were fragments of
cloud below my release level. I approached the
rain belt to a r:>lace Where the lift was strongest
just outside the rain,planning to climb through
cloud, steer north-east to come out on the far side
and then glide back downwind to Lasham.
Cloud was enteredl and I began to fly on
instruments at Just below 4000ft. From there the
dimb to 11 000ft look only five minutes. The lift
was very strong and smooth over a large area,
the variometers showed 15-20fVsec up all
the time. There was very little turbulence, and no
precipitation of any sort.
At somewhere around 14000ft I fan into really
violent turbulence. There was no rolling or upsetting and no difficulty in controlling the glider; it
was like a violent shaking of the glider as a whole,
so badlthat I even considered the possibility of it
breaking up. It was the worst and most violent turbulence I have ever met in several climbs in cunims.1t was not exaggeratedLby speed, because,1
was flying fairly slowly.

m
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AFLIGHT
IN ATHUNDERSTORM
Shortly afterwards, whilst still circling,l entered
a region where the storm was mainly electrical,
and as far as 1can remember the turbu'lence died
down. First of alii got small shocks from the controls; these became progressively worse until
they became violent - like holding on to the 230
volt main and beingl unable to let go. One flash
appeared as a blue f1ashl V,-V2in diameter from
one side 01 the nose by the rudder pedals .to the
other and I got a shock ,through my feet
The glider was struck four or five times. round
the cockpit in a few minutes. Most of ,the others
appeared as bright flashes outSide; and' because
I heard no thunder I wonder whether they might
have been minor strikes of some sort. The shocks
were so bad that I shouted out In the cockpit. The
effect of the shocks was so unpleasant that I
became frightened of being struck again and
again,and I decided to straighten up·and fly out of
the lift.
By then I was at t7-18()()Oft, attempting to
straighten up. on a course to the north-east In
retrospect I realised that I' must have been suffering from lack o. oxygen, because this' course
look me right through the centre of the storm. It
would probably have taken me only a few
minutes to come out by flying southwards ,along
the course by which I had entered.
1

Scooped in cold air to
prevent .early anoxIa through
breathing stale air
I also suffered from slight vertigo, probably
through lack of oxygen, and I had my hand out of
the window to scoop in cold air to prevent early
anoxia througl'l breathing stale air. At about this
time I also noticed' that the cockpit and my knees
were covered with small white Ihail or hard 'snow
about V.in in diameter. I am not sure whether I
went through any heavy hail during the violent
turbulence.
Icing was now apparent. The cat:>in and leading edge of the wing had aboUt V.in of ice and I
had to break the ailerons loose by brute force on
the control co'lumn. The airbrakes did nollce up_
After tllis I had no furfl':ler trouble with icing of the
controls. I had some difficulty in straigl:ltening up
and suspected instrument trouble: 1his I interpreted at the time as being due to anoxia.
Eventually I reached 20000ft indicated and
decided that it was as high as it was safe to go. I
settled on a course towards the north-east with

the airbrakes open, still going througl'l the storm.
Although I did not see more than 20000ft
indicated on the altimeter, the barograph chart
shows such an excess over that heightthat I must
have been higher and overlooked the indication.
Aflerdescending several thousand feet in sinking air with tile airbrakes open, I again flew into
strong smooth lift. I was unable to resist the
temptation, and climbed again for a few minutes
before deciding definitely to descend.
The descent was so rapid that on looking at the
barograph chart I think I may have been only
semi-conscious during most of it. If so. it is surprising' that I, did not have to recover from a spiral
dive which woulo almost certainly have resulted
from 'leaving the controls alone. The descent was
straight and more or less on heading. At 16000ft
on account of anoxia I was mildly amused by the
look of the 10000ft hand on the altimeter, since I
had not seen it before and wondered whether I
was in fact at 16000 or 6000ft. I can recollect
deciding that it was anoxia that I was suffering
from. Since I had lost height at about 2000ft1min,
even with the airbrakes open,l must have been in
rapidly sinKing air. This was in cloud in fairly
smooth ait
It was difficult to say exactly when I came out of
cloud, because either rain or ice crystals were
falling from an anvil of some sort. At 10-12 000ft
the ground became vaguely visible. I came out
just nOl1.h of '8 town I thought was Alton, but even
though lasham is only three miles away I was unable to make a clear decision as to which way to
turn for Lasham, and after four or five attempts I
went back to A1ton and flew visually at 4-5000ft.
When I arrived back it had just stopped raining
and the hangar and aerodrome were almost
flooded by the cloudburst. I made two loops
before coming into land in my exhilaration, but
th is gave way to a feeling of depression lasting for
about a week afterwards.
The damage to the glider was considerable.
The leading edge of the wing was dented as
though by hail between V. and :y,.in in diameter.
This is interesting because the leading edge was
covered by a layer of ice during the climb at about
140000, and so the damage was done either
earlier in the climb, possibly during the very turbuleAt part, or during the descent after the Ice had
melted.
This is the first casei know of in which a glider
has been damaged by hail In this country, but this
may in part be because of the construction - the
leading edge is carved. from solid spruce for the
front two or three inches, covered with fabric,
instead of the usual birch plywood, which is
harder.
The nose is made 01 glass-fibre a little more . .
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MERRIHEAD

CHRIS ROLLlNGS

MERRI'S

MOTOR GLIDER
RELIABILITY

PROGRESS
In this issue
Merri
reaches
Conversion
Time

Just recently I've managed to convert back to
glass-fibre. This was in the shape of the Astir,
rather inelegantly known as the "concrete swan"
by those whose credentials and hours send them
aloft in more specialised, sophisticated birds. I
had viewed the Astir for a long time with some
degree of apprehension. In the first place, it was
not made of the slightly wrinkled and timedimpled fabric which had covered my beloved
K-18, and it's predecessor, the K-8.lt was gleaming (well, I chose to see it gleam anyway) and
smoothly white: I found this to be quite
intimidating.
The worst aspect for me was the extra lever. It
has a retractable undercarriage. Yet another posible mistake in the making. Yet another mental
channel to keep open. I consoled myself with the
thought that at some clubs, apparently, the Astir
is considered to be an early solo plane. If they
could do it, then so could I. Simple logic,
right?
As it happens, after an excellent briefing (by the
same full Cat who had convinced me to go solo
with the immortal words "If YOU. do this one'thing a
whole new world will open up for you."), I found
myself being .propelled on, ,line by a grinning
gaggle of glider types. ifhey were laughing at the
look of terror on my face as I gave the all-out
signal, .andthat was the last thing I heard as I
launched. Off the wire, and new problem: I had to
'release the stick to get the undercarriage up. The
view from the ground was quite funny; the view
from the cockpit somewhat less so. I did trim out
before leleasing the stick, but perhaps less
accurately than usual, new glider and all that ...
Once I got the undercarriage VP, I felt a little
bubble of lift and started investigating thermal ling
speeds and rate of roll characteristics. I actually
gained a few hundred feet before losing it, and
eventually starting the circuit. Yes, I remembered
my WULF checks and, with the undercarriage
d'OWA and locked, joined the circuit and actually
greased on the landing (don't worry, I bounced
the next two just a little). Oh, it's great to be 'back
in glass-libre, for even if it is a concrete swan, I
20

The national coach points out the lessons to be learned
from a recent accident

Over the last few years a number of articles
have appeared in S&G describing and generally
praising various self-sustaining motor gliders.
One of the features usually singled out for praise
is the reliability of the engine in airborne restarts.
But there is an inherent danger that reliability can
be described as a relative or an absolute term. In
this context it is relative (relative to the previous
generations of motor gliders which were "unreliable"). A pilot flying a relatively reliable motor
glider may come to think of it as absolutely reliable and be surprised and hurt when it fails
him.
A recent accident at Aboyne with a Janus CM
and several cars illustrates the point very well.
The Janus CM was returning to the airfield following a wave flight and the pilot decided he was a
little low to complete a normal circuit easily. His
options were:
1. To fly an abbreviated circuit - difficult if not
impossible from where he was.
2. To land downwind - not a very desirable option
in a very heavy two-seater.
3. To land out.
4. To start the engine and gain the extra height
needed to fly a normal circuit.
The pilot chose option 4 but the engine failed to
start. During the attempt to start the engine the
pilot continued to fly towards the airfield. With the
engine deployed but not started, the Janus glide
angle deteriorates from better than 40:1 to 12:1.
Not enough height for a normal circuit rapidly
became not enough height to get on the airfield at
all.
The glider arrived in a car-park adjacent to the
airfield, still going downwind. The glider was

see it as my first "fast ship". From grin of terror to
grin of delight, it was, I suppose, a typical conversion flight.
Now comes the hard work. f now have to
,eleam the same lessoos I learned in the K.-la.1
reckon that I have (luilea few hours flying before I
come to know what the Astir will do. I've already
had'a 'look at the polar cUrlle in the'handbook and
dYe to the weather 1'lIe done a bit of circuit bashing.1 really need Cl lot at good long soaring flights
with my maps and: stopwatch. For the time being,
it's back to the basics of' type familiarisation and
then we'll see. Glid1ng is a game for the patient, il
seems, and it's as well that the hard work is so
much fun.

a

damaged beyond ,repair, seven cars sustained
varying degrees of damage (one of ,Ihem occupied by two ,people who had stopped to watch
the gliders) but fortunately no one was
serious'ly injured.
The lessons to be learned from this accident
are :actually very simple. They are:
1. Always assume the engine is not going
to start.
2. F,ly in such a way as to allow for the per,formance loss caused by the engine being
deployed.
Following this advice means either planning
and flying a circuit (usually to afield landing) in a
very low performance glider at the same time as
~rying la start the engine; or attempting to start the
engine at sufficient height so that you can give up
on It when you get <lownlo circuit height. The first
option invo./ves a very high work load and is for
experts only. The second option is recommended
for the less experienced and involves attempting
to start the engine at about l500ft agl, giving up
on the engine at about 600ft agl.
The so called "turbo" self-sustaining glider
engines. produce less drag when deployed (40: 1
reduced to 25:1 or 30:1) and have a generally
less complex relight sequence. This does not in
any way alter the advice given above, but it simply
makes lit easier to follow. The rule must still be to
assume the engine is not going to start
Anyone who feels that I shou'ld have explained
how and why the Janus engine failed to start has
completely missed the point of Ihe article.
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Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
By L. GLOVER senior Inspector
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Husbands Bosworth Airlield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
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WILLlAM MALPAS

'sitors to Gap (Tallard) and Sisteron
(Vaumeilh) in the French Alps will have noticed an
altractive little valley on the eastern side of the
Malaup (1561 m), running north from Sisteron. In
fact, visitors to all airfields in the French Alps will
know of it because of the landable fields at Nibles
and La Molte. They have long figured in the lists
01 such fields which are required reading for all
pilots. They appear on the pilot's map in coloured
ink, complete with altitude and normal landing
direction, against the day when ,he finds himself
in the valley at 300m above ground with no
chance of getting safely to Vaumeilh, the nearest
airfield, 1iOkm to the south-west.
During the first fortnight of S~ptember I found
myself in this position, not ooce, but 14 times, on
each occasion following a winch launch from the
new "Velisurface" at La Motte Du Caire (665m).
Each time I was able to use the thermodynamic
lift 011 the adjacent mountain, La Blachere
(1280m) as the first stepping stone towards the
higher mountains.
During half of this period the southerly valley
wind established itself daily. One day was lost
owing to hazy, stable conditions. The rest 01 the
time there was a moderate mistral blowing giving
wave in various places in addition to the usual
stroog thermodynamic conditions. Except for the
one day, it was not difficult to get away from La
Motte at the first attempt.
Incidentally, although a secret closely guarded
by the locals, September turns out to be an excellent month for soaring the southern Alps. ACCess
to the northern Alps across the climatic banrier
was only possible on one day but apart from that

LAMOT E

DUCAIRE
A new and inexpensive launch pad in the French Alps

Continued from p 19
than 'A61n thick covered with fabric. At points
where the lightning stnuck there were burn marks
on the paint and a pin hole was made through the
glass-fibre. The fabric had been exploded off and
peeled back for about an inch all round the pin
hole. There were also strikes by my shoulder
along the cockpit canopy and another inside the
fuselage by my leg. On the rudder a strike had
gone forward from the tip and exploded open a
splint of ply and spnuce about 1 x 1Y2in in section,
leaving a burn mark inside.
The top surface of the elevators was seriously
shaltered either by hail or ice breaking off during
the descent. The fabric is very tough indeed, but it
was torn in strips about 2 x V2in every 6in all over
the elevator. Only the top surface was damaged,
apparently because the glider was nose-heavy
through icing and so the elevator was held up, the
airflow thus striking only the top surface.
The right side of the rudder was similarly perforated and there were also some holes in the
2mm plywood on the leading edge of the nudder. The tips of the rudder and tailplane were
badly dented, in this case by hail apparently
about Vain in diameter or slightly more.
The total time of flight was one hour 15 minutes
and the freezing level was 11 000ft. Several
gliders flew in cu-nims that day, and the Mayor of
Basingstoke saw a piece of ice 2in x Y2in wide fall
from the sky in front of him; this was probably ice
breaking off a glider.

A view of the valley. Photo: Willlam Malpas

•

•

•

•
(Editorial Note: Several other pilots from
Lasham reached notable heights in cu-nim's on
the same day.)
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limitation, the weather was beautiful. Thunderstorms were dying out, the crowds had gone
home, the fields were all cut and autumn colours
were beginning to appear.
La Motte is a winch only airstrip run by a local
club, La Batie Neuve with Jacques Noel as CF=1. It
started last February and has already been discovered by discerning pilots from Germany and
Holland. I was only the second British visitor. If
you wish to fly there you will have to book early
because there is a top limit of 15 gliders. The club
is small and friendly, the welcome very warm, in
contrast to some of the larger airfields geared to
handling up to 100 gliders where, by necessity,
the welcome is polite but more distant during the
high season.
Other advantages of La Motte include:
Visitors pay 300F/year plus 5OF/f1ying day and
50F/launch, which are by far the lowest rates in
the southern Alps.
Each flight begins with a low "save" in a typical
mountain valley which builds confidence in the
ability to do something elsewhere.
Excellent instruction is available in a K-13. (If
required, this should be clearly specified in
advance.)
La Blachere is one of those favoured spots in the
Alps where you can usually soar if it's possible to
soar anywhere. (For an explanation of this
phenomenon see the April 1988 issue of S&G,

p68, under the heading "Position of the
mountain side.)
• The local community has made a great effort to
welcome visitors. There are hotels, camp sites
with tennis and swimming, fu"mished homes and
caravans for hire, restaurants and shops, forest
and mountain walks, fishing and, of course,
sunshine.

Improvements are
in progress

_
_

The only disadvantage that I found in September is probably short lived. For the moment the
new runway is rather rough and there is the risk of
nicks and scratches to skids and the underside
of gliders. However, improvements are in progress and the grass is beginning to grow.
This is a unique site in the southern Alps but it
is already evident that perhaps it represents the
future of gliding with its low cost, user-friendly
approach. Book early before it is too late.
For information and bookings write to Jacques
Noel, Quartier Du Donjon, Valernes, 04 200 Sisteron or telephone 92-61-34-84. If you want
further information from" me my address is Le
Thoureil, 49350 Gennes, France or telephone
41.57.94.73.

a
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BRENNIG JAMES

I

have written about Fuentemilanos many
times and consider it is, the best gliding site ,in
Europe, possibly the world. Last season the best
day was on August 8 when 24000km were
flown, which is, half way round the wood without
an engine, and on July- 26 six pil()ts completed
750km triangles; several in club machines.
On August 14 Ingo Renner stated at briefing
that everybody ,had to fly SOOkm except tor lhe
more experienced pilots who had to fly 7~m
wail tor it - around the Madrid control ,zone. I
decided to go anticl<X:kwise as the Sierra de
Gredes is a big step (7000ft) to climb over late in
the day. The others, including Julian West,
went clockwise.
I got on quite nicely towards my first TP, El
Barco de Avila, but went a bit gingerly because
it's all unlandable and crossed the Sierra de
Gredos just alongside El Almanzor at 8500ft. I
was now well above the Inversion as the terrain
had fallen away 3000ft at least and there were
only a few clouds miles away to the south, and
when I reacoed them I had to cover about 20
miles before I got a good climb.
Ther,eafler eonditions were good though not
very'good - 750kmwas perhaps possible but not
1OOOkm. Still it was nice to have 9000ft of space
,between my 'hull ana wall to wall citrus as far as
the eye could see, nol that visibility was that
good. However, I1 was able to see a long way but
nothing I could 'recognise on the map.

TWO BIGGIES
Brennig James spent another summer in Spain with his Nimbus
3 totalling 15000km with several flights of more than 750km

az
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de Duero

•

\~balse de Buendia

GuardaJajara , ' "

"I am completely
lost somewhere
in southern Spain
The second TP was Quintanar de la Orde, and
the third Ariza. My plan was to fly east until I found
the railway - this is known as IFR, I fly railways!
The scenery was terrific with plenty of variety but
the railway I recognised ran south then hairpinned around to the north-east. Nothing on my
map did anything like that I so reported back to
Oerlinghausen: "I am completely lost somewhere
in southern Spain. I can see a railway which goes
from S to NE, have you any idea where it is?"
Five minutes later the reply from base was that
they couldn't see it on the map either.
Anyway there was nothing to do but grind on. I
saw a big town, (Valdepenas) which seemed right
so 1 went two towns on, photographed it and
turned onto 030 looking ahead for the very large
lake, Embalse de Buendia, east of Madrid.
I came IJpon some lakes (Los Lagunas de
Ruidera), blue green, round and close together
like a necklaoe of emeralds - very beautiful bul
not in the ri,ght place. So I soldiered on and saw a
deserted airstrip. I felt like landing to ask where I
was but I thought that was a bit too chicken even
for me. In my flying I feel I am a timid and cautious
creature that blunders into fraught situations due
to my own, ineptitude.
At 'last I came to a lake, a large lake (Embalse
de Alarcon), but it was the wrong shape and cer·
tainly not the Embalse de Buendia or anything
else on the map.
By this time I was enjoying the situation. So
long as I kept going something was bound to turn
up. By now the sky consisted of isolated streets

•BerJanga

•
Cuenca

•

Arevalo

Ruidera
<8.1'0

running from the north-west, wispy to the west
witl;) anvils to the east. You hit them about two
thirds along, found lift, worked up tQ tbe upwind
edge· at 10000fl and then dived Into solid blue for
20 or 30 miles when you. repeated the exercise.
I saw a road and a railway running through a
ravine. Ah yes, I thought, this lis the main line from
Madrid to SaragOssa and far 10 the north if I
looked hard I might just see the teeny lake at
Monteagudo. I looked al1d in, the distance was an
enormous take, the Embalse de Buendia in all Its
glOlY. So now I knew where I waS ·after being lost
for five· hours - some sort of record I suppose.
was now 6pm so I had to' take the shortest
way home west of Guadalajara. I foul1d 50 or so
storks in a thermal. My need Is greater than yours
I said as they scattered. I cou'ldn't get above
9500ftas I left the cloud to cross the Carpetanos

n

but cleared them, with 20 metres in hand and
turned west for the airfield at La Salceda
At first I thought I couldn't make it but when I
got there I didn't like the tool< of any of the runways or theground around it. Asl squirmed ill the
cockpit Cl voice broke in on the radio and told me
to land on the main runway up hill. i did so - the
runway is 28m wide with a substantial metal
fence on ,either side to keep the cows off and my
span is 24.5m.
As soon as I touched down I knocked the flaps
into - 2to make the ailerons effective. Just before
she stopped she swung a little but I was able to lift
the tip over the fence with no damage.
When I saw a map I found I had been 100km
south of track for most of the flight and had flown
763km in approximately 7hFS 30min.
On September 6, my last but one' day, I didn't
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

TWO BIGGIES

JOHN KENNY

;:;;========= ===================

have much iidea what 1I wanted to do. It was blue
and uninviting but al 1230hrs, straight off the
l~nch,1 got a climb to 6000ft and set off towards
Riazza.Soon I caught up with Ingo and asked
what he was doing·. "Oh just a 750km", he replied
and I asked if I could join him.
At first as it was blue, we pai r flew but it doesn't
work because with a wing in the way you can only
see him if he is behind', and vice versa, and Is only
worth attempting IfonepHot is in trouble. We went
around the first TP at Berlanga de Duero in blue
and on the way back we saw a few wisps near
Riazza and started to get climbs to 11 OOOft. The
convergence (and Brennig writes about this in
more detail in a future issue) began to form over
the ridgaapproachlng, Segovia where we got up
to 13000ft.
~he ex peeled gap developed so we flew
across the 20miles of blue to near Arevalo where
we could pick up the next convergence.
However, as we went west the visibility
deteriorated, the southerly wind having brought
in dust from the Sahara. After 30 miles the clouds
at 14 ()()()ft gave out so we went into the gloom to
find the TP at El Barco de Avila and got back to
the cloud at 8000ft. It was working well with the
doudbase now up to 17000ft.
Tl'le visibility improved but the clouds were
breaking up and becoming weaker and we were
missing the crisp climbs of earlier in the flight.
Having'been bumt in this situation often enough I
knew it was vital to stay in contact with the clouds
and accept 4kf when hoping for 6kt.

The Sahara dust came
in and he had to
land short of goal
After the TP at Gormaz Ingo pressed on a bit

,Iow hoping' for a last climb but the Sahara dust
came in and eventually he had to land about 30
miles short of goal. The last cloud was too weak
but just after I'left it I got 6kt to 14 OOOft and could
glide the Ilast 60 miles home, the last 40 in
thick murk.
Atthoughwe were talking all the time during the
flight we had only the vaguest idea where we
were in relation tQ each other,. but frequently t, saw
another glider in the same thermal and after 20
miles realised it was Ingo. He was in a 15 metre
ship so his achievement was immeasurably
greater than my 760km in 7hrs 35min.
The appeal of gliding for me is that nature sets
you a little problem; if you get it right it gives you a
pal on the back with one hand while slyly slipping
in another while your attention is diverted. If you
realise there is a problem and solve it, the proress repeats itself.
Physically flying can be a strain. On one day I
did 500km in 3hrs SOmin without water but afterwards I could hardly climb a flight of stairs
because of the effort of stopping my limbs flailing
around in the cockpit.
It's a new world out there in Spain and it is nice
to feel that we are still scratching the surface. We
have found it already to be unbelievably rewarding, the only limitations being imagination, intuition and one's nerve, and what we have heard
about Morocco suggests that flying there may be
even more fantastic.

a
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CASTLE IN
THE AIR
-Or roaming through the dusky wifd,
Or bounding o'er the dark blue wave;
Which loves the mountain's craggy side,
And seeks the rocks Where billows roll.
Lord Byron.

Tendrils of cloud undulated slowly on one side
of the gap and the castle seemed to float along
gently in space while the slot stood still. I think
there was a windsock flying from a turret and I'm
sure that the lawns were In :pristine condition. As
I'd heard that they keep rather snappy corgies
there I thought to give this castle lawn a miss anyway I had 10000ft in hand.
This was my second wave flight from Aboyne.
The ex,pedition north comprised Ken Taylor, my
wife Doreen and Roobarb, a "setter" dog. Ken is
an idaal expedition compani'on, apractical,engineer with a wonderful sense 'Of humour; if he
wasn't club chairman, I would add that he is no
better pilot than I am. Doreen is patient and
hoped to read three whodunnits and Floobarb is
a stupid but enthusiastic rabbiter.
We had come to Deeside by the scenic foute,
via Glen Shee. Descending inioBraemar on the
day 01 the royal visit to the Highland Games,lKen
told the policeman who stopped' us that the trailer
contained cabers and we proceeded without let
or hindrance.
This flight had started well, boisterous lift 'in the
rotor, then velvet wave over the lochs lifting 516
and me to 170000. It was a brilliant day, enough
spaces between the clouds to see where I was, a
blinding sea of cloud to the south and the whdle
coast from Inverness to Aberdeen visible to the
north and east.lhere was even music breaking in
on the radio - not harps, mind you. Oxygen was
about two thirds used and I thought that II would
tum the glider sothat the sun would illuminate the
instrumenl panel for a photograph, then climb
another thousand feet for a Diamond. I took the
photo and lost the wave.
Upwind I could see Loch Muick, a reputed
wave hot spot. To a mere K-6E the journey into
wind was costly in height and the outcome disappointing - just reduced sin'k. So it was that I made
a little diversion QV.er Balmoral before returning
empty handed to Aboyne. I wasn't downhearted
though, it had taken twenty years to get Gold
height. I couldn't expect a Diamond a week
later.
On the first wave day of our visit Roobarb sat
on my lap and leaned back with a scrunch
against the bifocals which were hanging round
my neck - no matter, I can see to fly without
them.

Ken had the first launch and to my envy
climbed to 9000ft. On his retum he confided that
he had been lost above cloud for ten minutes.
Instead of telling him what a silly chap he was I
made sympathetic noises; he was there when
cloud closed under me in Wales and I had to
scuttle back to England to find a field, much to the
amusement of the locals.
My launch was straight into wave and before
long there wasn't much ground in view, just one
of those circular filtration things found at sewage
or waterworks.

Thoughts of royalty
and gold and diamonds
Climbing, I thought of Queen Victoria; she had
come to Deeside each autumn for many years
and returned to the Isle of Wight with no more
gold or diamonds than she had brought, what
hope for me?
Rising up the side and over the clouds was a
thrill; a vast sky and a feeling of serene detachment. Much fumbling and fiddling with the
oxygen at 10 OOOft, small cylinder and only
,half full.
To ,stay in the best lift I was gently weaving to
and fro/like a trout I had seen swimming against a
stream and remaining inlhe same place. I was .at
16 OOOft and began to hum, la da, di da, di da de,
then giggled as the Ol(ygen mask tickled my chin
when I got to the twiddly bit. I had made Gold
height and a little auphoria was justified. Airspeed
erratic, finger nails bluish - time to come
down.
While I circle down with the brakes out Ken
called on the radio, "What have you got
John?"
"I've got lost."
Lots of helpful questions and advice followed.
"What can you see on the ground?" "Not much,heather, rocks, oh and a sort of circular filtration
thing, only this time there are two of them."
Shame prevented me mentioning that I
couldn't see much on the map because a sloppy
great dog had crushed my bifocals. Anyhow the
consensus was to fly west, young man. I wasn't
all that worried as there was plenty of clear air
and landing fields to the north.
Eventually the airfield showed through a little
gap and I wished that I had never confessed to
that slight uncertainty.
Ken mended my specs, he nearly got his 5hrs
while Doreen was shopping, Doreen nearly
finished three whodunnits, I missed a Diamond
by 34.5m and Roobarb missed a rabbit by 3.4cm.
Not a bad ho!.

a
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DAVID ROBERTS

MaYbe you can. If YOu are gOOd Enough
and get selected. Win a few Nationals, in poor
weather as well as good, do the odd foreign competition just to show you can match others. I
mean to say, the hack triangle from tasham to
Cirencester and Husbands Bosworth is not
going to bring you to the attention of the other top
40 or so pilots to earn selection.
So what else do you need to do? Well, for a
start you need a decent glider. You could borrow
one. Maybe there is a fairy godmother lurking
somewhere who will not mind not flying for two
years whilst you get all the practice you need. Not
really viable, so I suppose you will have to buy QI'la.
Not just anyone, but the best. Maybe set you back
£25000 (you'll be lucky). Actually you have one
already. It is a bit out of date but was very good
in its day when those German designers were
working out how to win the next Worlds back in
the early 1970s. At least there is a ready market
around the clubs Where pilots are trading up from
K-6s to a super ship. Should be able to sell it for a
decent (paper) profit ta (partly) fund this Nimbus
5Xri that everyone' seems to say is the only thing
that is going to stand a chance in the next. _.
Well, I could go on. The point is, today's British
team member not only has to be good - in fact
very good - he/she (yes, Sally, your turn will
come) has to have the resources to even gel into
the reckoning', But il does not stop there because
as an amateur sport we expect you to find a lot
more loot to earn the privilege of actually going to
represent your country amongst the !;>est in the
World. It is not too bad reafly; this time it is just
over the water in Austria - do not forget to take a
crew and pay for them - but in 1991 you can
expect to have a real "jolly" by going to the USA:
start saving now!

The Serious Bit
World Championships have, over the years,
provided a tremendous impetus to the technical
development of modern gliders such that now we
are seeing performance that was undreamt of 30
years ago. This impetus has, along its way, produced gliders that many club members now
benefit from as they are regarded as first or
second generation glass ships. Thus I believe it is
in the interests of all UK pilots to support BritiSh
representation at World Championships.
Second!y, selection of the team should be
based purely on merit, and not size of pocket. As
far as possible, bearing in mind the need tohave
access to a decent glider to "get noticed", team
selection applies the merit criteria.

The Plea
I am sure that many UK pilots got a bit of a thrill
in January 1987 when they opened their paper
every day, and there on the sports pages (yes, for
once we have been promoted from the Coort ,and
Social page of the Times) was a full artiCle about
the team's performance. Much effort went into
getting this coverage (thanks to Maxwell Fendt
especially, and Ben and Barry). And it was rounded off very nicely, thank you, with a World
Champion in the 1Srn Class.
Now if you want that again then the team needs
money. Not just this year, but on a long term
basis. For too long we have gone from year to
year with insufficient security of funding to enable
24

'1 WISH

ICOULD GO'
You have to be good to get into the British team but it
doesn't stop there. Representing your country in the World
Championships is expensive
long term ooilding (whose members change
over quite regularly). True, we have relied substantially on assistance from the Sports Council
for part of the travel and glider shipments costs
etC', and we have managed to lind a few sponsors
from time to time. But at t/;le end of the day each
team member has had to fork out several
thousands to be able to compete'. Do we really
want to revert to selection by pocket size?
There are now more demands on the limited
financial resources available to \.IS from the
Sports Council thr.ough the BGA, because we are
now sponsoring a Junior UK Nationals, to
encourage the younger pundits who h<:>pefully
will be tomorrow's Champions, and we are sending team members to the European Championships and the Pre-Worlds in the year
between the bi·annual World Championships.
The total cost of representation in Australia in
1987 was of the order of £75 000 for a team of six
pilots, crews and manager. The BGA's present
financing does nolleave any room tor allocating a
larger swm tawar€ls the commitment, as there are
many other very valid demands on lits purse. The
present annual BGA contribution is about C5000,
which comes from the 'per capita membership
income. This level was set at the beginning of the
1980s and has not been revised for even inflation! So at the AGM at Gloucester In February we
shall be proposing a m.otion to increase this to
£2.00 per head per annum (about £20QOOpa), or
the equivalent of about 50% of one winch launch.
Club chairmen and treasurers please support
this on behalf of your members.

What Other Funding is There
Apart from continuing to ensure Sports Council support, we are about to laullch a major drive
to attract substantial long term sponsorship.
There are many considerations 10 take into
account, but the main message is that we are not
just looking to UK pilots to support the representation at World, and European Championships.
However, ,charity begins at home.,

To Conclude
So you would like to go? And become World
Champion. No better place to start than support
the Competitions Committee whose aim is to
send the best team, fully funded, and to provide
the, training experience for the up-and-coming
pwndits. You never know, you might just be one of
them if you set yourself the goals. Or even if you

consider yourself "past that sort of thing" would
you not like tQ see ooe of your younger club members Ihave the chance?
Lastly, personal donations are always very
acceptable!o team funds, and are acknowledged
in S&G if you wish (providing over £5). Donations
can be sent to the "British Gliding Team" .at the
BGA's offices. Why not write out a cheque
straight away?
PS: We have had six World Champions - 1952,
1956, 1976, 1978, 1981 and 1987 and plenty of
other good placings. We can do better - with your
support.
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"White Mountain Soaring", a watercolour of a 1942 Spyr V by Amanda Deadman.

Thirty years ago a small band of artists, including such we.
John Young, Gerry Coulson, Margaret Kahn and Ann Welch, werl invi
exhibitioo being held in the Kronfeld Club, Eccleston Square, London.'
the,gliding and light aviation fraternity. These exhibitions grew lJllilln 1
BGA secretary) at the helm.
Over the years many artists have been inspired by soaring aircrafl ar
been exhi bited in either the Guild's or the Kronfeld's shows and !hey de
recent exhibiting member is Amanda Deadman who flies at fie BooI
To see more of 'her work and the other Guild artists painting gliding
Exhibition entitled "Aviation Paintings of the Year" which wil be at thE
cadillyfrom July 17-30.
For those of YOU who are budding artists submission dayforlheexhit
Secretary, Guild of Aviation Artists, 71 Bondway, London SW81SQ. Tt
tising for the "Aviation Painting of the Year".

Below: "Waiting for a Start" at the Nationals at Lasham. AnoUpelntl
feld Aviation Society's exhibition.

lINo oil paintings by Michael Joseph. Above: "Bopeep" - Southdown GC in the 1960s
and below: "The White Horse of Kilburn."

IATION ARTI IS
"wn

names as Oavid Shepherd, Michael Turner, Roy Nockolds,

·f invited to exhibit paintings of aviation and gliding sUbjects in an

!don. This was then a very popular social club run for the benefit of
til in 1971 the Guild of Aviation Artists was formed with myself (ex

Above: Margaret Kahn's. oil painting, "Gliding in the 50s."

aft end gliding end the selection of paintings reproduced have all
ey depict the sport as seen through artistic eyes. The Guild's most
I Booker Oub.
tiding subjects you should make a note of the. Guild's next Open
at the Royal Aeronautical Society Gallery, 4 Hamilton Place, Picexhibition is Sunday, June 4. For full details send an A4 sae to The
Q. There isa prize of £1000 awarded! by Davidson Gibson adver-

;>ainting by Brian Withams which won a prize in 1968 at the Kron-

Above: an acrylic, "Hlgllland Soaring" featuring an ASW·1,9B ;by Amanda Deadman.
Below: '8 watercolol:lr, again of 'lasham - "TIl. launch point 1,986" by Grahame
Joseph.

HAROLD DALE

Recent BGA accident reports include a number of incidents that have occurred on instructional flights. This, to say the least, is unfortunate.
A consideration of the nature of skill, however,
indicates how dangerous situations can arise
during instruction.
Much of skilled performance involves feedback loops. When we attempt to fly straight we
visually monitor our heading, checking for any
deviation from the target we set. If, say, we detect
a deviation to the left then we introduce a turn to
the right to compensate. As we come back on to
the target heading we then take this turn off
again. So the initial deviation is detected visually;
the rate and magnitude of deviation is estimated;
our brain calculates the stick and rudder pressures required to initiate the correction; appropriate signals are sent to the muscle systems
involved and the response of the glider is itself
monitored visually. Despite its complexity the
whole process is usually undertaken smoothly
and automatically by the skilled pilot.
For the beginner it is very different. His first difficulty will lie in detecting heading deviation. The
instructor notices one wing is low and watches the
nose creep around the horizon through 10, 20 or
even more degrees. After what seems an age he
might prompt: "We seem to be changing heading, don'l we?". When a'lerted the student will
have to find 'his original heading; target and wo~k
out Ihe (jirection 01 tUrlil required. Initially, he may
be unStlre of the direction ollha required control
inputs. He certainly will not know what stick and
rudder pressures to use. Furthermore, once he
has initiated some control inputs, he will be slow
to detect the effect 01 the glider's response. This
means that the time involved is substantial.

"

this means there is
a lag in the system.
Lags are bad news."

As the student improves he will learn the direction of response required and he will have a
rough idea of how the glider responds to control
inputs at normal flying speed. Sensitivity to heading deviation will probably 'remain low, so the
heading will vary substantially before any correction is initiated. In terms 01 control engineering
this means there is a :Iag in tlie system. Lags are
bad news. They always mean poor performance.
The longer the lag, the worse it is.
One instructional technique most of us employ
at some time or other is "talking through" a

I HAVE CONTROL
Harold says the instructor must detect the need for
correction very early on to maintain an adequate level of
safety
manoeuvre. Suppose we try to help our student
fly straight with this technique. In flying straight
and level this means that when a heading deviation, develops the instructor calls: "We are turning
lefl. Rig'ht stick and rudder". The student's task is
simplilied to assessing the magnitude of control
pressures :required and applying them.
In terms 01 the basic ,feedbac'k loop, however, it
adds an extra element, which is a 'bad thing. The
instructor may detect the heading deviation very
quickly, but belore any response can be set up he
has to communicate to the student, which constitutes an added de'lay. The student mig'ht find it
helplul to be able to concentrate on just a part of
his task, but the overall efficiency 01 this sort of
team-work will be extremely low, In view of this it
would be most undesirable to use this instructional technique where efficiency mattered. This,
,however, is just what we are most likely to do, for
this teaching strategy Is commonly used in the
circuil and: on the approo.ch.
I,f we are flying the 'approach ourselves we will
watch the aim poinl and control the rate of descent with the airbrakes. Now suppose we try talking a student through this manoeuvre. Consider
what this 'involves: the instructor takes responsibility for perceiving error and deciding what responseis required, while the student manipulates
the controls. The feedback loop therefore
involves the ,instructor, the student and the communication link between the two. Providing the
glide~ l:1as been flown into a reasonable position
to begin the approach the'instructorwill call: "You
have control. Half brake now." If the student sets
rather more than half brake an undershoot will
develop. It will take some significant time (say two
to three, seconds) for the amateur club Instructor
to notice this. When he does, he will call: "Less
brake!" The chances are nothing will happen.
"Less brake!!". Once he hears, the student may
think: "Brake!" and react by puling more firmly on

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained from mosl Gliding Clubs in Gt.
Britain, alternatively send £11.40 postage included for an
annual subscription to the British Gliding Association, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester.
Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to, lake copies of the magazine and
gold-blocked with the title on the spine are only available from the BGA.

the "landing" lever. This will probably induce the
instructor to be rather more explicit, by which
time the ground could be rather close. Hopefully,
before it gets too near the instructor will abandon
his talkdown approach, call: "I Have Control!,"
and sort things out.

Even those who know
left from right are
very slow to respond
A similar process is involved in talking a student round the circuit. The instructor's initiation of
any correction needs to begin very early on to get
messages through to the student in time for him
to make appropriate adjustments. Most do not
know left from right. But even those who do are
very slow to respond. If the instructor's prompt is
left too late then a situation can develop from
which normal recovery is impossible. This means
that the instructor must detect the need for correction very early on,
Unfortunately we have less experience in the
circuit and at tracking descent on the approach
than at most other aspects of flight for the simple
reason that we spend very little time in these
stages. Therefore our judgment will not be that
good.
Those of us in contact with professional
instructors cannot fail to notice that they are able
to talk students through the circuit and landing at
a relatively early point in training. Professionals
spend enough time in the air to maintain very high
levels' of perceptual skill. We amateur instructors
cannot compete with them. We need to take control at a much earlier point if we are to maintain an
adequate level of safety.

a

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA

1. R. Beasley, Soaring Supplies, PO Box 169, L'Orignal, Ontario, KOB 1KO.
SOUTH AFRICA
Peter Eich, PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
USA and all other Countries
Payable in either Sterling £11.40 or US $19.00 (or $29.00 by Air Mail) but Inter'
national Money Orders preferred, direct to the British Gliding Association.

Price £5 including post and packing.
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GEORGE THELEN

RecentlY while II was doing research for an
article OIl moisture's effects on sailplanes, I came
across a situation which may only be partly moisture related - but tt certainly had a dramatic
resull! Although it is fairly clear that whatever
damage was done to the glider occurred
because it had flown above the handbook
recommended speeds for that altitude, when the
spoilers were opened,l include it in the "moisture
related category" because I feel that the structure
may have been saturated, which might have
added to the damage.
The motor glider was built about a year ago
and remained in the moist, cool environment of
Germany until it spent four weeks on a ship coming to Los Angeles, California. After that it was
stored in its trailer at Cal City in the desert, but that
was in the wettest time of the year there and moisture contents of these structures change quite
slowly. The single significant event Ol;;curred on
March 23 during a flight in New Mexico.
The pilot reported that for the first hour he was
at 12 to 14000tl, contacting a smooth wave that
took him to 25000ft for only a period of about
15min. Significantly, the temperature was
-36°C (-33°F) and the ship was a1 an indicated
speed of 150km/h when he elected to "slowly
and carefully open the spoilers" to descend to a
warmer altitude, spending 30min, at about
21 000ft, and another 40min at 18 OOOft, coming
down through only moderate rotor to land, for a
total flight 01 3hrs.

HOW HIGH
HOW FAST?
The grim story of damage to a gel coated carbon fibre glider
after a three hour flight to a maximum of 250000

edge, and looping fractures formed on top of the
drive mechanism for the flaps. Interestingly, at
each attachment or drive on the left 'lower flap,
Ifields of tiny fractures occurred with much more
severity than similar simple cracks found on the

This photograph shows the raised cracks on
a glider's wings after a wave flight.

L.ook at the pictures 01 the damage.' laid black
tape over the cracks so that they would show up
lor some of the photographs. Carl Herald and I
inspected the ship together and he and I disagree
as to the severity of what happened. He feels the
cracks are isolated in ttle gel coat, in asimilar way
he experienced with his otd ASW-12 after many
years of wave tlying. However, since the relief of
the fractured areas l:1as raised to at least two or
three times the depth of the gel, coat, I feel these
cracks go some or all of the way into the carbon
fibre skin underneath.
Cart and I could get visible movement by
applying pressure immediately adjacenl to a
crack with a penknife. We won'l koow the depth
of these cracks until repairs are done. As you Can
sea, long looping cracks fOrmed 0Iil top of the
right wing with two areas that thoroughly fractured in grid patterns. Further out, three cracks
formed OIl the underside of the wing going directly across the chord, in a pattern similar to what I
described in my articl'e "Cold Floppy Wings and
Other Things" (S&G, August 1987, p194).
On the left wing, on top, a crack runs back from
the outboard end of the spoiler box to the trailing
Februa/YIMarch 1989

opening the spoilers, but at 2% (per 1000ft) times
25000ft, he was actually going 50% faster than
that. The glider's manual doesn't give an ,actual
maximum spoiler deployment speed:, but lil does
Ilist a redline at20000ft of 117kt which
extrapolates to about 108 or 109kt trtJe air speed
,at 25000tl. Manoeuvring speed, is 103kt with a
146kl redline at sea level.
I questioned the pilot several times a'bout the
reason for using the spoilers and I am still nol
sure I understand the reason(s) - he said it was 10
descend to warmer altitudes. Anyway, that is

Tape marks the major crack over the tailplane.

Black tape shows the location of the airbrake
box and the outline of the cracks on the right
wing.
bottom of the right lower flap in the same spots
(below Ihebig upper wing damage). The left wing
also had '8 few chordwise cracks midway out on
the underside. Now comes the strange part there is a long, raised, weaving crack running
across the top of the tailplane.
This motor glider has carbon fibre skins, which
I believe (but can't prove) absorb more moisture
than the glass cloth skins on my DG-300. I have
flown my 300 on a number of occasions to higher
altitudes, to colder temperatures and through
rougher air with no damage whatever. It is pretty
cold at -36°C and moisture freezing in thestructure could be a factor, especially with the shock
of the spoilers being opened at a true air speed of
225km/h.
The pilot reported only 15Okm/h at the time of

what happened, on just one t1ight, and is one of
the best docu mented events :1 have come across.
I'm not sure of the moisture factor, 'but IIm pretty
confident about the spoiler trigger to the damage.
I can't explain the truly asymetrical damage levels
to the tops and bottoms of both wings. This type
of motor glider has no other known similar
damage record. And finally, I'm only guessing
that the tailplane was damaged by being
overstressed in the same conditions as the
wings, by similar flexing.
This whole situation has been quite a lesson to
me, because the pilot sincerely felt that he hadn't
overtly caused damage to his ship and I thought
he was right; until I started adding up this 2%/
1000ft factor. It was a sobering revelation especially here in the west where we commonly
fly at higher altitudes.

a

Please send all contributions to
S&G to the editorial office, 281
Queen Ediths Way, Cambridge
CB14NH
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ROBIN PEARCE-BOBY

When I took up gliding at Enstone in 1981,
one ton Parafil had been used for some time. The
jointing, weak links and protection of the knots to
the rings at each end left a lot to be desired in 'respect of their 1000gevity, reliability and the lime
required for repairs; Ihe jointing devices produced by the Parafil manufacturers, although
quite suitable for 1he oil rigs they were intended
for, were found to be unsatisfactory for gliding.
ihe main runway at onstone is 11 V. miles long
with a l1ump in, tI'le middle so that neither end can
be seen from Ihe other, Winch launching, had not
been encouraged dUe to this and the wear. Both
the runway and wire suffered. Thus Ihe majority
of the launching has been by autotow and ovr
experience has shOwn that MOT failure 4.2
Jaguars are not that expensive to purchase, are
usually very reliable and with 16000 of Parafil will,
depending on wind strength and direction, produce between 1000 and 1500ft launches. We
have a resident tug for those requiring a
higher release.
As both sides of the runway at each end are
cropped a parachute on the glider end of the cable
is not used. The problems of pulling a parachute
out of rape or what have you is not only physically
demanding it also slows down the launch rate
and damages the crop that is the responsibility of
one of the' club's founder members and whose
goodwill we sincerely respect! In crosswinds,
like many other clubs, ou r,pilots attempt to launch
gliders into the crosswind side of the launch path
so 'that the cable will then fall back on to the runway, though some days they' are nol that
successfUl!
I am envious of Farnborough's record of
unbroken cables during the cables' lifetime but
my naughty cynical mind asks why then do they
need to 'know hQwto join lengths of Parafil? Our
experience is that Parafil is very reliable until it is
snagged or brof<en when the ~ointing plays a
majOr pad in a cable's longevity.
Our earlier technique of jointing a cable break
was to pull about 18in of the outer sheathing off
the cable each s.ide of the break, wrapping the
ends of the exposed Core with bodge tape to prevent unravelling, and then tying the cores
together with a fisherman's or strap knot, finishing with three in line half hitches both sides. The
completed knot was then bound with two or three
layers of bodge tape in a tapered shape to reduce
the profile and give protection for the wear and
tear when towing the cable back to the launch
point. This process was very time consuming and
every joint had to be remade at least once a
weekend; those S&G readers who have worl<ed
on cables in the cold and wet know how much
longer it takes under these conditions and the
frustration that is boiling up at the launch
point.
Metal weak links of various types have been
used and all have tended to fail prematurely
following the pounding received on hitting the
runway from the release height, there being no
parachute to slow the descent. The "exposed"
situation of the links that was necessary to enable
quick change or replacement did not help either.
We were also not enth railed with the possibility of
the Parafil main cable or shock rope becoming
caught up in a control surface and all the consequential situations that could follow!
The knots and the bodge tape protection to the
30

PARAFlL
PROBLEMS SOLVED
The article in the October issue (p236) by Mick Wells has made
me attempt to resolve the problems he has indicated by describing the gradual development of our use of Parafil.
metal Ilinks and rings' also take a considerable
amount of wear and tear and were often (edone
several times each weekend with 1'oss of
efficiency.
Wooden knot protectors of various types were
el\perimented with but l100e stood ,up to more
than one 01' two launches before breaking. This
problem was solved by Steve Nash with a tough
but reasonably flexible rubber cylinder boredi
down the centre to receive the cable ood having a
machined slot down to the bore in the middle of
one "side", The original sourCe could not be
traced but Be manufacturer now produces them
for ,us to .M uprated specificatioll and they will'
last at least a year.

Rubber knot protector - - - - - - - ,

lOmm bored.hole
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Fisherman's knot
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The jointing process is to cut the broken or
damaged portion out of the cable, feed the ends
into the protector (one from each endl) and bring
the ends up through the slot for about 3ft. The
black sheath is then cut through about 12in from
the ends without dama,ging the core. Great care
is required here and a blunt knife helps. The
sheath is then pl,Jlled off to produce about 8in of
exposed core, tied into a fisherman's knot and
gently tightened up. The cabl'e Is then pulled back
out of the ends of the protector until only the knot
is outside the slot. The knot can then be eased
into the slot by bending the protector so that the
slot opens up. When the knot is down in the slot
the ends of the cable outside the protector should
be pulled' apan 10 tighten the knot and the partially removed outer sheaths pulled righl off.
There is no need to trim off the inner core that
trails outside the protector.
When (,he protector wears,down to 8 smaller diameter, the slot is bound over with bodge tape to
prevent the partially exposed knot from being
worn away by friction on the runway and Ihus
becoming' the weakest point in the cable. But
when this stage is reach'ed it is perhaps time to
order more protectors! The time taken to repair a
snagged, damaged or broken cable with the use
of knot protectors, is only three or four minutes by
an experienced helper,
We have always used a "shock rope" about
12ft long at the glider end and joined via the weak
link to the cable, but due to the wear and tear the

next stage of development was the weak link. It
was Important thallhis should be simple and not
liable to damage at the end 01 its free, fall from
release. Weak links otabout 1000 10 1100lb
were quite adequate for the IK-7s and the other
lighter single-seater gliders and there was no
need to change from one strength to another for
each Iype of glider.
A preliminary check and use of blue polythene
roPe for weak links, indicated thal this resolved
the outstanding problems until we had the rope
JOroper!y tested to discover the load at which it
failed. This was much too high at 1:600lb. But by
unravelling one strand of the three tha't made up
Ihe rope we arrived back at 1100lb breaking
strain. Of course a thinner three strand rope may
produce a similar breaking strain but we had a
whole reel of the stronger size!
The weak link is made from a 3ft length Of the
three stranded polythene rope with one strand
removed (this removed slrand can be twisted
together with anothef removed strand to produce
another link) and then a loop formed at each end
by splicing, as every good Boy Scout or Girl
Guide will know!
The shock rope and the main cable are then
joined to the loops of the weak link with a cow
hitch or lark"s "'ead symetrical knot followed by a
series of three in line hitches, with the free ends
bound to the cable or shock rope with bodge
tape to avoid the embalTassment Of the 'knot
attempting to work loose. The Parafil is prepared
for knotting by removing about 18in of the outer
black sheath and taping the ends before ,lying the
knots.

Knots to rings

(.hown loo..) - - - - - - - -
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F'lIlished and bound appearance

The rings at each end of the cable are joined in
the same manner as for the weak link but the knot
is bound with lOOdge tape to prevent loosening of
tl'le knot. At the car end an extra amQI.Jnt,ol'tape is
used to prevent wear as it is towed back to the,
launch point. This end may need re-protecting,
every weekend, but it only takes a minute Or two
to do.
The last stage is to protect the weak link and
the shock rope from the depredations it will be
subject to and prevent the cable from catching on
a control surface should anything untoward
happen.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

PARAFIL PROBLEMS SOLVED

Deal 01
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end of cable - - - - - - - -

_rn. 6 m - - - - - - -

Gatden ho.. inner sheath

After a number of experiments and use a
length of 1in internal diameter Tricoflex hose is
rtCNi used. This is a vivid yellow and of great
assistance in locating the cable end, except
when it falls into flowering l rape! The shock rope
and a length of the cable beyond the weak link
must be sheathed with a length of standard reinforced garden hose inside the Tricoflex to:
1. Prevent kinks forming in the Tricoflex outer
which cause rapid wear.
2. Prevent the Tricoflex outer sheath wearing
awaylhe Parafil black covering where it emerges
from the Triooflex.
The Tricoflex has a 4in tongue formed at the
rings (glider) end which is passed through the
larger of the !wo rings - to which the shock rope
is knotted - pushed back inside the Tr~oflex and
aJubilee dip lighlened 'up over the oulside, Ihus
lrapping Ihe tQRgue and sheath III po.sition. After
several launches it is as well to lighten uplhe
jubilee clip as it does seem 10 become loose at
this stage.
The Tricoflex we use is 6m long and its weight
lIflsures thal. it does fall safely away from the
glider and will not tie itself into a set of diabolical
knots on back release. If Ihe weak link should
break it Is much easier 10 see Ihe Tricoflex in ils
descent and recover il quickly.

It could create
a potentially dangerous
situation with the weak
link becoming ineffectual
In our early tests we used 3Jcin Tricoflex but it
could creale a potentially dangerous silualion if
one or more of Ihe knots inside Ihe sleeve expanded for any reason and jammed Ihe cable so that
the weak link became ineHeclual. This also made
it impossible to take the system apart for renewal,
but is nol the case with 1in Tricoflex.
Bunching 01 the cable on reaching the ground
after release does not happen very often now but
the driver andr observer in the lowcar are slill
encouraged 10 walch the cable on low back for
knots and unravel them as 'soon as they are spoiled. 11 only requires a few metres tow along the
runway to burn right through the Parafil outer
sheath and thus require jointing. Recovery of the
cable 10 the launch poinl by the lowcar should not
be done at more than 30mph if wear to the protectors and cable, is to be kepi 10 the minimum. If
minor nicks and, cracks appear in the Parafil
sheath alayer or so of bodge tape will protecl and
prevent the entry of water.
The bow In the cable when launching is not a
disadvantage and helps the observer in the car 10
decide more easily when the launch is too slow.
Unless lhe wind speed is very low or Ihere is a
strong crosswind, most competent pilots can
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acllieve a launch heigllt within a 100ft of the
cable length before the towcar reaches the end of
the .runway.
The much improved reliability and Ilongevity of
cables, together with the speed of repair, has
given us a far more efficient operation, con·
siderably less bodge tape is used and an
increased safety factor ensues. We have suffered
very few breakages of' the weak link which has
improved the operatiQlil immensely. It is as well to
keep a few Jubilee clips available as after ten or so
launches the clip is nol. easily reused and may
have tQ be cut oH the sheath before it is possible
to expose the shock rope to replace, the weak
link.
A few tips:
1. When tying knots in Parafil do so as tight to the
black sheath as possible; the outer sheath does
tend to creep (shrink?) away from the knot and in
the case of the protectors the unsheathed core
will be exposed outside the protector and suffer
wear and allow water into the cable by
capillary attraction.
2. A sharp knife, a blunllknife, a screwdriver and
a pair of large side cutters are the only tools
required. Ensure they are always available and
avoid launching delays caused by the inevitable
fumbles while they are foundl We like'tothin'k that
the towcar crew do the running repairs as part of'
,their jQb. They are mobile, can gel to the problem
more quickly and carry the loos elc with Ihem,
thus reducing delays.
3. The tail inner garden hose sheath should be
,ptJshed over the knot to the weak link and firmly
taped here and also on to the parafil where it
emerges, Ihus preventing it from sliding down the
cable!'
4. When the cable hooker-on tesls for "on and
secure"he must pull on the Parafil and not the
prolecting' sheaths!
5. A visual inspection of the Parafil for the daily
inspection is only ,required for each end of the
cable and any joints there may be; walKing the
lenglh of the 'cable with the :Parafil running
through your hand is a very sensitive melhod of'
finding, faults I;\nd locates those lhat are on the
other - hidden - side of the Parafil.
The "shock rope" assembly sequence is as
follows:
1. Cut the tongue at the glider end of the
Tricoflex.
2. Slide the Tricoflex 8m or so down the cable not
forgetting to put the jubilee clip Iighlly in
position.
3. Slide the tail inner protector also on to the end
of the cable.
4. Prepare the shock rope with its rings and
weak link so that its length logether with the weak
link is within the length of the Tricoflex outer by at
least 2ft.
5. Thread the shock rope Ihrough the inner protector after putting on the rings - it helps if the
inner protector is pulled straight by two helpers
while the shock rope is threaded Ihrough!
6. Join the shock rope to the weak link tightly
against the inner protector and lock the free end
with badge lape.
7. Join the cable to the weak link and lock the
free end with badge tape.
8. Slide Ihe tail inner protector up to and partially
on the weak link knol and secure with badge
lape.

Robin, an ,architect In
prlvilte practlce, had
his first flight In 1977
In a T·21 blllt didn't
take up gliding until
1981 when told he
was "now too old for
coarse rugbY~" He flies
for fun, Isn't a badge
hunter and Is still
waiting to complete
his SilVer. He has a
half share In 8 K-6e.

9. Slide the Tricoflex outer up to the rings, pass
the tongue Ihrough and secure with the jubilee
clip.
This description is much more complex than
the real thing and I have no doubt other clubs will
have other and more suitable methods for them,
but our efficiency has improved over the last few
years quite dramalically and debris is only a
hazard if it is not removed at the time!

,,,QUI

a

Ter,ry ponders on the
character of his gliding club
- Coventry

I

joined the club because 1I cou'ld no longer put

oH learning to fly. At that time I thought of the club
only as some sort of polytechnic which combined
theory and practice and where diplomas would
be issued to the diligent. As a result I spent the
first six months being excessively polite to Ihe
instructors and, as I believed that almost everyone
who flew solo was an instructor, it Involved me in
a great deal of unnatural deference totally foreign
to my 'character.
It took a while for me to realise that the club is
actually the sum of the individual members rather
than a vague amorphous body - it's Us rather
than Them.
There were certain common experiences,
mainly learning difficulties, which gradually
enabled me to relate 10 the other members. It was
a revelatien, too, when I discovered thall wasn't
arone in finding gliding expensiye. Everyone
seemed to nave 'been forced to give up something - holidays, a flew car, cigarettes, ddnking
(perhaps buying drinks would be more accurate)
- in order 0 have the money to fly.
Not that we're all penniless. A few members
are, by any standards, rich and their names and
the names of their products are known world·
wide, but fortunately Ihey,l1ave the tact to appear
al the club as shabby as Ihe rest of us. Because
we are Mt a [posh club. We tend to Ihavelhe sort
of weather-ravaged faces that can be found grinning in stone from the eaves of the shire's older
cnurches, and our dothes look like a consignment hijacked from the Red Cross.
What Is remarkable about us is our diversity.
Orn a typical weekend t can tly in company with
an architect, a bricklayer, a computer programmer, a doctor, an engineer, a fireman, a gynae- . .
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cologiSI - the list can run on right through the
alphabet and finish with zoologist. The only thing
we have in common is that we like to fly.
We have members who, in their professional
capacities, are accustomed to dealing in millions,
but they sit down solemnly to debate the expenditure 01 £50 of club funds for some minor
alteration to the' ladies.' loo.
For we have lady members too. Not very many,
but they tend - like so many women taking an
active part in what is usually regarded as a man's
world - to be particularly good.
We have members from every quarter of the
British Isles, from Germany, Belgium, America
and, Lithuania - butllone 'from the black or Asian
communities of the nearby industrial cities. I don't
know why this should be, but this is the way it
is.
Some members seem to contribute more to the
club than others, usually in terms of their practical
skills, but we all contribute to give our club it's
particular character which, despite the apparent
common features, is different from every other
gliding club.
At times the club reminds me of a worker's cooperative when we all labour together to clear
stones from the field or to erect the new hangar
doors. On a fine soaring day when everyone
wants the Vega, on the other hand, there are
scenes on that field which compare unfavourably
with the American evacuation from Saigon. The
limited quota of good weather we have in
England can make gliding not just an exercise in
competitiveness but also in selfishness.

A sport which shows
the virtues and vices

_
_

I find this mixture of people and attitudes constantly interesting - which may be why I can
usually be found gossiping rather than helping to
pull a Bocian out of the mud. When you like a
group of people, however, it can be very difficult
to avoid romanticising or sentimentalising them.
The knowledge you have of them makes it hard to
see them as they really are - a cross-section of
the community taking pari in a sport which shows
up both virtues and vices in a very public way.
Sport, contrary to what you were told at school,
doesn'l develop. character - it just provides a
medium to put it on exhibition.
Perhaps the most attractive aspect I've noticed
is the manner in which people deal with their disappointments, and there are many of those in
gliding. It takes a 'special sort of resilience to
shrug off a 300km claim that has been rejected
for a minor photographic 'ault; or a duration flight
done on a shimmering summer day that ended
four minutes short of five hours; or a freak storm
that breaks the back of your parked glider before
you've had a chanoe to insure it.
I keep on hoping that if I stick with the club long
enough some of this spirit will eventually rub off
on me.

a

ANONYMOUS CONTRIBUTIONS
Recently we have been sent two
articles written under a nom de plume
without a covering letter or address.
We regret we just can't use unnamed
material.
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MElOAWSON

DIAMONDS
ARE FOREVER
The art of being in the right place at the right time

Mel is a golf club proprietor with his wife Barbie
who Is also his crew. He came back to gliding I~
1979, Is OCFI of Bannerdown GC and has 1000 gliding hours and 100 power.

For most glider pilots 1988 will go down in history as being a non event but for me it was a
classic year.
It started with challenging flying at Talgarth in
April, followed by an acceptable Standard
Nationals with six days gaggle flying and a racing
day thrown in at the end.
In August I volunteered to help one of our
young pilots, John Arnold, with the Junior
Nationals at Booker and on the practice day
declared a 500km triangle Yeovil, Cosford, in a
Discus. The flight was rather uneventful apart
from getting to 5500ft from a stubble fire which
led to a 30min final glide, and my second
Diamond.
The next day it was suggested I should claim
the new Standard Class record. For it to be
established I had to achieve 70% of the Open
Class 500km record set by Ralph Jones at
106.9kmlh. My launch to landing time was
75km/h which was just fast enough. Oh why did I
waste so much time before leaving the site?
I still haven't heard the result of my claim but I
now know a certain Mr A. Davis also did a 500km
triangle in a similar time back in May.*
I was then the non-flying captain and Bannerdown representative at the Inter-Club League
final and after a close battle with Aston Down we
won the Douglas trophy.

THE

GRANGE
I

;

'.' SCOTLANDWELL

COIIMnDflD

VISITING

PORTMOAK?

The GRANGE welcomes glider pilots and their lamilies.
Friendly comfonable accommodation,
Evening meals on request in 19th century dining room.
Only Yz mile from airstrip
B&B from only £9.00
Phone now for brochure and rates.
059284-220

On registering my Diamond distance with Gordon Camp, FAI office, 'he asked when I was going
to get my third Diamond. "No problem" I replied,
"I'm going to' Aboyne in October."
Arriving at AboYlle on Saturday, October 22,
we learnt they 'had had their worst wave season
for years with the achievements' board reading
Rain and Mist on the six previous days. This
changed on the Wednesday but it looked as
though my season of good fortune was going to
end with a bang, literally, when I was told to land. I
descended from 12000ft to find that a motor
Janus had parked itself in the car-park and my
immaculate Golf GTI had taken the initial impact
of the right wing. It was a sorry sight with six
cars hit.
However the next day, after six hours flying, I
climbed to 21 800ft, a height gain of 20000ft (the
highest in October for Aboyne).
On the Friday before we left we were in
southerly wave and I was intent on helping my
friend, Martin Goodwin, get his Gold height. I had
full oxygen but only an 8k barograph (you may be
wondering why anyone should have an 8k
barograph at a wave site, well ask Martin, he had
mine), when I hit 4kt south of the Lochs at
5OOOft.
Pushing forward the lift remained a constant
4·6kt and I am convinced it wouldn't have
stopped until 40oooft. At 25000ft the ground
station said that the Aboyne 1988 record was
27400ft. My canopy had iced up on the inside
and I was flying along the lower edge of a band of
cloud looking out of my DV panel.
At 28000ft I ran out of courage (bottle If you
like) although my feet were still warm and I had
plenty of oxygen left. I knew I must have been
near the top ot the barograph, if not over. I.left the
still constant 4-6kt and started my long
descent.
Examining the barograph laler it was within
1mm of Ihe top 01 the drum. However, we think
28000ft is the highest in the country this year.
Martin achieved his Diamond with a flight to
225OOft.

*
As a postscript and one of the reasons I
decided to write about my gliding year is that I
come from a gliding, family - my father Peter was
killed flying a Dart He in 1968 whilst practising
for the Nationals. He had gainedl all three
Diamonds in a K-6cR and my mother, who 'also
flew, gave me :his badge, not ihin'king I would be
qualified to wear it for a few years, il ever ...
*Andy Davls' flight in a Discus on May 20, a 517.62km
triangle at 79.61kmlh has been recommended by
Gordon Camp for homologation.
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IAN L1NGHAM

SOARING EQUIPMENT
LIMITED
PERSON
ALUMINIUM
WHEELS

AWAVE FLIGHT

FROMBOOKER
On an

In addition to
HOFFMANN
PROPELLERS we are
pleased to announce
the arrival of PERSON
ALUMINIUM
WHEELS for
GLI DERS - Powered
and Un-Powered.
Made in the U.K. from
WROUGHT (not cast)
ALUMINIUM.
Please call at anytime:

021449 1121
Fax:

02'1 449 9855

0

HOFFMAHH
PROPELLER

IMAGINE
Mount,in sOlring.
w,v, ,nd therm,' flying
In glor~us Sp,in

* * *
• Join us for tailor-made holidays
* Families or individuals welcome

*
and pundits alike will enjoy breathlakll1g scenery in our Grob 1098
* Instrument
flying. cross-country. field landing
instruction
* Relax in our luxury private villa. with pool, and
Be~inners

experience the holiday of a lifetime

Th. B_nons 01

Contact
~49 9346/01-953-9689

GLIDING IN SPAIN
February/March 1989

unpromi~ing

day when few bothered to fly

For those of us who fly from flat sites, a climb to
5000ft in clear air is a considerable lu)(ury in ovr
soggy climate. However, as if to show what
nature may sometimes provide, an unusual thermal wave system (as described by Tom, Bradbury
in 5&G, December 1987, p282) allowed some Qf
us at Booker B brief glimpse of the pleasures
experienced rovtinely at sites Where Diamond
height Is frequently gained before, a Sillier
badge.
On Thwrsday, August 25, a blustery, overcast
morning .signalled the start of yet another of ,the
seemingly hopeless days of last summer. It was
at least dry and my resignation 10 another day
spent decorating the house was weakened to Ihe
extent of telephoning Coli A Jac'ksolil (also unfortunate with his choice of holidays). iEventually,an
Astir and a DG-300 wer.e assembled amidst
considerable der,ision ("optimists") and parked
hopefully at the launch pOiAI whilst we retired 'to
the clubhouse to await developments.
It was 3.30pm befOre we :felt sufficiently rrustrated to attempt some local pairs flying. Th.e Astir
was duly towed skyward with the principle objective of somehow managing to remain airborne
long enovgh for Colin to join me.
The aerotow was l:Jneventful with! little turbulence - not B good sign - and: it was with some
reluctance that 11 relinquished my grip upon the
tow plane at arovnd 25OOft. Sure enough, there
was little more than turbulence to break the monotony of the evening descent as I flew towards
Lane End (a favourite local thermal source).
Weak lift over the village strengthened as I
circled inquisitively and I suddenly found myself
established in a most remarkably smooth, strong
thermal, much better than I had expected to find.
The lift increased steadily as I climbed until at
3500ft the vario jammed against the stops!
On what appeared to be such an un promising
day I thanked nature for her gift with special
pleaSure and made a quick -radio call to let Colin
(and the world!) know of my good fortune. I was
soon joined by the :aGA Janus flown by Chris
Rollings, and shortly afterwards the familiar planform of Colin's DG·300 tucked in comfortably
some distance below.
Pressed hard against the local ceiling at FL45 I
reluctantly levelled the wings to fly upwind
towards Oxford and less restricted airspace. The
existence of wave influence became apparent as
I continued to rise above a lower layer of ragged

Ian, a PhD research
chemlst,has been gliding for six years, has a
Silver badge, 200hrs
plu$ and owns a half
share In an Astir. He
says his regUlar 300km
attempts have served
only to leach him more
about local farming
techniques.

cloud, climbing gently but steadily towards an
upper, almost unbroken, layer of stratocumulus,
No definite slots were visible in the overcast sky,
but I investigated conditions underneath some
small blue gaps which beckoned hopefully 'and
was thrilled to be carried magically thr,ovgh the
cloud layer into a mountainous panorama of
cumulus cloud streets and bright sunshine with
an enormous, steeply ,arched wave bar lying in
the clear blue sky above the neatest street.
Flying in parallel with the wave clovd and ,holding a steady 2kt I watched the altimeter climb
past 6000ft and called to let Colin knOW what I
had discovered, In fact he had been climbing well
in a different part of the system and we were soon
both well above 700011 ctose to the crest of the
wave bar.
It was rapidly becoming a most remarkable
experience and all on an afternoon when few
from Booker had bothered 10 fly. How often, I
wondered, did we miss marvellovs opportunities
throvgh nol launching on seemingly unpromising .days. For there had been little evidence from
the ground to suggest 'the existence of such a
remarkable system and it soon proved'lo lbe loo
good to lasl as the wave cloud nattened and the
lift died, leaving us to descend once more
beneath the lower slratocumulus.
Not event a reasonable thermal subsequently
offered itself and we were back on the ground
(together with the BGA Janus) only five minutes
apan, ovr flight into fantasy having lasted little
more than an hour in each case.
Bul what an l10vrl Small beer perhaps to our
colleagues from Aboyne or Talgarth but to us a
most fascinating experience to be remembered
for a long time.
My only regret? It was such an unpromising
day that neither of us had flown with a camera or
barograph. Our most exceptional local'-flight
therefore went unrecorded.

a
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ANNUAL STATISTICS
AIRCRAFT

GLIDING CLUBS
l/)

ALTAIR
ANGUS
AQUILA
AVON
AVRO
BASSETLAW & DISTRICT
BATH & WILTS
BLACK MOUNTAIW
BLACKPOOL & FYLDE
BOOKER
BORDERS
BRACKLEY
BRISTOL & GLOS
BUCKMINSTEW
BURN
CAIRNGORM
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
CHANNEL
CQNNEL
CORNISH
COTSWOLD
COVENTRY
·CRANFIELD
DARTMOOR
IDEESlDE
DERBY & LANGS
DEVON & SOMERSET
DORSET
DUMFRIES & DISTRICT
EAST SUSSEX
ENSTONE EAGLES
ESSEX
ESSEX & SUFFOLK
FILTON
HEREFORDSHIRE
HIGHLAND
IMPERIAL COLLEGE
KENT
LAKES
LASHAM
LONDON
MARCHINGTOW
MENDIP
MIDLAND
NENE VALLEY
NEWARK & NOnS
NEWCASTLE & TEESSIDE
NQRFOLK
NORTH DEVOW
NORTH WALES
NORTHUMBRIA
OUSE & HAMBLETONS
OXFORD
OXFORDSHIRE SPORT'
PETERBOROUGH
RA~

BEDFORD

RSRE
RATILESDEN
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N

~

.0
:>

.0
:>

l5

l5

5
2
1
4
4
2
4
3
2
11
1
1
4
2
4
2
4
4
3
3
4
6
1
2
3
4
2
3
2
3
2
3
2

1
1
2
4
3
1
3
1
3
11
1
1
4
1
3
0
4
0
2
2
3
5
1
1
3
4
3
2
0
2
1
2
2
0
1
3
3
3
1
0
4
0
2
4
2
2
1
2
0
2
1
5
3
1
1
0
2
2

i
3
1
0
3
2
11
5
3
2
3
2
2
2
3
5
2
3
4
3
3
2
0
2
2

OCTOBER 1, 1987 to SEPTEMBER 30, 1988

ALL

NO. OF

LAUNCHES

AEROTOWS

HOURS

No. of

No. of

Temporary

Female

Li:

Members

Members

5
6
8
35
0
0

1
0
1
4
0
0
3
1
0
8
1
0
3
1
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
4
2

300
136
131
2000
111
125
500

2
10
2
8
9
2
6

500

18
42
33
102
99
28
94
70
96

20

20
19
90
16
8
42
11
20
9
35
6
1
3
31
85
12
3
10
22
24
11
3
13
6
30
13
0
7
4
0
28
4
129
80
10
12
25
4
10
4
30
5
4
16
12
13
2
12
6
1
15

50000·

435

3000

88
51
274

N/A

3
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
2
0
1
0
0
2
1
5
4
1
0
1
1
0
0
2
1
0
1
1
0
0
2
1
0
0

Cl)

's:.

Cl)

t=!

Estimated
c:

KM
l/)

0
a.

MEMBERSHIP

CROSSCOUNTRY

2908
2720
963
10800
2886
2283
3330
2216
3570
12271
1821
3180
8515
3718
6901
1712
7855
6947
1567
3245
8994
10799
1329
1619
4469
6793
8029
4308
301
5683
1615
6646
2200
1210
2641
355
6933
1469
35759
20650
1580
2743
11797
2490
3327
1074
3907
140
2159
3491
7000
4284
1840
1674
15
840
2602

109
0
764
10800
0
733
2216
0
12271
1772
6
4905
2143
2110
400
2618
0
20
N/A

0
9453
1329
0
4469
0
899
507
0
24
540
2000
2200
1210
7
150
3388
1214
14390

392
373
214

614
301
100

297
261
854
2965
1792
12001
1219
732
4806
1170
1890
1366
4154
950
310
538
2453
6432
582
154
4892
2443
2615
662
32
767
664
1377
1410

0
410
2500
NJA

1102
531
312
6000

492
14200

8000

1497
Nil<

14405
2500
2
42273
Nil<

550
14850
19973
2422
Nil<

29600
1000
Nil<

24000
12300
10150
Nil<

944
2100
3000
270
133000
71000
4554
2000
10045

1450
0
150
80
12
0
3609

780
778
4178
331
401
319
2367

69

940

8040

327
595
1404
1077
1950
649

372
600
2000
4900
90000
6500
3225

689
1424
0
0
1674
0
6
115

117
587

400

773
500

6455

84

145
37
229
81
33
55
193
281
56
42
122
154
176
110
17
121
40
135
100
12
96
35
50
193
26
683
289
80
45
255
43
64
24
171
10
49
65

125
104
60
68
13
14
61

400

100
2910
290
48
812
725
1500
900
1434
1356
564
240
661
2680
206
125
376
720
514
1628
30
500
239
403
595
0
273
80
1517
256
4314
5400
240
150
1293
259
602
1'13
674
0
344

150
1244
600
45
396
16
80
247

6
50
7
6
62
10
4
9
7
5
1
40
20

1
4
Nil<

12
6
11
0
10
6
15
10
0
2
3
6
17
2
100
42
6
25
5

2
9
6
6
15
15
8
0
1
9
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ANNUAL STATISTICS

RIDGEWELL OATLEY
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT
SACKVILLE
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
SHALBOURNE
SHROPSHIRE
SOUTH WALES
SOUTHDOWN
STAfFORDSHIRE
STRATFORD ON AVON
STRATHCLYDESTRUBBY
SURREY' & IiANTS

2
2
1
4
2
0
3
2
2
3
3
2
0

2
3
0
4
1
0
2
3
2
2
1
1
12

0
8
2
33
16
13
19
28
3
12

0
0
1
2
0
1
2
3
0
0

5

0

122
4039
450
8887
4029
758
4274
7250
2513
4641
700
2693

SURREY HILLS,
SWINDON
THRUXTON'
TRENT VALLEY
ULSTER
UPWARD BOUND TRUST
VALE OF NEATH
VECTIS
WELLANO
WEST WALES
WOLDS
YORKSHIRE

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
5
3

1
1
1
2
1
0
1
0
2
0
3
5

2
8
4
18
10
1
6
2
7
4
25
35

0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
3

228

172

1291

ARMY GLIDING ASSOCIATION
KESTREL
WYVERN

2
2

4
4

ROYAL NAVY GSA
CULDROSE
HERON
PORTSMOUTH

3
3
6

RAFGSA
ANGUA
BANNERDOWN
BICESTER
CHILTERNS
CLEVELANDS
CRANWELL
FENLAND
FOUR COUNTIES
FULMAR
HUMBER
WREKIN

0
13
100
4790
0
758
1276
5437
0
0
50
45
See Lasham

11
919
300
6270
766
1260
1477
4000
480
889
125
282

0
1452
1000
7000
1100
12000
14000
17000
210
4250
20
200

3294
1710
5231
1162
1245
1371
557
2550
1241
12027
7487

343
1710
24
1148
0
517
557
12
0
1247
4908

483
571
1340
592
136
405
184
468
155
2098
3865

N/K
1970
5200
0
0

83

350404

}22860

2
5

1
0

4323
5840

2
2
4

3
4
0

3
0
4

1712,
1650
4596

2
3
6
1
4
3
2
3
2
3
2

2
4
8
3
4
4
4
3
3
2
3

3
6
19
4
13
7
6
4
0
4
4

0
1
4
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
1

SERVICE CLUB TOTAL

47

56

64

CIVllIAN CLUB TOTAL

228

172

GRAND TOTAL

275

228

CIV1LJAN CLUB TOTAL

2

26
68
8
225
74
36
125
220
73
95
40
35
283

0
36
0
1083
430
10
740
600
140
845
130
225
See
Lasham

1
10
0
22
9
1
15
22
5

4
30

N/A
2450
0
9125
12000

40
38
52
89
34
25
50
25
41
28
258
228

1918
1205

63

127280

672802

8492

51827

832

812
1122

5770
5737

87
146

290

12

630
1000
3032

275
550
1022

2200
2500

45
40
150

215
156
560

6
5
30

207
5009

1050
4980

1496
421
60
195
0
339

1319
1149
1047
1170
477
547
1459

582
0
52
75
110
20
100
100
39

0
0
4

4362
4255
4676
4950
3755
2967
5869

6090
36720
50
11383
4831
10036
5250
460
652
6127

45
85
211
108
117
115
56
89
30
50
64

100

5785
14458

18

69198

12389

16979

97756

1400

2570

78

1291

83

350404

122860

127280

672602

8492

51827

832

1375

101

419602

135249

144259

770358

9892

54397

910

663
981
288
179
262
150
124
250

56

63

5
7
3
1
2
2
2
8

13

0
2
6

• No statistics received. Last year's figures usfK!,
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BGA & GENERAL ,NEWS=======
JUNIOR PILOTS
Following the success of the UK Junior
Nationals in 1988, Booker have agreed to hold
the event again this year from August 26 to
September 3. Basic qualifications are: under
25 at the start of the competition and a Silver
badge. Write to the BGA office for entry forms
and further details.
The top four pilots in the 1988 Championships will be competing in the European
Junior Internationals at Cambrai, France, this
July.
Chris Rollings will be at Le Blanc, France, in
late June with the BGA Janus and two places
have been provisionally booked in the
Pegasus competition there for British Junior
Pilots. Write to the BGA office or contact Tony
Moulang (0622 35063) if you are interested in
joining this training/competition week.
Subject to the Sports Council grant the BGA
hopes to give some financial support to each
of the above three events.
Tom Zealley, BGA Competitions Committee

Compiled by JOHN SHIPLEY,
Chairman, BGA Safety Panel

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY GIdIr
Type

ReI
No.
76

K-13

BOA
No.
2830

I
M

.,..
DIIe

30.6.88
1021

..

PIIce
Challock
P2

59
41

PIcIt'ClW
II$IIY

....-

N
N

600+
0

77

ASW·2Q>

3313

W/O

27.5.88
1630

Long Mynd

66

5

250

N

53

During the w;nch lake-ott or inilial climb the
elevator ,trim spring broke. The climb was ditticuM
and faSI and Ihe p'ol puled off at 700tt.ln spileaf
being low 10 middle weight !he pi!ol lound he
could not fly below SOkt. A sale landing was
made. Club comments: No warning of failure
given by Inspection. Regular spring re·
newal conskfered.

?

S

?

After a normal winch lake-otf the grider apparentIy climbed normally 10 aboul 300fI when Ihe
cable delached from Ihe glide<. Ralher than lurning 10 lhe le~ lhen landing ahead he new downwind too far. In a slow lum 10 delfpowetlines the
glider spun In from about 50ft and the pilot was
seriously injured

Nr Hinckfey.
Leics

46

F

250
appro>c

This falal accident occurred during a 300k
cross-country. The barograph trace shows thal
rhe glider was low and had two small weak
climbs prtor 10 Ihe crash. It is possible that the
pilot had drihed away from a selected field in
weak lift. Then. under increasing wondoaa whMe
searching for another tield. lost control and
spun in.

Ounstable

36

N

85

The pilot decided to land before approaching rain
and set up a longer than normal base leg as he
looked ralher high. On base leg he extended hall
land nap as he slilllhoughl he was high bulthen
found that there was a strono crosswind. He had
to land in a field but saw power lines 100 late and
landed in a deep boggy gully.

ASK·23

2995

M

30.6.88
1745

Long Mynd

79

Swallow

1020

W/O

3.7.88
1731

Br;n Gwyn Bach

eo

ASW-15

2035

W/O

28.5.88
1427

81

DG-200

S

2.7.BB
1530

82

No1 knQlN'n

83

SZD Junior

84

Blanik

85

K-7

S

28.6.88
t600

Pocklinglon

43

N

15

On an aerolow launch the glider weathercocked and the right hand wing hit slandlng
crops. The pilollriedto recover but could not and
the glider was substantially damaged.

3237

M?

17.7.88
1252

Middlelon

49

N

34

On his second "ight on this type the pilot
e>cperienced turbulence and sink in the circuit.
He increased speed but did not monitor his aiming point and landed well down the airlietd. The
glider ran towards a fence at the leh ot the runway
and fell in10 a ditch before stopping. Only Y.l
braJl.e was seen and he could have lumed during
the ground tun.

2661

S

2.7.88

Milfield
P2

0
0

N
N

-

After a moderately heavy landing the aircraft then
ran across a deep rut. The grider was found to
have signUicanl slrucluraJ damage 10 the
wheelbox and surrounding tuse4age stf\JCture.
The main fallure originated in the right wheelbox
wall. This had cracked righl across Ihrough a
hole previously made to remove the wheel
actualing pNoI.

P2

34
32

N
M

188
0

In the circuit the Pt noCtced that the wind had
faJlen and was now across the runway. He
ins1ructed P2 to over·tly the launch POint. avoiding a parked glidei'. P2 eased in the brakes until
dear then Ihe brakes were tfH)pened. PI
remar1<ed "walch your speed" as the airspeed
was falling arid P2 reacted by pushing fOtWards.
The glider landed heavily.
On a Cfosswind aerotCNi launch lhe glide,
became out 01 position 10 the ktft and begun 10
get high. The pilot decided to pull off but couid
not stop as the fi~ sk>ped down towards a
stream. Turning left in10 an adiacenl field the
glider hit a ditch which collapsed the mainwheel.
(No nose hOok fitted. Tug pilol had no
prOblems.)

936

M

2.7.88
1340

Wooc!fOfd

88

SHK 1

1837

M

14.7.88
1130

Pamam

50

N

225

87

Spo~

2758

5

It.7.88
1300

Pamam

?

N

-

GLIDER PILOT WATCHES

36

The glide< lOok off and started 10 dimb normally
unlW at about 100ft when iJ was seen to be climbing very ateeply. 11 then yawed sharply to (hale"

24

78

May 14-27:

A very limited number of watches with the
international "three gulls" gliding motif on the
face are available from the BGA. Ben Watson,
British team manager, noticed the attractive
watches during the European Championships
and arranged to bring back to the UK ten
examples from the French agents.

Some seconds after touchdown ak>ud crack was
heard Itom !he rear af \he glide<. Exaninalion

and the winch driver maintained power in an
anempt to "pull it straight". This did not wor1t SO
he cut' the power and the gJider dived Into the
ground. The pilot was seriously injured.

COMPETITION DIARY
World Gliding
Championships, Wiener
Neustadt, Austria.
June 3-11:
15 Metre Class Nationals,
London GC, Dunstable
Downs.
June 17-25:
Competition Enterprise, Le
Blanc, France.
Western Regionals, Bristol
June 17-25:
& Gloucestershire GC,
Nympsfield.
June 25-July 10: European Women's
Gliding Championships,
Orel, USSR
July 15-23:
Open Class Nationals and
Regionals, Lasham Gliding
Society.
July 22-August 5: Polish Nationals, Lezno,
Poland.
July 29-August 6: Booker Regionals,
Wycombe Air Park.
August 12-20:
Standard Class Nationals,
Coventry GC, Husbands
Bosworth.
Two-Seater Competition,
August 20-26:
Wolds GC, Pocklington.
August 26-Sept 3: Junior Nationals Booker
Airfield.

I

sho-Yed a 'broken lower lohgeron dose to th.tail
skid. The lube ltac1lJre indicaled lI1at n had been
cracked for some lAme and had finally broken
when the 1",1 Skid had M an embedded nonl
which are common on this airfield.

NATIONAL LADDERS
After photo analysis the two pilots 3rd on both
Ladders have now moved up a place each Trevor Stuart is 2nd on the Open Ladder with
6735pts because Nick Hackett was unable to
supply his photographs and Derek Westwood
is 2nd on the Club Ladder with 2254pts.
Ed Johnson, the National Ladder steward, is
still hoping for comments on his idea for a
Weekend Ladder, see the last issue, p298.

a.nn.y

Vega

This ground handling incident occurred when an
all terrain cycle used for glider relrieving was
moved ott while near 10 and poinling at a glide(s
wing. With Iwo people on the back it was difficult
10 lurn and as the driver leaned forward to put
weight on the front wheel the bike did a "wheety·'
throwing all three off and ran over the wing.
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88

Sovltretgn

1787

M

YS-53

89

K-lO

2810

M

27.7.88
1206

Galewood

22.7.88
1638

Usk

37

N
N

242
5

30

M

7mins

34
P2

On a day of, strong winds and marked wind
gradient the ·approach aDP€aroo normal until al
about 20f1lhe glldefwas caugh'l by a strong gust.
P 1 needed OOlh hands on the sJ;ck to level the
wings bur in doing this allowed the aifbrakes to
open fully. This resulted in a hea'iY landing that
collapsed the undercarriage.
During the pilot's second ftight severe sink was
encountered :in Ihe circuit The pilot oorreclly
shortened the circuli but was unable la straighten
up after a sleep final turn and headed towards
some caravans. The glider was groundlooped 10
avotd Ihese. The narrow field ana sleep low tum

require(j were considered loo difticull
earfy solo.

90

91

Club libelle

2415

S

3.8.88
1500

Nr Bicesler

62

N

101

93

94

On a competition task the pilot chose a fie4d that
he then found he could nol reach< The adfacenl
field he landed in was small and with a Sleep
slope. The bounced landing was very heavy, 101Jawed by a groundJoop and the glider finished in
a high ch"ain link fence. Suilable alternative f"ields
were ava·ilable.

1186

M

30.8.88

Sniltertield

41

N

7.5

After posiiioning high but well back on final
approach Ihe pilot adjusted his height using the
aiming point technique. Using hal~ brake he lined
up correcUy when he encountered strong sink.
He moved to close the brakes but actually
opened them luny. As a result he did not have
enough height 10 clear the lence which he hit with
the tailplane.

Nimbus 2cs

2680

S

17.7.88
1347

Upavon

33

N

1036

The winch launch was normal unlil at aboul 10ft
the right wing dropped and the glider yawed in
spile 01 the pilot releasing and trying 10 conect.
After a ground/air1oop the nose impacted with
the ground while travening sideways. Whilst
rotating, the tail hit and was broken 0".

12.8.88
1430

Nr Banbury

1251

SkY/art< 3

SportVega

2798

S

s

8.8.88

34

N

20

Dar1 IlR

1361

S

7.8.88
1530

On a SOkm downwind attempt a field was selectad from 1700ft agl. Passing over the downwind
lence the pilot saw that it was ridge and furrow
at 90° to the lineal landing. A heavy landing was
made. The underside of the cockpit area and the
nose were severely damaged.

Aboyne

19

N

188

On aerotow the pilot lifted off and finding himsell
at 15ft pitched the nose down. hit the ground then
lound the rope had released. Two-thirds of the
way down the runway, he could not land ahead
so chose a small rough field Iha11ay algO" 10 his
palh. He was una~e to complete the lurn or
round out before hi«ing trees.

Andoverslord

31

N

89

A large stubble fleld was chosen for an out land·
ing and a circyit set u_p around it. On base leg the
pilol hill heavy sink and. despite olosing the
brakes, loudled down in the up sl~ng
undershQOI field ;USl short 01 a low ,stone waUL In
a"empling IQ "hop the wall" the fuselage scraped
the top and the wing hit a tree.

1330

95

an

Dar115

92

(Of

I
F 'I: fatal; S '" serious; W/O "" write off; M =minor: N = nil.

..

They are quartz watches with Swiss
movements, guaranteed for a year and show
both the time and the date. The faces are dark
blue and the straps either blue or white. The
price is £20 each from the BGA Sales Oept only ten available in the UK so the first orders
will secure these unusual and rare items.

LATE ISSUE
We apologise for the delay in distributing the
last issue of S&G and for mistakes in the
Classified Section. This was entirely beyond
our control and due to a problem with a printing machine. We trust it won't happen again.

DEREK'S DINNER-DANCE
The farewell dinner-dance for Oerek Piggott is
on Saturday, April 15 al ilasham Gliding
Society. The tickets, '£15 from the Lasham
office, are limited to 300 so you are advised to
book early.

BGA NEWSLETTER
Mike Cuming, who has incidentally just
become the manager of Booker GC, is editing
the BGA Newsletter which is going out to Official Observers.

INTER-UNIVERSITY TASK WEEK
The 1989 Inter-University task week is being
jointly hosted by Imperial College and University of Surrey GCs at Lasham Airfield, from
August 20·26. 11 is open to all UK university
and polytechnic gliding clubs and also to indivioual entrants lin further education.
The aim .01 the week is 10 provide a challenge to pilots of all abilities - tasks from a
Bronze badge leg to a 300km triangle are set
accordingly. The other main purpose is to
enable you to meet other pilots who are just
as poor as yourself and are doing even less
work!
The results can be great fun and there are
always surprises - last year the overall winner

IS THIS YOUR FORECAST FOR THE 1989 SOARING
SEASON?
It could be that you just need a book which tells you in simple terms how to
improve your flying performance by interpreting the weather and making better use of the forecasts. We have UNDERSTANDING FLYING WEATHER the
new book from DEREK PIGGOn for £7.45 (inc. p&p). Alternatively the
pessimists can send for a BGA UMBRELLA at £16.40 (mind you at that price
you could buy two copies of the Piggott book and hold them over your head
to keep the rain off!)
Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list

FebruatYlMarch 1989

Telephone 0533 531051
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96

Ashr

97

Skylark 2

2239

S

25.7.88

766

W/O

7.8.88
1600

Bidford

88

N

-

Four gliders were airborne under a cloud Slr~ at
over 4000ft wheOl lit developed into a cu·nim,.
Three gliders landed safely in hail after descending wilh fuU brake but the Astir entered the torrentiail raJn. The pilot then had 10 land in a fi,eld with
zero visibmtv and hit a hedge. He could have run
ahead 01 the storm ." strong lift.

Currick Hilt

25

M

15.75

The 'pilot decided to carry out .. practice spin k>
lose height His first try resulted ~" an incipient

spin from which he reccwered. The ne/lll. at 2300tt
was mOre successful w'ilh , "fairly dramalic
entry... He 'hen found oppOsile· rudder had no
effect and the glider "seemed 10 be.oo its back"
but impacted tn lr~ al a shallow angle causing
minor injuries. Th. pilot was disorientated.

ALBANY HOUSE· SILVER ST·

L1TLING10N 'CAMBS .SGB OOE

98

Pegasus

99

K·7

S

16.8.88
1815

Nr Elmley Castle

28

M

750

Atter being airborne for 6hrs ltle pilot had to land
oul. A small paddOck was chosen as the only
available fietd and a 'Short landing anempted to
avotd the sk>ping far side of this area. Re hit atree
In the hedge and cartwheeJed lo. The glider was
substa.nl:ia1ly damaged but ~he pnot only superficially injured.

M

3.8.88
1200

Bum

34

?

N
N

300
0

On a simulated cable break P2 elected to land
ahead but delayed slighUy. This meant landing on
a rough area of the runway and at round oul P2
pushed t()(Wards. P 1 look over, eased the brakes
and landed lhe glider lail first. No significanl
bumps were felt but a rear tuselage Iongeroo was
found broken at a previous repair.

TEL: 0763 -852150
NEW PROPELLERS
OVERHAULS AND REPAIRS
FROM THE SPECIALISTS

"
PROPELLER

3201

P2

100

K-6cR

S

9.8.88
1815

Nr Beodes

35

N

28

A farmer's landing strip was chosen and a gOOd
circuit and landing was made. However, on Ihe
ground run the pik>t found it impossible to keep in
lhe cenlre of Ihe strip and caught a wing in the
adjacent crops, groundlooping the glider. The
landing may have been slightly downwind butlhe
main lactor was the narrow ship.

101

ASK-23

S

20.8.88
1455

Nr Booker

23

N

92

The pilotlried 10 reach a local ridge system. Fl"ding no 11ft he made his way oul 01 the system and
looked for a suitable field. All nearby fields had
power and phone lines in them so that ar 4OOtI: he
had to choose an uphill field in the lee of a hill. He
dropped a wing on the approach and just cleared
a tree before landing heavily.

102

OlympIa 463

1379

S

28.8.88
1730

Nr Enslone

46

N

40

After soaring for an hour the pilot left the lift and
attempted to relum 10 the airfield. In strengthening wind it appeared a marginal relurn and rather
than piCk a nearby field he pressed on until at
800ft he had to decide to land in an area of
beaten down crop. Al touchdown the aircraft
groundlooped damaging the wing mounts.

103

M·200

2877

M

26.8.88
1300

Benlley

48
37

N

P2

N

2000
25

A crop free area of a fl8ld was selected for a field
landing while flying a competilion lask. On Ihe
approach it was noticed that the far end of Ihe
field sloped downhill so a short landing was
attempled. During the round-outlhe tail caughl in
the standing crop damaging the rear of the
fuselage.

20.8.88
11 18

Dallachy

P2

49
26

N
N

712
0

During an approach in rain lhe aircraft was
stdeslipped to give better lO(Ward vision. The aircraft was slow to straighten and due to the low
airspeed and water on the wings hit the ground
sideways with one wing low. The skkJ and
wlnglip were broken off.

54

N

24

After usmg alrbrakes on his base leg the pilot
turned on to final approach and found himself too
low. He failed to notice that his brakes were still
open and stalled the glider inlo Ihe boundary
hedge.

HOFFMANN

C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES
FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9ANSONWAV
BICESTER, OXON
Tel: Bicester 0869 245422

104

RESTORATIONS

105

Bocian lE

1993

K-6cR

M

M

4.9.88

Kir1on"lnLindsey

and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

/F PIGGOTTS)
~

SKIDS
Laminated ash skids
for most of the
popular gliders supplied
from stock.
Others made to order

Windcones made in Ministry of Defence
Hypalon~, also in nylon and cambric.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
Flags
and
Advertising
National,
Banners.
Canvas Covers for all requirements.
Flagstaffs supplied and erected in Steel.
Aluminium, Fibreglass and Timber suitable for Windcones.
Towing Cable Drogues.
PIGGOn BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED

FABRIC
Ceconite Fabric any
Quantity supplied

S,antord Rivers. Nr. Ongar, Essex

Tel 0277 363262

\...

38

eM5 9PJ

Telex 995457 (Piggor)

~ JSW SOARING
-

~

HAS MOVED!

Different AddresS: Same Super Products
'Aquarius' (Dual Weight) Calculators ... £12.00
Wind Component Resolvers ......... .. £6.50
'Ciemini' Calculators
(Resolver on Reverse Side) ......... £12.00
Flight Planning Rulers ................ £4.00
Protective Wallets for Calculators or Rulers ............................ 50p
'Dolphin' vario Conversions from ......... £35
SAE for Prodl'cl De/ails to:

51 PARK ROAD
FARNBOROUGH, HANTS GU14 6LO
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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Continued from page 37.
was a K-13 beating an ASW-19 among others.
Yes, anything's possible so if you'd like to
enter your T·21 or your Nimbus 3 drop a line
to: N"lCk Lay, Captain, Imperial College Gliding
Club, cIa Imperial College Union, Prince
Consort Road, London SW? 2BY.

A SOURCE OF HEAT
Keeping warm can be a gliding problem and
one 8nswer might be to carry Hotmates -a
sachet of liquid which produces heal for up to
four hours. Originally developed for military
use In the Arclic, tbey are held in ,neat
pouches until needed. Then when the button
inside the sachet is pressed the liquid ,content
instantly oystallises to release its store of
latent heat.
They are recharged by boiling the sachet in
water and can be used up to HlO times.
The small version costs £3.99 pl'us SOp p&p.
For further details contact Hotmates Distribution, PO Box 19, Gloucester GL2 6NQ.

WINCHING WIRE
• Available in stranded cable 4mm.
4,5mm and 5mm diameter
• High tensile galvanised steel
• Special coated
runway

wire for use on

• Tost release rings and weak links
and splicing ferrules available
• Also cable parachutes and shock
absorber ropes

BEST PRICES for gliding clubs -

supplied by glider pilot

DAVID GARRARD
Bridge Works. Gt Barford. Bedford
Tel; 0234 870401

SAILPLANE
& ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE
STEEl. TUBE & WOODEN AIC

GLIDING
CERTIFICATES
ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No.
Name
252
Pralt. 0, L
DIAMOND DISTANCE
No.
Name
1/373
Myn0tt, S, J,
1/374
Plait, 0, L
1/375
Chapman, C.
DtAMOND GOAL
No,
Name
2/1604 Macdonald, G, E.
2/1605 Torrance, A, S,
211606 Cluskey, A"
2/1607 Hurn. 1, G.
2/1608
2/1609

Ranson, J, B.
Garland, N, J,

Lasham

1988
30,7

Club
Cambridge Univ
Lasham (in Spain)
Lasham (in France)

1988
16,8
30,7
30,7

Club
Lasham
Cambridge Univ
(in France)
Black Mountains
(in France)
London
Pegasus
(in France)

1988
3,8
23,8
4,6
9,7

Club

16,8
23,5

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No,
Name
Club
1988
3/846
Downham, E. H,
London
11,9
3/847
Crooks, M,
Lasham
12,9
3/848
Moore. 0, R.
Cambridge Univ
12,9
3/849
Hamilton. C, J,
SGU
12,9
3/850
HaMon. 0,
SGU
12,9
3/851
Maynard, V, H,
London
24,9
3/852
Menilt. L, R.
Southdown
27,9
3/853
Beardsfey, G, C,
Brackley
27.9
3/854
Hawse, 0, J,
Cambridge Univ
17,9
3/855
Newland-Smith, M. E. Essex
27.9
3/856
Turner. S, M.
Southdown
27,9
3/857
Heafh, J. N,
Soulhdown
27.9
3/858
Purdie, P, G.
Lasham
26.10
3/859
Ranson, J, B.
London
21.9
(Ten heights ware flown al Aboyne and lour al Portmoak.)
GOLD BADGE
No.
Name
1277
Thomas, J. W.
1278
Tonanee. A. S.
1279
Hawkins, R. W,
1280
Holland. P, A. G.
1281
Hinder, Sue
1282
Osborn. M. P,

Club

Cambridge Univ
Cambridge Univ
Southdown
Trent Valley
Lasham
Wrekin

1988
7,9
13,9
20,9
29,9

28.9
26,10

GOLD HEIGHT
Name

Club

Thomas, J, W.
Menick. R. W.
Torrance. A. S.
Stark. M, S,
Bryce-Smith, R. 0,
Maynard. V. H,
Lowndes, R. A.
Matthews, J. R.
Moore. D. R.

Cambridge Univ
London
Cambridge Univ
Ouse
Cambridge Univ
London
(in Spain)
Southdown
Cambridge Univ

1988
7,9
11,9
13,9
13,9
24,9
24,9
6,9
11.9
12,9

KEN SLAKE
BUXTON 4365
SAILPLANE
HOlMFIELD

4.

ENG. SERVICES LTD.
RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

February/March 1989

Cambridge Univ
Cambridge Uniw

Loodon
London
London

Southdown
Soulhdown
London
Trent Valley
Trent Valley
SGU
Brackley
Vectis
London

London
Lasham
Humber
Enslone
Essex

Kent

12,9
12,9
17,9
17,9
17,9
20,9
20,9
21,9
27,9
29,9
29,9
27,9
7,9
11.9
11,9
28,9
29,9
6,10
8,10
14,10

Two Rivers (in

Austria)
Phoenix (in
Austria)
Wrekin

19,10
26,10

Name

Club

1988

Macdonald, G, E,
Torranee, A, S,
Cluskey, A,
Hurn, T,
Garland, N, J,

Lasham
Cambridge Univ
(in Franee)
Black Mountains
Pegasus

3,8
23,8
4,8
9,7
23,5

1988
1.10
23,8
9,10
10.4
30.9
6.10
11.9
16.8
6,10
26,10
11,9
16,8
24,9
28,8
30,9

Shaw, C, A,
Osborn, M, P,

19,10

GOLD DISTANCE

SILVER BADGE
No,

Name

Club

7801
7802
7803
7804
7805
7806
7807
7808
7809
7810
7811
7812
7813
7814
7815

Pettifer. A. R.
Turney, J. A.
Hannah, D. C,
Garland, N, J,
Tagg,D,
Fuller. A. B.
Hawkins. C, F,
Crabb, P. G.
See. 0,
Concannon. P. J.
Dodd. M, J,
Brooker, S, R.
Tanner. D.
Labouchere, C, M.
Aubeelack, A.

Kestrel
Slrubby
Lakes
Pegssus
London
Rattlesden

Cambridge Univ
Coventry
Booker
Upward Bound
Heretordshire
Imperial College
Booker
Black Mountains
Avon

UK CROSS·COUNTRY DIPLOMA
Complete

1988
11,9

Name

Club

Noon. R. 0,
Part 1

Newark & Nolls

Name

Club

1988

Mclver, J, L.
Jeffries, 0, J,

Dumtries & Dist
South Wales

20,5
19,6

a

STORCOMM
TWO·WAY RADIO
TR7603 Air Set

TR7804 Vehicle Set

Each set fitted with all four gliding channels
130.4, 130,125, 130.1 and 129,9.

BRIAN WEARE
GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON
Tels: Luppitt 338 (9-6 pm)
Honlton 41041 (after 6 pm)

WRITE OR PHONE:

FrankS, H.
Bradley. B.
Brightman, P, P.
Woodage, L. P.
Blaxill, V. 0,
Walker, R.
Hawkins. R, W,
Cross. L,
Holland, P. L.
Holland, P, A. G,
Richardson, M, J,
Beardsley, G. C,
Kenny, J, E.
Bonner, M, J,
Cornelius, 0, M,
Hinder, Sue
Rultle, 0, M,
Bailey, P, A,
Mwood, S, W,
Aitken. P, M.
Curtis. K, J,

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT

C of A OVERHAULS
B.G.A., C.A.A., P.F.A. APPROVALS

'Volmet' 128.6 optional on channel 4.

*
*

Full power transmitter with excellent
speech quality,
Highly sensitive and selective receiver
works both distant and close range,

* Extremely rugged and reliable.
* Full back-up service and spares available.
* CAA and NATS approved.

All radios supplied absolutely complete with
easy fit connectors and all fittings.
Details information, prices and full Technical
Specifications FREE from

GEORGE STOREY Tel. 0932784422
H.T. Communications, P.O, Box 4
SUNBURY ON nlAMES, Middlasex, 1W16 7TA
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FOR SPECIALIST REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

ROGER TAKGEIT

Offering outstanding workmanship, efficiency and
service in:
AI~ glass. carbon and kevlar repairs
Wood and Metal repairs
All modifications
Motor Glider engine approval
C of A Renewals
General Maintenance
(including re-finishing and wax polishing)

Sailplane Services

*
*
*
*
*
*

Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfield, Nr. Stonehouse
Gloucestershire GL10 3TX
Tel: Office (0453) 860861
Home (0453) 48568

(0453) 45316

Anglia Sailplanes
STU HOY (BGA Senior Inspector)
offers C of A Inspections and
repairs for an sailplanes and motor
gl,iders to keep you flying.
Tiibenham Airfierd
fibenham, Norwich, Norfolk NR16 1NT
Tel. Tivetshall (037977) 4114

TYPE APPROVED HANDHELD TRANSCEIVERS
Narco HT830 incl. VOR
£299.00
STS AV7600VOR
£290.00
ICOM ICA·2 .................................•................ £335.00
ICOM ICA·20 incl. VOR
£365.00
KING KX99 incl. VOR
£359.00
M'ost handheld spares and accessories stocked. Also - Flying Clothing; Nato
Style jumpers, shirts, gloves. jackets ete plus maps, flight cases and other equipment. All prices exclude VAT, Postage & Packaging.

BORGELT

~\

.' .

by
FLITE-L1NES
MARKETING
P.O. Box 488,
Bristol BS99 1 HS
or Call 0272·710043
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168mm or 80mm)
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Altitude compensated
No Radio Frequency
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NEW
Aviation Action Videos - gO Titlescovering Air. land and Sea action WWI&II
to present day air shows. Titles such as "OropZoli\e Normandy" ,(Glide~ operations on O·OaYI
and "The Mosquito Story" & "The f-lislory of the RAF" - send for Catalogue. Terrific
winter watching.
NEW
Borgelt Instruments Vario/Glide Computer System.
This well established range of Glider AudiO Var.io and Computer Systems are now available in
this country exclusively from us, If you are upgrading to an electric Varioor need a full system
please write or call for information before making any decision.

~2rt~:io%,~',,;;enl~. ,.. ,.. ,.,.,£220.00

620 Audio Unit
, ,£55,00
824 S.C/Avrgr/Nelto/Audio .... £336,00
825 Frnal GlidelNev Computer. ,£415.00
Package prices available 00 r6QUest.
8-24 Full time
digital averager
Full time speed
command
4 tone clear audio
Feeds netto signal 10
8-21 in cruise
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8·26 Final
Glide/Navigation
Computer
Easy to use
Programmable before
flight
May be altered in
flight
Large. clear displays

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

T.S.ZEAlLEY

It

had been decided by the FAI Council that
this commission, as well as other sporting commissions, shOUld be known by its English title Intemational Gliding Committee (IGC).
CoIin Bantin (Canada) reported that his country was including gliding as a demonstration
sport in their bid for the 1996 Olympics in
Monlreal.
European Young Persons' Gliding Championships 1,989. Fran<;;ois, Rago! (France) said
that it would be from July 30-August 12 at Cambrai. 150km NE of Paris, and open to pilots up to
25 years-old with a maximum of 40 each in the
Standard and 15 Metre Classes. Two pilots per
country per Class wou'ld 'be accepted with the
possibility of three if tlnd'ersubscribed. Ten to 15
Pegasus would be loaned' free of charge.
Other Championships. France intends to bid
forlhe International Motor Glider Championships
a1lssoudon 11) 1990 and, with Sweden, to bid for
the 1993 World Championships. Denmark will
host the European Club Class Championships in
1990 at their Ambor9 Gliding Centre.
New Badges. Bernard Smith (USA) reported on
the deliberations 01 his sub committee dealing
with possible new fAI glil;!ing badges. There
were three front runners:
1. The World badge - sufficient cross-country
nights to make up a distance equivalent to the
earth's circumference.
2. AHandicap badge - Ihe, distance/speed 10 be
schieved would depend on !he performance of
the glider flown - probably in three broad groups:
lJD below 30; between 30 and 40 and above

40.
3. An Intermediate badge - between Silver and
Gold along the same lines as the new BGA
Diploma.
The World badge was most likely to be submitted first for approval.
World Class Glider. A major part of the meeting

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING
COMMlnEE REPORT
London, October 21-22

The BGA were the hosts and 24 countries attended what,
until now, has always been known as the CIW meeting. The
following are ext'racts from the report written by Tom
Zealley, our deleg:ate

was devoted to a lengthy exposition by Piero
Morelll (Italy) on the technical specification for the
design/prototype competition intended to lead! to
the development of a cheap, low periormance,
one design glider. Many detailed aspects were
covered and included changes to the previously
l;ircula1ed draft document prepared by Piero's
sub committee. The requirements were additional
to those stipulated in JAR 22. There was a plea
that most of the additional requirements should
be recommendations rather than mandatory to
aVold disputes over a good design/prototype
which just failed to meet some particular IGC
criteria.
The aim was for the glider to be aerodynamically conventional using modern materials and
methods of' construction.
The next step would be for a new sub com-

mittee of people with legal and business abilities
rather than technical skills to consider the
detailed terms and programme for the competition. Motivating and rewarding potential entrants
would be a key problem with a need lor market
surveys, enlisting the enthusiasm of the Akafliegs
and Ihe consideration of such factors as Ihe position of existing manufacturers.
Motor gfider records. Alvaro de Orleans Borbon, (Spain) gave the proposals, ofa study group
to lighten up procedures controlling lechnical
aspects of motor glider record aftempts. There
had been suspicions of (and opportunities for)
cheating with present procedures.

•

*

The previous week, Tom attended the fA" General
Conference in Sydney, Australia, when 32 countries were represented.

a

WOLD'S TWO-SEATER COMPEDTION
August 16-22

The WoId's GC's Two-seater Competition,

row in its third year, is becoming increasingly
more successful and attracting more entries.
Organised by Les Cooper (manager) and his
team along the lines 01 Comp~tition Enterprise,
the main focus is on as much f,lying and fun
88 possible.
Entries, and there were 12 gliders with each
team comprising approximately four with many
changing the crew and pilot each day, included
K·13s, K·7s, converted K-?s, a Bocian, Eagle, T21 and two M100s. The Wold's M1 00, Ilown by
Bill and Mel, was fitted with all mod cons includi1g a stereo with a large cassette selection so
they could choose the music to fit the situation eg a triumphant final glide to the Ride of the
Valkyrie.
Competitors ranged from pundits to those trying Comps for the first time, an interesting
example being the Camphill K-?/13 flown by Ken
Blake (CFt) with a team of three early solo pilots

FebruBIYIMarch 1989

The Derby and Lanes GC winners from I to r,
John Collins, Mike Armstrong, Andy Melville
and, Peter Boneham.
plus a K-8 to give them cross-country and competition experience.
There were four competition days with Mike
Munday as the director and Simon Parker the

task setter. The K-21 team from Derby & Lancs
GC. who came 2nd to Camphill's Janus in 1987,
were the favourites and won by a narmw margin
ahead ,of the Kirton K-13.
And we did have a lot of fun and flying with the
week interspersed with, barbecues and parties.
ANDY MELVILLE
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CLUB N,EWS==========
Copy and photographs for the AprilMay issue 01 $&G should be sent to the
Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge 081 4NH t08frive not later than
February 7 and for the June-July issue
to arrive nol lat~r than April 4.
GILLlAN SRyeE-SMITH
December 7

Taylor (Chairman's award); Roger Bostock (Dennis Davenport trophy) and Nigel Jennings
(Jimmy Orrell trophy and Sir Harry Broadhurst
trophy).
Also congratulations to Dave Taylor and Ken
Gresty on going solo and Shaun Connor
(Bronze badge).
The club IS-.28 Illotor glider flew again after
nine months" extensive work, mainly by Guy
Chapman, Ivor Corkell and Roger Bostock, on
the wings.
S.C.

AVON (Bidford-on-Avon)

We have lost Malcolm, Val and Debbie, their lives
cruelly taken by unforgiving Scottish terrain
when the Robin light aircraft in which they were
travelling crashed on Friday, October 21.
Obituaries
Malcolm Oakley
Malcolm, our resident tug pilot, engineer and
maintenance man, joined us early in 1987 and
quickly made a tremendous impacl,His energy,
vitality and incessant cheerfulness were - and
will remain - an inspiration to us all.
His great affinity for tugging earned the fond
nickname of "Tuggy One." His unique brand of
humour did little to conceal his most meticulous
conduct as a pilot.
Malcolm leaves two children, Brian and
Catherine.
Valerie Burgess
Valerie also came to us early last year, taking
charge of the catering. She worked tremendously
hard and gave us irresistible home-cooking.
More importantly, this role gave Val the opportunity to participate in and reciprocate the typical
glider pilots' banter and her warm personality
shone through, endearing her to us all.
Valleaves three children, Mark and twins Tony
and Brett.
Debbie Bruce
An environmental studies graduate, Debbie left
her successful career with the CEGB last year to
become a partner in Avon Soaring Centre.
She applied herself to running a progressive
club in the only way she knew - thoroughly,
intelligently and with bubbling enthusiasm.
Debbie's love of nature was a stong characteristic and it was Illtrinsically linked with her passiOfl for soaring_ She made rapid progress to her
Silver badge and AEI rating.
The space left in our lives and in our hearts by
the loss of these three remarkable colleagues
and friend.s is beyond description. Our deepest
sympathies are extended to their relatives and
very special friends.
Cnris Morr:is
AVRO (Woodford Airfield)

Congratulations to the winners of t'he annual
awards presented at the AGM on November 11 :Phil Kendal; (Cross-country trophy); Marcus
Sheard (Most Meritorious 'Flight trophy); ran
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Obituary - J. H. Orrell
We mourn the death of our founder chairman J.
H. "Jimmy" Orrell on August 3 at the age of 84.
His illustrious career in aviation spanned over 50
years with the RAF, Imperial Airways and finally
as a test pilot, being awarded the OBE in 1956.
The club was fortunate in having Jimmy as
chairman from its inception in April 1953 when
he was chief test pilot at AV Roe and Co Lld at
Woodford. He did more than anyone to
encourage the development of the club from its
humble beginnings with a T-31 and a Tutor, at
one stage advancing his own money to pay for a
much needed training aircraft.
When he handed over to Charles Masefield in
1974 we were a successful and well established
training and soaring club. Elected vice-president
at this time, he keenly attended club functions
until latterly prevented by ill health. His illustrious
tales of his flying experiences were much
enjoyed and his observations and fatherly advice
at AGMs valued, particularly by club officials.
His influence will be missed but his advice
hopefully not forgotten.
Gerry Ramsden

minated voluntarily, total climbs of 56700ft, two
broken off at 12500 because he had forgotten to
turn on the oxygen and one to 17 600ft when he
broke off a 3kt climb due to icing and cloud cover.
Lean Adamson was also unfortunate to miss his
5hrs when the wind died after 4'12hrs.
The day after the dinner produced weak wave
all day and gave an average of over 1'I2hrs/fIight
including the club two-seater.
AJ.B.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (Dux ford)

Congratulations to Graham Armstrong and
Darren Johnson on going solo.
The winch has been out of action this autumn
so there has been a lot of aerotow practice. lain
Baker and crew are hard at work on repairs
and modifications.
Our social evening was a great success and
Marshall Papworth hosted the splendid fireworks
party once again. Our thanks to Mike Smith for
arranging the well attended Bronze examination.
J.L.B.
CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth)

After two wave weekends in succession giving
climbs of 20000ft plus we entered a quiet period
of bright, still conditions. This was some consolation for the poor summer and a good opportunity
for training, coinciding with the annual influx of
new university members. Congratulations to
Laura Park on going solo in the T-21.
At the AGM in December we were pleased to
welcome back our president, Air Marshall Sir
Leslie Mavor. Awards went to Dave Stewart, Neil
Claughton, Steve Harper, Paul Mason and
myself. We also had an historical moment when
Jack Clark was presented with a new flying suit.
JP.

BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)

Well done to Ron Pepper on completing his
Bronze badge and gaining Silver height and to
Phil Jones and Bob Braithewaite on going solo.
Our Aboyne expedition was most enjoyable
with Gold heights for those who didn't need
them!
The latest addition to our fleet, an ASW-24, is
being tried out.
M.H.
BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth)

We thank Mike Young, who has moved to Australia, for his very successful season as our tug
pilot. Dave Hodsman is taking over the winter
tugging period.
Jerry Martin is our first full time instructor and
congratulations to Derek Eckley on his
instructor rating
With unusually fine and calm weather we only
had a few wave days in November.
W.D.M.
BORDERS (GaJewood)

Our annual dinner in November was well attended. Derek Robson again won the Distance
trQplily (23Okm inl the Northem Regionals where
he came 3rd) and Ken Fairness the Height and
Club Ladder trophies thanks to the flying week in
Novelllber. Ken reckooed it was his best five
days' flying ever - 15hrs in five flights, all ter-

CORNISH (Perranporth)

We said farewell to Simon Jordy on November 5
with a bonfire party and firework display by John
James and Ron Brewer. Simon has been a
valued member and instructor for many years
and we wish him well in his new post.
Our Motor Falke is back thanks to the hard
work and expertise of Bill Lewis. Pip Phillips has
collected his RF-o "Tile Mouse" from Dunkeswell after extensive refurbishment and the club
Blanik is on C of A.
Congratulations to lan Hardy on going solo
and to Rex Vinson, Pete Endean, Nigel Davey
and Dave Uren on their AEI ratings.
G.A.H.
COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)

We had some cross-countries during October
including a Silver distance to Saltby by Graham
Thomas. Some members had an enjoyable
weekend at the Long Mynd with 5hrs in wave for
Chris Spiers. There have also been successful
trips to Camphill and Feshiebridge.
We hope the arrival of the Super Falke will
encourage the continuation of training in the winter. We are again offering winter membership to
our neighbours at the Welland GC to gain
aerotow experience and to help encourage winter winching.
D.L.S.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CLUB NEWS

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)

The Astir, damaged earlier in 1988, has been
replaced I;)y R65 and the K-8 has gone. When the
replacement two-seater for the K-? arrives we will
have an all glass fleet which we hope will boost
the number of ab-initios.
A rseent expedition to the Long Mynd saw a
week of rain and fog. Congratulations to Ray
Walker, 'OFCI,on soloing in the motor glider. We
have another expedition to Talgarth in April.
We welcomed Tim Dickinson back from
Cyprus while [lave Montgomery has gone to
Cyprus,

8.S.
DARTMOOR (Brentor)

utilised more by the whole club.
We have just welcomed a small group of wave
visitors including John Jeffries, his ASH-25 being
quite the centre of attention.
M.SD.
HUMBER' (RAF Scampton)

This. has been a most successful year with an
increase in launches, hours, kilometres and
improved finanCes. EriC Isherwood, Doug Ward
and Steve Ashton went selQ, Steve gaining a
Brollze leg a week la!er. Doug was our 12th
Malcolm Club scholar 10 go $010.
At our AGM in December the awards were presented as' follows: Vicar's trophy (first6ronze
badge of the year) iDave Jones; Scout trophy
(best progress) our hardworkil19 MT member,
Steve' Skidmore; Wor1<ers' pot, Tony Smith and
Chris Gilbert; CFiI's trophy (fastesl closed circuit
, OOkm) Tony Smitt'l; Trevor GrQSse tri;)phy{notable achjeYement) Oave Ruttle. Dalle flew '50km
10 Burn, hadarli aerotow and returned, a.1so
organising his own expedition to Porlmoak
where he got his Gold height.
Kev Atkinson, retiring eFl, was presented with
a special model of a Discus. John Dobson takes
over as CH
We welcome Joe Hutton back from the
Falklands, where John Morris is going this
month, and Chris ~ilbert,oor treasurer, bar and
engineering officer, has gone to Germany.
Without hiS enthusiasm and hard work the
DG-300 wouldn't have been ready for all
expedition.
We Ilave bough! 600m of Parafil for our
autotow which is giving 1800ftlaunClies.
K.M.G.
KENT (Challock)

Derek Tamblyn with his Instructor, Roger
Matthew9, the club chairman, after going

solo.

NO'Jember was as near perlect as can be and
gave us B chance to tryout our second winch
built by members under tile "foremanship" of
Chris Matten. Our I'aunch rate rose again and
made up for losses im the we! summer weeks.
Derek TamblYlil went solo during this Indian
summer, sent by chairman Roger Matthews who
recently re-Qualified as an instructor after tuition
by our founder CFI, Ivor Phillips.
Peter Williams, Alan Holland and other members of the North Devon GC continue to help with
the instructing, Peter as CFI.

F.M.
DORSET (Old Sarum)

Congratulatioos 10 John Holland and Taki
Kawaluji on going solo and to Vanessa Smith on
her SLMG PPL and assistant instructor rating.
Visitors please note that in north-westerly
winds the base leg has to be inside the airfield

boundary.
D.N.

Congratulations to Steve Noad, Caroline Bunyan,
Derek Waldron and Les Connelly on their AEI
ratings and to Paul Aitken for his Gold height at
Aboyne, the only badge claim on our annual
autumn visit.
We have had the loan of the SZD Junior
demonstrator and hope to add one to our fleet.
We are preparing for the course season with
three winches and two tugs.

A.R.V.
NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)

Rod Watson has retired as CFI and our thanks to
him for his valuable services. His deputy, Ken
Holburn, has taken over and Jack Little, who is
again going to Kenya this Christmas to instruct
for a while, is now DCFI.
Eddie Clayton, a qualified airframe engineer,
has gone solo and volunteered to maintain the
Pawnee tug which has been fitted with a new propeller following its taxying accident.
The K-8 is being re-covered and given a new
canopy. We hope to have the BGA ASW-19 during the winter as it was so popular with members
last year.

RD.
NENE VALLEY (RAF Upwood)

HEREFORDSHIRE ($hobdon)

The TwinAstir is being sold to the disappointment
of a few but we hope its replacement will be
February/March 1989'

We had a terrific year with a 200/0 increase in
launches and an enormous leap of 89% in flying
time. Congratulations to Geoff Cross, Dave

Takl Kawafuji of Dorset GC rings in her first
solo on the Flevo bell presented to them by
their twinned club in Holland.
Bourne and Roger Morrisroe on completing their
Silver badges and to Alan Haiek, Neil Cannon,
Gus P,inkerton, Roger Emms and Don Billau on
their Bronze badges.
O\Jr thanks 10 Geoff Cross for l)rg.anising our
flying week ·at Bassingboum prior to his pOsting
to Germany. We arranged a flying course for
Army personnel resultil19 in one cOiJrse member
going $010. It was an enjoyable and s\Jccessful
week with many badge claims, Our thanks 10 all
those who helped.
We are negotiating the design and proouction
of a twin-drum winch, hopefully for the next
season. Our thanks to Paul Winterton and
Hamish Rogers for designing and building our
Astir trailer.

A.H.
NORFOLK (Tibenham)

The new buildings are quite magnificent surpassing all expectations with their lecture room and
flight offices. Our grateful thanks to all
responsible.
Ivan Esgate's beautifully produced September
newsletter shows the extent of our activities.
Recently retired Graham Ashworth spent a few
months instructing at a club in Kenya and Gerald
Nunn crossed the Sahara by Land Rover to bring
him home.
There was an expedition to Aosta and during
the Aboyne visit All Warminger climbed to
25300ft above 8/8 cloud, so ending his season
of 200hrs solo gliding.
We have bought a winch from the Royal Navy
and hope to attract more ab-initios currently
deterred by the cost of aerotows.

G.H.H.
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BLACK
MOUNTAINS

GLIDING HOLIDAYS
IN TIlE
_ ................_ SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS

GLIDING
CLUB
(TALGARTH)

COME AND TRY OUR VERY
SPECIAL MOUNTAIN RIDGE
FLYING AND WAVE SOARING
We fly 7 days a week, all year round. Weekend
and mid-week courses avaifable for beginners
or experienced pilots. Because of our good
ridge soaring. instructional flights average
45+ minutes.

\Vc opemle fron) 'l-:Onnd AlF north of Oban. (sec
Poolcy~) launching ~lidcrs from l400m runways into
breathtaking mountain soaring conditions.
The Centre is dcdicl:IlOO to making gliding in this superb
area trouble free for the experienced \'isiting pilot Or prcsolo student. Expert instruction at all levels.
I or 5 day courses March to October. Visiting gliders and
lUll" welcome. Take advantage of lhe superb soaring eondi.lons and course prices early in the yeu.

ONE DAY COURSE FROM £49
FIVE DAY COURSE FROM £195
ACCOMMODATION INCLUSIVE FROM £2S5
For information and free brochures. colJlae/.'
ARGYLL & WEST HIGHLAND GLIDING CENTRE

Head Officc
Tel: 059284-288
Daytime Airfield
Tel: Conncl
(063171) 243

Conncl A i r f i e l d .
North Connel
By Ob.n
Argyll
Scollaud

For details contact
Derrick Eckley on 0874 711254 or the
Airfield on 0874 711463

DEESIDE GLIDING
CLUB

QUIET
SPRING
WAVE
MARCH/APRIL
DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
DIN NET. ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

Tel. 033985 339 or 033985 236

Stay in lovely 16th Century farmhouse
or our new Clubhouse
Ring Ron or John on

DOVER (0304) 824888
CHANNEL GLIDING CLUB
Waldershare Park, Dover,
Kent CT15 5NH

LASHAM
Does your home club operate only at weekends?
At Lasllam we operate al week, every week which
means we could provide a useful supplement to your
Iralnlng. Whether you aTot nol yet aolQ and would
benefit from a week's consolidated instruction, or '.
budding cross-counlry pilol needing soaring or lieldlanding training. we have the expertise and lacilHles
10 help.
Apart from our large two-seater lleet and excellent

aemtow and winch launcH
Holiday course members and visitors welcome at
our scenic club.
Courses with accommodation (flying extra). Holiday courses cost from £ 100 depending upon the
time of year. For details wr~e to Bristol and Glos
Gliding Club, Nympsfield, Stonehouse, Glos
GL103TX.
Open all week April-October
Enquiries should be made to Stan Franklin, The
Manager, at the clubhouse address or on 0453
860342.

always available by arrangement.
Absplule beginners are 01, course always welcome -

we have a large choice 01 courses and Iypes 01
membership to suil your Meds.

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
at

Perranporth, Cornwall
Courses from May to September
Trevellas Airfield is only one mile from
Perranporlh's
golden
sands.
one
of
Cornwall's favourite family holiday centres.

RUTH B. PHILLlPS
BOSWENS, WHEAL KITTY, ST. AGNES
0872552430

ENSTONE EAGLES
GLIDING CLUB

For general information write to
The Secretary
55 Moorfield Road, Duxford, Cambs
For Course details write to
The Course Secretary
6 Camside. Chesterton, Cambridge
Tel. (0223) 67589

we have a

On-site accommodation for dub expeditions is

Under BGA instructors. Beginners welcome.

The club is open to everyone.
We winch and aerotow from Duxford
throughout the year, mostly at weekends.
We run 3 day "Introduction to Gliding
Courses" in April and May. and full 5 day
courses for Ab-Initios and Solo pilots from
the end of May to the end of August.

fac~ijies,

comprehensive briefing room for lectures or
Instructional videotapes if bad weather ,prevents
llying.

Now open for gliding seven days a week
throughout the year. New members
welcome.
Launch by aerotow or motor tow and soar
over the beautiful Cotswolds.
Mid week holiday courses from March to
October for beginners or solo pilots
tailored to suit your requirements.
Short weekend courses also available.

Lasham Gliding Society
Nr. Alton, Hants

1 el Herrlilrd (025 683) 322 or 270

--T--

LONDON GUDING CWB
Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire
Telephone: Dunstable

~0582)

663419

Open for gliding 7 days a week
throughout the Year!
Thermal. Hill and Wave Soaring
Modern. all-glass solo and 2-seater fleet
Courses:
• BEGINNERS COURSES.
• AEI RATINGS
• ADVANCED FLYING ETC.
• SOARING COURSES. Details on request

DeI8i1s from:
TOM MLLER
ENSTONE EAGLES GUOlNG CLUB LTD

Resident instructors. full catering.
licenced bar, accommodation

Enslone AIrfleId, Church En.lone, Oxfordshire
'Ill/: (060 872) 535 {daytlnN}
(0298) 07403 (.venlnga)

Visitors and New Members Welcome:
Ring Us Now for Details!!

I
I.
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CLUB NEWS

SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield)

Our 50th anniversary was celebrated at a dinner
in Gui Idford on Novem'ber 12. Ann Welch was the
guest speaker and amusingly described some of
the exploits of early members in days when it was
POssibl'e to constnuct a glider trailer in two hours
(with the use of a handy telegraph. POle). We also
took the opportunity to say an officiallarewell to
Derek Piggolt who .received a standing ovation.
Our1hanks to Mike Wilson and his "volunteers",
particularly Alan Hardy, who organised such a
splendid evening.
We have bought our fifth K-8 making the club
fleet the strongest ever at 12 machines. Despite
poor weather we have had a sound financial year
and or(Jered a second Discus for this summer,
We welcome our new CFI Terry Joint whose
experience and enthusiasm promise to contribute to a healthy future.
C.G.S.
One of Peterborough & SpaldingGC's new solo pilots, 73 year-old Frank Nixon (in the Bocianlls
photographed with Ken Snape, a 'full Cat.
PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING
(Crow/and Airlield)

We had media attention when 73 year-old Frank
Nixon went solo. Congratulations also to Davld
Lake on his solo.
We now have our third club Bocian and in addition the club has a Pirat and two tugs, which
makes us well equiped for our 65 members.
At an EGM we decided to buy some land and a
sub committee is 'looking for a suitable site.
M.J.

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak)

At our Christmas dinner-dance George Peddie
was presented with the service salver and flying
awards went to Richard Allcoat, Alan Bauld, Tom
Docherty, CoIin Hamilton, "Tiny" Irvine and
Brian SCougall.
Congratulations to Nick Wales who was sent
solo byhis grandfather Jim on his 16th birthday.
Also to Keith Inglis,lsobel Lindsay and Stan Perry
on their solo flights.
We are sad to lose the services of Peter
Copland, a director and treasurer for many years,
who has resigned because of ill health. We are
grateful for his stewardship through the bad
times as well as the good. We hope Hamish will
return as our course instructor for 1989 and we
welcome Darren Powell, our summer tug pilot.

STAFFORDSHIRE (Morridge)

We now have an impressive ditch across the field
and the rate it fills with water augurs well for future
drainage.
We welcome back Tony Dodd after a 14 year
layoff. He is a solicitor who helped pilot us
through the difficulties of forming the club so
never really lost contact.
The Portmoak expedition was only notable for
John Burke's 5hrs. The rest of the month was a
virtual wash-out but Colin Ratcliffe, CFI, had
good wave at Aboyne.
M.JP.
STRATFORD ON AVON (SniNerfield Airfield)
Membership continues to grow. Congratulations
to Caroline Coates, Mike Calder, Geoff Butler and
Steve Oerton on going solo and to Tony Edlin,
Chris Roberts and Peter Kenealy on their AEI
ratings.
Our winch is giving excellent launches, particularly with the prevailing WSW wind when we
find the small ridge to the south gives many
flights of respectable duration.
Thursday flying and trial instruction lessons
start in the spring.
H.GW.

SWINDON (SBndhill Farm, Shrivenham)
Although wet and windy 1988 has been successful for ab-initios with three more going solo congratulations to Martin Sawyer, Linda Inches
and Geoff Wirdnam.
Having soloed earlier in the year, Phil Alley,
Graham Huggins and Les Colclough have their
Bronze badges.
The Christmas dinner-dance at Blunsdon
House Hotel was a great success. Our thanks to
the organisers, Colin Wlnnall and Lindy
Wirdnam.

JP.A.
TRENT VALLEY (Kirton-in-Lindsey)

We now have aerotowing with our Super Cub as
well as winch launching and pilots from other
clUbS are welcOme. Our annual dinner-dance is
at Northorpe Hall on February 24.
Some syndicates have had problems with field
mice selting up winter homes 'in their gliders.
Congratulations to Alan White and Davld Rendall on going solo in the K·13. David wentln 23
launches after a break from gliding of 2% years
and was launched by his father, Barry.

LW.
WELLAND (Middle/on)
Winter expeditions are planned to Dishforth and
the Long Mynd. Winter work includes building

Nick Wales of the Scottish Gliding Union who went solo on his 16th 'birthday.

-------.,~

M.J.R.

SOUTH WALES (Usk)
Bonfire night was again a great success. Our
winter lectures are on Saturday evenings during
February and March,.
Rod and Maureen Weaver have their Bronze
badges; Mike Bryan has gone solo and Dave
Jeffries has inaugurated the 100km triangle at

Usk.
At the AGM the award for outstanding club
effort went joinlty to Mo and Ken Counsell. Peter
France collected the greatest height gain award
with the first Diamond flown from the site.
L R. B. & J.M.B.
FebruarylMarch 1989
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WAVE FLYINGI

COVENT,RY
GLIDING
CLUB
• Residential courses held weekly
• 5 day and 2 day
• Good field
• Beginners
welcome _

Holiday coUt'ses from June to Septemberbeginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout the yearBronze or Silver C tG PPL (SLMG).
Visiting Aircraft welcome - ideal crosscountry site -,cheap aerotows and temporary membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site licensed bar.
Write 10 The Course Secretary. B. L. Owen, 64
Chapel Lane. Wymondham, Norfol1l NR'18 OON. Tel:
Wymondham 605444 Evenings

• Advanced
courses for
Bronze & Silver
badges. Cross
Country Flights
during 19B9

• AEI courses

held on
demand

COVENTRV GLIDING CWB

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB

SWINDON GLIDING CLUB
Sand hills Farm, Shri,venham, Oxon

Good local soaring and
cross-country.

Tr.y a weeks gliding course at Swindon's
new site on the Wilts Oxon border.
Excellent residential accommodation
available. All aero tow courses, ideal
for beginners.

Private owners welcome.

Write for brochure to:

Please Contact:

Course Secretary
Miss Nicky Rowan
Priors Farley Farmhouse
South Marston, Swindon SN3 4SX
0793827999
or 0793 822300

Situated in the Midlands. Offers Holiday
courses from April to September.

Course Secretary
Marchington Gliding Club
Marchington Airfield, Morton Lane
Marchington, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8LP
Telephone: 0785·51570

Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Lutterworth
Leics. lE17 eJJ
Tel: <0858) 880521 . (0858) 880429

PUBLICATIONS
SOARING PILOT MAGAZINE - "a breath 01 fresh air". Bimonthly - published by Tom Knauff and Doris Grove. $28
annually. SOARING PILOT MAGAZINE, 1913 Fairwood Lane,
State College, Pa 16803, USA.
SLOPE SOARING with radio contr<li model seaplane is a fascinaling pastime and a typical phase 01 aeromodelllng. Read
about this and other aeromodelling SUbjects, in Aeromodeller and
Radio Control Models and Electronics, the world's leading
magazines published monthly. Model & Allied Publications Ud,
13·35 Bridge Street, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
NEW ZEALAND: "Gliding Kiwi" official Gliding Magazine of NZ
Gliding Association. Printed October and alternate months. Wrile
NZ Gliding KIWI, Prillate Bag. Tauranga, New Zealand. I: 10.00
Sterling for year's subscription (inclusive of postage).

Kenl GilDinG ClUB
Challock, Ashford, Kent TN25 4DR

Come SOAR With Us!
Experience the delights of 'Super-Silenl' flight this Summer with the KENT GLIDING CLUB.
Ideally located on the beautiful North Downs, the KENT GLIDING CLUB provides LOW-COST holiday
courses of intensive flying training to both the beginner and the more advanced pilot.
The KENT GLIDING CLUB also offers its full facilities to members of other BGA clubs for a reciprocal
membership fee of only £1.00 a day!
For free details, phone CHALLOCK (023374) 274 or 707.
£185-£225

4 or 5 day holiday courses

March-October. (ALL INCLUSIVE OF PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION, ACCOMMODATION, MEALS AND
VAT.)

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!

SUTTON BANK

For your EXPEDITION!

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities
RIDGE SOARING - 12 miles in suitable conditions
THERMAL SOARING - Club record is 582km from aerotow. 524km from the winch
WAVE SOARING - Club absolute record is 32670ft. Club record gain is 31 050ft
Our rates are amongst the best - £8.90 for aerotows to 2000ft. Visit us and stay in our fully licensed
residential clubhouse. Full catering available in season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES- April to OCtober
Visitors always welcome, please book in advance

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237
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CLUB NEWS
MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG MYND

Get back into the
'Spring' of things with an
early course,
Ab initio to advanced. Private owners
welcome. (Prior booking necessary.)
Courses start Mid March from £200
inclusive of flying, meals, and' centrally
heated accommodation.
Details (rom:

Roy Dalling
Midland Gliding Club
The long Mynd
Church Stretton
Shropshire SY6 6TA
Tel. tlnley (0S8861) 206
24 Hours

PORTMOAK

the K-7 a covered trailer and there are plans for a
hangar extension with a workshop.
Congratulations to Neil Honey on going solo.

R.H.S.
WQLDS (Pcx;;klington)
We are now operating seven days a week
throughoot the year and welcome visitors to sample our winch and aerotow launching and
motor glider,
Despite the bad weather 1988 was a good
year lor us with a record number of new members, lautlc'hes and cross-country kilometres giv,ing one completed Gold badge, one 1 OOkm
Diploma, 22 Silver legs and many Bronze legs
and solos.
After the great success of our Two-seater
Competition with Over 3000km !Iown, we look
forward to seeing you all at the Comp this year
from August 20-26. (See the report in this
issue.)

M.&S.

Recently expanded single and two-seater flee I.

WYVERN (RAF Upavon)
A fortnight's ab-initio course was run in September by Gerry Sturgess, Roy Gaunt and John
Bradley for ten MoD scientists from Boscombe
Down. Due to weather and military activity there
were only six flying days but 400 launches and
six solos including Gerry's son lan. Congratulations to them all.
Our thanks to Paul Lutley for organising the
Christmas dinner in Upavon followed by disco in
the Clubhouse, The first award of the Barry Perks
trophy for endeavour went to Pat Hemsley for his
contribution in refurbishing the winches and MT.

7-day flying with winch and aerotow facilities.

DB.

IS THE PLACE
FOR WAVE - 'UK altitude record made from

flere in 1980

FOR RIDGE -

our two hills give more
soaring opportunities

FOR THERMALS -

they're not bad,

either t
Holiday courses for all levels.

Good accommodation, catering and bar,

Our autumn and early winter weather was an
improvement on the summer with a number of
pilots reaching solo standard. The Bronze badge
course is well subscribed and a steady increase
in membership means our instructors will be well
occupied with ab-initio training through the
spring.
While awaiting our ~sual share of winter wave
we are developing our skills in dual tows.
We are becoming increasingly busy through
the week and are grateful to Lyn Wetherhill and
Tony Simms, our full time office secretary and
CFI, for their constant Ihard work, Flying statistics
for 1988 have broken all previous records.
We've made a lot of progress on the ground too
with the completion of our workshop, store and
parachute room, mains electric supply to the caravan park, lighting, paths and tree planting on our
picnic area.
We hael a fine time a\ the annual dinner-dance
with trophies awarded to Mark Boyle (best cross·
country), Don Atkinson (longest retrieve) and
Meg Stark (best gain of height), all from
Rufforth.

C.R.

Motor Falke available.
VlSJTOIlSALWAYS WELCOME

SCOTIISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELL
Nr. KINROSS
Tel. 059·284·543

YORK GLIDING CENTRE (Rufforth Airfield)
As you can see we have changed our name (previously Ouse GC) so we don't have to keep
explaining where we are! If you want to soar the
Vale of York and enjoy the holiday amenities of
York you know where to come.

£4,rl~1\O~ ~? .~~

p~~~~~5 ~'{l~
~tr.~~t~D

~

VISIT THE .,.

r

ClUb

The Alrfteld. POCKLlNGTON
Easl Yorkshire Y04 2N R

Situated on the edge of the picturesque
Yorkshire Wolds within easy reach of the
historic City of YORK. the Moors and the
scenic Yorkshire coast.
• EXCELLENT LAUNCH FACILITIES (winchl.erorow).
• ON·SITE ACCOMMOOA TlON A '1AILABLE.
• COMFORTABLE CLUBHOUSE. BAR &
• FL Y YOUR GLIDER OR OURS. BRIEFING ROOM.

Write or give us a ring -

0759 303579

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing . • •
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JOHN MARTIN

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

(1:.

FACIUTIES AT LLOYD'S
Membero! B.I.B.A.

FebruarylMarch 1989

LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION LIMITED
Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL
Tel (01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631
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GLIDER REPAIRS - SPARES - INSTRUMENTS - PARTS - MATERIALS - SERVICE
MAJOR REPAIRS: in glass and carbon fibre reinforced plastics, steel tube, and wood. Schleicher gliders a
speciality: many jigs and spares held in stock.
TOST: Wheels, Tyres (including 400 x 4), Weak Links, Release Hooks.
DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists for Neogene products.
INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter Agents - most other makes available.
MATERIALS: For all your Repair and Re-build needs: GLI Finnish Birch Ply (thicknesses from 0.8-6.0mm);
German steel tube for gliders (complete range).
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING
OVER-THE-COUNTER, POSTAL AND CARRIER SALES SERVICE; our Shop stocks Hundreds of items, all at
competitive prices.
Open Monday to Friday 9am to 1pm; 2pm to 5prn
Saturday
9am to 1 pm; 2pm to 4pm

London Sallplt/lles Limited
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds LUG 2JP. Dunstable (0582) 662068

The New Dimona H36 Mk. 2 Is Here!
Demonstrations a pleasure
Sales - Service - Spares
For details

John Adams Soaring
(Oxford) Ltd
Unit 4F Hixon Airfield,
Stafford ST18 OPY
Tal: (0889) 270577: (0889) 881495 (eve)
FAX (0889) 882 189
Telex 83147 (att Soaring)

Grob G103 Twin III Acro built to Grob
high standards for spring 1989
delivery
Excellent for basic training through to
performance training
Send for details:

JOHN ADAMS SOARING
(OXFORD) LTD
Unit 4F, Hixon Airfield, Hixon, Stafford
Tel: 0889-270577
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PtK 20B CARBON SPAR. Superb condition, full panel, radio.
parachute. GRP trailer with all aids tor two man rigging. £13750
ono. Te~ 0732 848436 or 0233 34899.
INSTRUMENT PANEL for ASW 20F ori'egasus, complete with:
Ditte! FSG 60m radio. Ferranti AIH with inverter. Rico VAS vario.
Winter vario. Smith. TIS. ASI. AIlimeter. £2000 complete or will
spIi1 it required. TeI 0494 436888.
OIAMANT 18, Swiss all glass napped sailplane, 40: 1, excellent
brakes, new .eanopy, solo rig. Includes Sohli, radio, barograph,
oxygen, trailer. C9000 ono. Ran Speer, Crawley 35046.

Advertisements, with remittance, should be sent to
Chelron Press Ltd, 241 Desborough Road, High
Wycombe, Bucks. Tel 0494 442423. Rate 40p a
word. IIIlnlmum £8.00. We can accept black and
white photographs at £3.00 extra. Box Numbers
should be sent to the sanw address, the closing
d8ltforclasslfted advertlsenwnts for the April/May
118118 Is'March 3rd 1989.
FOR SAlE

EXTEND YOUR GUDING in a superb sell-launching motorised

DELAFIELD trailer. Housed A$W20, but lit most 15m gliders.
Good condition, Tows well. C600. Tel 0433 20214.
ASTIR CS-H, good condition, low hrs. Metai trailer, full
Instrumenls, radio, parachute. Te! Phil 0476 860504 orGary 0602
332885.
PHOEBUS HC. 42:1 glide. Goes up on a sparrow's. Delightful
high pertOfmance glass glider allow price. 1987 alloy trailer, fittings and ajds. £8250. Te! 0433 20214.
15M METAL TRAtLER with tillings, ramp. rails. lull lighting. Road
handling excellenl. £1200 ono. Tel 0732-452092.
OLY 2. Basic instrumenls, T&S, trailer. Original log book. Good
condilion. £1650 for quick sale. Tel 07596 225.

JANTAR 2, 20.5m, 1978. Exceilent condition with instrumenls
and trailer. £ 12 000. TeI Belgium 3/646 11 42.
TRAILER, NEW alumiriiumconstruclion. nQ fittings, ~~ standard
class glider, £ i 500. ICOM ICA2 ~ttle used. £3 lb. M lee, 0529
303249.

NEW PEGASUS (all versions) available for quick deiivery. Price
from C12500+VAT. Nine Foor Aviation (Steve White), 0494
438888.
REVERSE P1JLLEY wheel assembly, nice condition. 'Cl 00 ono.
Tel Bill Munns, 0533 303804 (eves). 0533 530200 (work).
BOCtAN· 1 E, 12 monthsC 01 A. good condition. weil mainlained,
C4900 ono. iel 051 ~4 7932.
TUG, BELLANCA SCoul. high wing. two-seater tandem taii
dragger. 180 Lycoming, tall hook ele. New C 01 A. Price by
negotiation, TeI BiN Munn.. 0533 303804 (eves). 0533
530200 (work),
TRAILER, 15m, plywood, enclosed. good condition. 1:150 to
clear. Tel 076 94216 (anytime).
OPEN CIRRUS 1178 Camp No 137, fuN pane!, TM6, Bohli.
parachu1e, barograph, metallrailer. Low hrs. Ideal first glass gii~er
and must be seen - for only Cl 1 :;(X). Tel 0793 624553 (eves).

saI1pln. Trailer available. Shares available in our Janus CM
bIaed 11 Enstone. Outright sale considered. For further details
pIlone 0li0 872206.

SKYLARK 4 with instruments. No trailer. C4000
84$436 or 023' 374 307 or ~33 1>29646.
MARIANNE 2. The best trainer tor basic and cross country flying
on the markel. Price from £25000+VAT. Nine Four Aviation
(Steve White), 0494 436888.

'!liE KIWI Glider,sLMG in a class of its own. Lightweight, low
noise,excellenl handling, easy lolly, reasonable cosl. Relractable
TOP engine can be removed in 5 mins when not required. See the
KIwi 11 89 BGA Conlerence, or details from Nine Four Aviation
(SlM While~ 0494 436888.
STD CIRRUS. Un-pranged, pl'ivately owned since new. Full
PIIlti, wood and GRP trailer. £12800. Te! 0829 40301

Mnilga.

STD UBELLE 201 B. Vgc, never .damaged, factory fitted double
brakes, glass-fibre Iraller. Low hrs and launches. Tel 07596
225.
NIMBUS 3, late model. low hrs, immacuiate, recent C of A, cornplete oulfil or hull only. Delails te! 01 0 4989 4486 Hi)7 at
7.00pm.
CLUB L1BELLE + well designed e.nclosed metal Irajlet'. fully
inslrumented with 720 channel radio. BGA <e<;listered. Price
£11500 ono. TeI 01049 2924 731 I.

ono

rei 0732

JANTAR STD 11. No,215 (Photo page 186 August!Septernber
1988 SaG) Complete with superb metal.lrafler, Ditte! LX 100 electric varia, parachute, lail .(JQily. £13000 ono. Contact Mike
WooNard 0453 828842 (home) 0452 713264 (worl<).
SLINGSBY FAlKE T·1I1A, 1971. good condition, some spares
ava1lable. Te! 0302 7136360 or 075787 296.
TRAILER, wooden. ex 19m Kestrel. £400. Tel 0283 63054.
K·2B, good condition, basic instruments, £3950. Tel 0283
63054.
L·SPATZ, good coodition, new C of A, basic instruments. C2400.
Tet 0282 63054.

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

REPAIRS AND C OF A IINSPECTIONS UNDERTAKEN
ON ALL MAKES AND lYPES
ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER FACTORY TRAINED
STAFF AVAI LABLE
SOLE SUPPLIERS OF GENUINE 'AEROLENE' FABRIC

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone HERRIARD (0256 83) 359

TO LEARN

ADVANCED SOARING TECHNIQUES

TO GAIN

YOUR SLMGPPL *
OUR HIGH PERFORMANCE JANUS
CM, PIK 20E AND GROB G1 09

TO FLY

Ring Oxfordshire Sportflying Club on 060 872 208
for more information
7 days a week operation
'Self launching motor glider private pilot's licence

OXFORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING CLUB, ENSTONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSTONE, OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP
February/March 1989

Tel: 060 872 208
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SKYLARK 3, good condition with C of A. Well inslrumented and
complete with refurbished wooden trailer. Realistic offers. 021

~TIt(JN(;·

CHUTES

356 7148.

1

OlMONA MO'TOR QUDER. 300hrs, all mods, 80 lilre tank, rigging trolteys, NH, 01, US. 720VHF 1I0R tranSponder. Offers. 01
458 2624.

K -6CR, very good condition. £6200·. Price 10 include trailer, rigging aiils, parachute, barograph, oxygen, radio. NH, audio vario
and all usual instruments. Tel 0484 861145.
PIK 208, Ism flapped, immaculate conditiOn. Full panel Including TM6 radio, cambridge M Nav. varla/computer. oxygen,
Sound wooden trailer. i: 1j 150. TeI 0904 83653.
1/3 SHARE ASW 17, with, eXlended tip", instruments. oxygen,
rigging aids, covers. new metal trailer. ·£6000. Tel 01 986
0376.

NEW. IMPROVED
still 26ft La-Po but
NOW 141bs &
measUling
23x 16X2ins

UNIQUE KESTREL 1 t, with carbon spar for IIghl rigging. good
climb performance and good aileron controll Instruments and
Slingsby glass trailer. £15000. Jeff Gentry 01 878 1932
(evenings).' Dave Wesl 07072 ,66123 Exl 2189. 0438 814015
(evenings).

£6000 will purchase a 1/4 share in an immaculate Ventus B 15/
16.6, 'tuN panel, 720 radio, oxygen, parachute, barograph, 2 man
rigging aids, trailer. Tel Thornbury 417533.

Asw 22'. Complete and comprehensively equipped ounij, best ot
4 in UK. Outright sale preferred. Tel 0908 568171 (eves).
LS-4, 1/3ro share at Enstone. £5995, Conlact Gordon Camp on
0008' 728149,.
MOSQUITO B, full panel including electric vario, speed director,
a!h and new oxygen systems. Competition sealed. Excellent condition, with tult C of A. Glass trailer and one man tow out gear.
£15800. Tel 0602 333283.

1'/2 SHARE IN DAilt 17R: Booker based, new C .01 A. reoovered wings, we! equipped wijh excellent trail.... £3500 ono.
Daytime; 0932 75 2320, evenings: 024 06 3197 or 01 894
lT96.
DART.17R - 1'/4 share £2000. Full panel, barograph. A/H, radio.
oxygen, parachute, audio vario, TIS. 2-man rig. Metal trailer.
Based Long Mynd. Contact 0939 250 130.
,STANOAJIO UBEll.E; in W Germany NI' Bonn. Quick sale
£8400 ono vgc. Unbroken. basic instruments plus TIS, E Vario,
radio, excellent glass/wQQden trailer. Leave your number at 047
48!;i 2021' (Kentl and I'll caN YQt,! back.
COURSES

SOUTH WALES GLIDING CLUB (USK)
Wave, mountain and thermal soaring
Summer ,iying courses, visiting pilots/gliders welcome.
Task week, an levels ot pilot, vintage to glass, August 5-12,
Elookings: Course Secretary Karen Bailey, South Wales
Gliding Club, Gwemesmey, Usk, Gwent. Tel029 7690536,
Of 04465 2078,

STA.NDA,RD 'I-IBELLE. Imrnaculate, lovingly maintained. No
prangs. Hun/instrumenls £T0950. WANTED DG 202/17 or
similar. Tel 045 383 2061 .

PARA-CUSHION BACK
Model No. 303

LS-4 WITH new wings. Complete ounit. £ 19500. Tal 0904
628275 or 0400 81648,
LIFT TOP trailer, brand new wilh fittings lor 15m glass ship.
£2500. Also second trailer lor £2250. Tel Louis Rotter, 0244
32655.

Built-in lumber
support.
Available with
inf1atable bladder pad.
26ft La-Po canopy.

SKYLARK 3B, F-mods, NH, T&S, electric and PZL varios, radio,
barograph, parachute, relurbished wooden trailer. wings recently
re-covered. £3700. Tel 0708-762258 or 01-989-9843 or 01 527
7297 (eves).
PYE CAMBRIDGE car radio. Offers. Tel 0676 33162.

by

PARA-CUSHION CHAIR
Model No. 305

ELFE 52. 37:1 Std Class. Swlas Glass/WOOd construction.
Full panel. Aluminium trailer. VGC lhroughout. Airbrakes and
narrow cockpit like Llbelle, hence only £7,500. Excellent
performanCe for money. Parachute and Pye Bantam radio
avaiiable. Amberley (045 367l2140.
ASW·20 Privately owned from new, good condition. 1326,..s.
511 starts, Equipment: basic instruments (metric) parachute and
trailer. Price £1:34OQ in a Finnish harbour. Pertll Laitila62200
Kauhava, Finland. TeI 010 358 64340490 (home).

To complete the set!
Also 26ft La-Po
canopy fitted.

HURRY HURRY make the moSI of the rale
of exchange on the US Dollar!
All models under £600. yes 600!
Full details from:
Marjorie Hobby (Sole UK Agent)
9 Knoll Road.
Fleet. Hants GU13 8PR
Td: (0252) 615365 evenings.

Full and assistant rated inslruclors arc invited 10 apply
for lhe job of running our summer holiday g1idlOg

coursc-OS atour scenic site in Ihe,COlswolds. Courses'run
from mid April lO mid (klo~r, Full accomrnodalion
and weekday meals will be provided togelher wilh a
wage of between 160-180 pw neg. depending upon
experience. Apply W: Mi~ WooIla,d, , n.rrh Road.
honard Slan/~'. SlOfldoust, GI(Jucestershire GLIO 3NU.

T./: 0453 828842

OUAJITER PRICE motor glider, Pippistrelle 2e Mlcrolight with
superb f8C1ory built glass-fibre trailer. Fantastic glide, Jaw fuet
consumption. £6000. Tet 0234 53388.
PARACHUTE EB62, Iile-explred In 1993. £200. OK Barograph.
little used. £100. TM62 radio and battery charger. £70. Tel
0753 75452.
CLUB SECRETAJlIES and Treasurers. make extra money tor
your club tunds, send large SAE (13X9) to Oerwent Print, 160x
Close, Stamlord Bridge, York Y04 lJW for full details.

PARA-CUSHION SEAT
Model No. 304

THE BRISTOL &< GLOUCESTERSHIRE GLIDING
CLUB

IS 290, good condition, tinted canopy, barograph, parachute,
oxygen. Aluminium trailer. £7500. Tel 0656 880395,
PARACHUTE (Stim); altimeter; ASI; audio for PZL or Winter vario;
E2 compass; T /5; EB 62 parachute. Alan Purnell 0252
615365.
L·SPATZ good panel, covered trailer. C 01 A. £1900. Mini
alii meter, Eiliott 26 2'1,' £500. New audio varios £75. New Yuasa
NP6-12V gell cell £23. Tel 0780 62501.
"MITY" STAINLESS weak links, 900 or 1 1OOIb, Milier links - up
to 2250lb. Aerotow ropes. Winch chutes. Aslleys lld, GosIord St.
Coventry CVl 5DJ. (0203) 20771.
KESTREL 111, excellent condition, lully ,jnslrumenled, oxygen,
good melat traiier. wing covers. James Metcaffe 0273 600461/
771115 eves or at Nympsfoeld.

COMPETITIONS

NATIONALS
Lasham Open Class Nationals
Lasham Regionals (two classes)
15-23 July 1989
Entry fee:
Open Nationals £140 Regionals £100

TWO-SEATER
COMPETITION
1989
20th-26th August

ALL TWO-SEATERS
ELIGIBLE

CANOPY DOCTOR

PICK A STRONG
CHUTE - FOR
COMFORT & SAFETY!
N.B.: WE ARE STILL
SELLING BOOKS
50

CANOPY REPAIRS, MODS., etc.
Robin Bull, April Cottage, Lower Hopton,
Nesscllffe, Salop, SY4 1DL
reI: Nesscllffe (074 381) 231
Nat. Grid Ref. SJ 381209

K·7, New canopies. New Hooks. Low hrs/lchs, Full inst. radio,
SF25B. C ~ A 2 yrs. Good condilion. Offers V Mallon, PSA RAF
Laarbruch BFPO 43.

For details,
write or ring
The Airfield
POCKLINGTON
East Yorkshire Y04 2NR
Tel. 0759 303579

WANTED
ONE PORT wing fO( a K·8. Any condition considered, TeI 051
334 7932.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

DAMAGED GLASS·fIBRE glider by ,privale buyer. Top price
paid , would consider complete outfit. Will Iravel in Europe la
iiew. TeI 01998 1510.
K,., AN't condition considered, <It appwpr.,te price, wilhl
wiIhxJt ~ailer, Te! P McCfeelh, anytime, 0202 6B8671 ,(home),
0202 893535 (wm).
EXTENSION TIPS lor ASW 20. Tel 0433 20214.

CANOPIES

DlSCUS/LS·71lS-6 wanled for 1989 Nalionals. Swap my LS-4,

based S franoe, dales 10 suil you. Andy Smith 010 33
93470391,
SITUATIONS WANTED

BGA Senior InspElClor wrth PfA Approval and CAA Engineer's
Ucences wishes to join gHderl1ighl aircrah repair organisation in
SooIhem England, Capita' available for participation in Ihe business. Reply to Box 599.
HQLlDAYS
TR't !RISH qLlDING this year! Beginners courses in August.
fur1her Informalion from CFI, 1 Oakdown Road, Church town,
Dub,n 14,

GLIDI! f4 Hungary in 1989, get yoor diamond distance and
heighl in yoor own glider. fQ;' further ,infermaliOO conlacl Louis
Roller, Byways, Warringlon Road, Chester CH2 3PA

Devon and Somerset
Gliding Club, North Hill
10

minute. walk /rom Holiday Accommodation al
SouthcoU Farm

*
LARGE RANGE
OF SHAPES
AND SIZES
FOR GLIDERS
AND LlrGHT
AIRCRAFT

*
GOOD OPTICS
Self-contained ~xury cottage. (Sleeps 6 and Dairy flatter
2~ Set in 71(2 acres 01' beautiful meadow and woodland.
Troullaka. Open all the year.
Southcott Farm, Sheldon, Nr Honllon, Devon
Tel:040 484514,

*
FROM MAKER

*
BOB REECE, Rematic
School House
Norton
N r Worcester WR5 2PT
Tel Worcester
(0905) 821334

Neogene
Paints
Your specialist paint
manufacturer
C664 High Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 753
C665 Aluminium Surfacer To
C/E DTD 753
C666 Scheme "Z" Type
Enamels For Unsupported
Fabrics
C667 Scheme "Z" Type
Thinners
C668 Low Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 751
C965 Fabric Adhesive
C966 Fabric Adhesive Thinner
C162 Transparent N/C Non
Tautening Dope
The above have been selected
from our range of Aircraft
Finishes.

Colour Matching Service
Large or small quantities
supplied
Consult our Technical Advisory
Service:
Printa Inks and Paints Limited,
Neogene Works, 65 Alfred Road,
London W2 5HQ.
...
Telephone 01 289 2271 ~
Neogene Paints (Scotland) Limited,
45 Lanark Road, Edinburgh EH14 1TL
Telephone 031 443 8793

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

The Sabre-Air Apparatus & Valve AI.R. 24 series oxygen equipment for gliders,
comprising a control head: and, 680 litre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all fhe in-flig'hl oxygen controls situated in the one position, this
control Iilead has been developed from the Company's highly successful Domiciliary
oxygen unil to Drug Tariff Specification 01B.
The 680 litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to BS 5045
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-litre
cylinders, and face masks comrlete with valves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event 0 servicing being required. the company operates a 24-hour
turn-'round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE - SLlMLlNE 630 CYLINDERS

SABRE-AAV lTD
Unit 1, Blackwater Way, Aldershot, Hants. GU12 4DL
Te/: Aldershot (0252) 334581 Fax: 0252-21:993
February/March

~989
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OPPORTUNITIES

BORTSCH ANDBAROGRAPHS
F/!fIIlnlne European Championships in Russia 1989
Are your intereste~ in a crewing holiday with a difference? I
need two competent experienced drivers with a sense of
advenlure 10 lake my glider to and from Russia; lotal trip 5
weeks/rom 12 JuM 10 15 July. There will be opportunities
tor tourism within Russia
PAM HAWKINS, 01 5900416 (8V88)
SITUATIONS VACANT

a

DERBY !LANCS Gliding Club 'requiresfully rated instructor for
the new pOsition of resident manager!1nstructOf. Applicants must
have spouse or 'Partner to fun the catering franchise and 3
bedded accommodation is provided on site. Contacl Graham
Frankland,061 4J9 5629 or 5737'.
COURSE INS1llUCTOFt, at SaMby, Uncs. For turther details, tel
Bill Munns, Q533 303804 (eves), 0533 530200 (work).
TUG PILOT ,'0< summer 1989. Expenses only job. 'NrGrantham,
Lincs. Tel Bill Munns, 0533 303804 (eves!, 0533 530200
(Work).
SURREY HILLS Gliding Club. Course Instructor for 1989 season
commencing March. Rating requirements: FuU and SL'MG. Contact Peter Poole 0883 843196.
THE KENT GLIDING CLUB LIMITED require9 a senior Course
Instructor for the 1989 course season. AppliCant. must have a full
BGA rating. Tel 0732 848436 or 047472502 (eves).
JOHN EDGLEY would like to hear from design engineers and
others willing and able to participate in a Sailplane Research Project. Edgley Aeronautics Lld, Building 20, Thruxton Airport,
Andover, Hants SP11 8PW.

FREE

S x X

1c0NDClN GLIDING CLUE! require a Course Instruclor for 1989
season. Fu! raling preferred. For details contacl Jack Butler
0562 66341 g.
COME TO SOUTHERN IRELAND! Tug,pilol with experience of
tail'draggers wanted 4-5 weeks July/August. Air-fare and caravan accommodation offered. Please send references and details
01 experience. Full Cat instructor also requir~t,l lor 2-3 week•.
Apply eFt 1 Oakdown Road, Churchfown. Oublin 14.
COURSE INSTRUCTOR required by the York Gtiding Centre.
Ful cat, MGIR preferred, April to OCtober' 989. AppliCations to
CFI, Aerodrome, Rufforth, York Y02 3OA. Tell 0904 83694.
ACCOMMODATION
ARE YOU FLYING at Gap or Sisteron this summer. Rent our
hillside farmhouse. Outstanding views. NI services. 2 miles
Taltard, 14 mites Sisteron airtields. Sleeps up to 8. Available JuneSept. £ 180 pw. Hearne 0622 812385.
HOLIDAY COTIAGE, near Aboyne. Sleeps 8/9. Try Spring and
Summer lor strong thermals to uncrowded wave! Tel 0339
2622.
ABOYNE, ROYAL DEESIDE, enjoy your gliding, fishing or
shooli"9 holiday in a relaxed atmosphere. Home cooking, log
fire., cenlral heating, eleclric blankets in all bedrooms. parties of
up 1010 catered for. Details: Mr. Armour, Aboyne (0339) 2432/

• firs! chOice for lOfety-consciovs drivert wllh over 3
"..,il1ion'1owbors ,~pJied.

s•• riH/aw 'ag.s Ior 100' MQf~S' i,wclalisI liner or slodisf.

C.P. WITTER llD. CHESTER

IC

DEESIDE ACCOMMODATION
10 minutes from Deeside Gliding Club at Aboyne
Airfield. SpaCious 18the manse in peaceful
country location. Plenty of parking space. B&B
from £9.00. Evening meal available.
Mrs J Addy, Birseside, by Aboyne,
Aberdeenshire. Tel 0339 2089

S x X

?NTEST

for high performance, best value
from
instrumentation . . .
ICOM 720Ch radios
£309
ILEG super varios
£264
PELTOR headsets
£89
DECCANOR wave NAV etc.

2465.

F R E E

Tel: 0244 41166 Thu61623lURBAR G

For a full data pack
callus:
(24 hrs) 0962 52661

F R E E

L.£J
~

S x X

lULU GLASST£K
STARTING IN FEBRUARY 1989
A NEW REPAIR AGENT FOR
THE GLIDING WORLD & 94 AVIATION
Tel: 08444 3036 PETER WELLS

The ilLS" Agent in UK MARTYN WELLS
(Wells Design Ltd.)
Brailes, Banbury, Oxon.
Home Tel. 060 884 217
Workshop Tel. 060 885 790

FULL REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
FACILITIES IN OUR
PURPOSE BUILT WORKSHOP
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Sales • Spares • Repairs

LS
LS
LS
LS

4

STAN DARD CLASS

4 CLUB STANDARD CLASS
STAN DARD CLASS
7
6
15M CLASS
(WINNER OF '85, '86, '87, '8815M NATIONALS)

LS 6

TIPPED TO 17.5M
15M/OPEN CLASS
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

o~

A VIA TION LIMITED
offers you
free adv;,ce

/Cho;ce

confidence---------

~

- - - - from stock

~
product support

dedicated staff

Let us help you
You can find us at:

RD Aviation Ltd
Unit 23, Bankside
Kidlington
Oxon OX5 1JE

~

~

0865-841441 (2 lines 24 hr)

Fax 0865-842495

r

VISA

l.:

'
.1

Mon-Fri 10.00-1830
Sats
10.30-12.30
Please telephone to ensure you are on our 1989 Catalogue Mailing List - free!
or cut here or photocopy and send in envelope.

To: RD Aviation Ltd .• Unit 23
Bankside, Kidlington
Oxon OX5 lJE, England

A STAMP WILL
BE REQUIRED
TO SEND THIS

Please send me my free copy of your 1989 RD Aviation Ltd.
price list when it is published in February 1989
Name

.

Address

.

...................................................................... Post Code

.

.be
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Ventus C
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Janus C

NillJblls 3D.,.

~et\t\lS et

Janus CM

~'\~"~

Nimbus3DM
QUITE A SELECTION!

For more details write
to

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
(R. Jones)
Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks.
Tel: 0488 71774
Fax: 0488 72482

fI ?J~

